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· VISIT TO SOUTH ASIA, October 28-November 14, 1976 

· DATE TIME GMT 

· Oct. 28 1700 
· Thurs. 1927 

2100 
0227 

Oct. 30 
~.,-A1'· 2350 0650 

Nov. 1 
Mon. 

Nov. 2 
Tues. 

0705 2205 
1050 0150 
1635 0935 
1700 1000 
1800 1130 

) -t3b 
i:nO 
(approx.) 

flit 
(approx.) 

~ 
(approx.) 

Depart Washington (Dulles) 
Arrive Los Angeles 

Depart Los Angeles 

Arrive Tokyo 

REMARKS 

TW19 (LlO) non-s top, economy 
Hotel La Quinta--Palm Spr ings 
(SB will arrive L.A. Oct. 29 
1301 on AA77--will stay at 
Marriott) · 

CI007 (B-747) one-stop, 
(Honolulu), first. Meet SB 
and Mr. Stern in airport. 

Depart Tokyo JL471 (D8S), non-stop 1 first 
Arrive , Bangkok 
Depart Bangkok Thai Government plane 
Arrive Ra{\goon J · Government Guest House 
N'~~ J1f~h-.J· ~ 

Leave~by boat i or ~our of I~awaddy~elta; 
accompanied by senior Burmese officials, 
Mrs. McNamara, Messrs. Stern, Clark, 
Burmester and Shibusawa. Time permitting, 
a stop might be made to visit rice and/or 
jute farms along the river. Luncht abRard. · 

(11: S.S; 
Arrive at Layainzu (near Maubin) or another 
appropriate village to inspect Irrigation I 
project (Lift Pump Irrigation). 

Depart Layainzu b1'belicopter for Shwelaung. 
Composition of party taking helicopter to be 
confirmed by Mr. Shibusawa upon Mr. McNamara's 
arrival in Burma. Mrs. McNamara· will return 
to Rangoon by boat. 

~ JS,.. •• " 
Arrive Shwelaung. Inspection of~ Delta Paddy 

- project ar~a and discussions with village 
leaders and p·roject · farmers. Tour of village. 
Refueling. It may be necessary instead to 
make a refueling stop at Pyapon as part of 
tour of Lower Delta Paddy Project areas. 

Depart Shwelaung for air tour of Lower Delta 
Paddy Project areas. 

Arrive Rangoon airport(~~J 
I!...H ~ rl·•· v _.v._ ¥~ ~ /) ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ fl ~ 
Arfive Government Guest House / ; y'j ~ leJ . I 

Official· Dinner to be hostedk~ by~ ) ~711 

~ Deputy Prime Minister. ~ ~ ..1'/1~ . 



DATE 

Nov. 3 
Wed. 

Nov. 4 
Thurs. 

Nov. 5 
Fri. 

D~3~ 
TIME GMT ----,,n._ ,.,fl) 
.Q839 9930 

1098 1943 

Meeting with Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Planning and Finance, H.E. 
U Lwin. 

W&eting with MinAgr~te, 
/ ~9\IHg>t 

1-v n , , ~~~ 
·~ Meeting with Prime Minister, H.E. U Sein 

Win. 

1!00 

tsn 
1530 
1800 

0900 
1200 

0730-1200 

1230-1400 
1500-1630 
~ 
J4fre 

o$to-1ooo 

1000-1100 

1115-1230 
0 

Possibl~meetsil:ftg with Preefeent; :N& Wi~ . 

~ 8efta ~aR ¥~, Sec.Gen of Burma SOcial~t 

Evening free 

Helicopter trip to Sherpur Thana (Bogra 
District). Mr. Weiss, Chief ResMission 
will accompany party and provide further 
details. 

Private lunch (at Weiss Residence). 
Field trip by car to Adamjee Jute Mill. 
Dinner by Dr. Huda to meet leading Govern
ment officials (at Intercontinental Hotel). 
Mr. Weiss will pro~de further information 
on officials who will be atten~ing. 

Meeting with MinPlanning. Mr. Weiss will 
accompany party (Messrs. Stern, Clark and 
Burmester) at these meetings. 
Meeting w/MinHealth, Population Control and 
Family Planning 
Meeting with MinAgriculture and Rural Dev. 
Private lunch 

REMARKS 

Thai Government Plane. / 
Intercontinental--small suite. 

~,....,.._16 

It~ -1700 1739-
1730-1800 

Meeting with MinFlood Control & Water Resource 
Courtesy call on Pres. Sayem. 
Drinks with private industrialists, Messrs. 
Musa & Kabi 

Nov. 6 
Sat. 

2000 

1000 
1025 

0400 
0455 

1030-1230 

1230-1400 

Working dinner with Gen. Rahman 

Depart Dacca 
.Arrive Calcutta 

Visit Urban Development Project by car 
accompanied by Bhola Nath Sen, MinPublic 
Works and Housing. 
Lunch (private--Gov. West Bengal & Mrs. 
Diaz). 

BG491 (F27), non-stop,economy 
Raj Bhavan (Messrs. Stern, 
Clark and Sen will stay 
at Grand Oberoi Hotel) 



DATE 

Nov. 6 
Sat. 

Nov. 7 
Sun. 

Nov. 8 
Mon. 

Nov. 9 
Tues. 

Nov. 10 

TIME GMT 

1400-1530 
1545-1630 
1700-1800 
2000 

0830-1730 

1800 
2000 

0600 0030 
0815 0245 
0900-1200 
1300-1400 

1430-1630 
1730-1830 

1930 1400 
2125 1555 

0800 
0900" 
1130 

1330 . 
1500 

1600 
1730 
2000 

Wed. 0800 

1000 
1130 

1230 
1230-1400 
1600 
1700 
2000 

- !:>-

CMDA briefing. 
Chief Minister West Bengal (Mr. s.s. Ray) 
Meetings w/individual industrialists 
Dinner at Raj Bhavan. Host: Governor 
of West Bengal 

Depart Calcutta by helicopter. Full day 
field visit to agricultural areas, stop
ping at Burdwan Town and Kachrapara in 
Nadia District. (Chief Minister, State 
Ministers of Agriculture and Public Works 
will accompany.) 
Return Calcutta 
Dinner (private) 

Depart Calcutta 
Arrive Hyderabad. 
Visit ICRISAT by car 
Lunch: Host: Governor of Andhra Pradesh 
(Mr. R.D. Bhandare) at Raj Bhavan 

REMARKS 

Airport Hotel 

IC269 (CVL) non-stop, 
(Mr. Sen will proceed 
to New De·lhi) 

I 
I 

eco~om; r 

direct~y 
I I 

Visit Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd by car 
Meeting with Chief Minister (Mr. V. Rao) and 
Government officials 
Depart Hyderabad 
Arrive Delhi ·· 

IC404 (B-737) non-stop,economy ~ 
Rashtrapati Bhavan (President's 
House). (Messrs. Stern, Clark 
Sen at Oberoi Intercon-tinental 
Hotel) 

Depart Delhi Government plane. 
Arrive Suratgarh Seed Farm 
Visit Rajasthan Canal Project by 
helicopter. 
Participating Rajasthan! officials: 

Irrigation Minister, Heerala Devpura 
Rajasthan Canal Bd. Chman, G.S. Shastri 
Chief Secretary, Mohan Mukerji 

Lunch at Chattargarh 
Visit Rajasthan_Canal--second stage 
by helicopter 
Arrive Bikaner 
Arrive Delhi Government plane 
Dinner hosted by MinFinance Mr. C. 
Subramaniam 

Breakfast with L.K. Jha (Governor of 
Jammu and Kashmir) 
MinFinance (Mr. C. Subramaniam) 
MinAgriculture (Mr. Jagivan Ram), DGen, 
Research (Mr. M.S. Swaminathan) 
Prime Minister (Mrs. I. Gandhi) 
Lunch~~Prime Minister 
Minindustry (Mr. T.A. Pai) 
MinCommerce (Mr. D.P. Chattopadhyaya) 
Dinner hosted by Mr. Jochen Kraske 



DATE 

Nov. 11 
Thurs. 

Nov. 12 
Fri. 

Nov. 13 
Sat. 

TIME GMT 

0&30-0930 
1000 

1200 

1230-1330 
1530 
1645 
1730 
1900 1330 
1950 1450 
2030 
0800 
0845 
0845-1015 

1030-1130 
1145-1245 
1245-1345 

1345-1415 
1415-1600 

1600-1630 
1700 
1745 1245 
1845 1345 
2030 

0730-0800 
0800-0845 

0900-1030 

1045-1115 

1115-1200 
1200-1300 
1300-1445 
1500-1530 

-" -

Ford Foundation 
Meetings with individual private indus
trialists (Bhoothalingam, Arunachalam, 
Bharatram, B.M. Birla, H.P. Nanda and 
Raunaq Singh). 
Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission 
(Mr. P.N. Haksar) 
Lunch .(private) 

REMARKS 

MinHealth & Family Planning (Mr. Karan Singh) 
President (Mr. Fakruddin Ali Ahmed) 
Return to Rashtrapati Bhavan 
Depart Delhi PK681 (F-27) non-stop,economy 

Intercontinental (small suite) 
& Begum Mohammad Abbas Abbasi 

Arrive Lahore 
Dinner--Punjab Gov. 
Depart for Lyallpur 
Arrive·Lyallpur 

by helicopter 

Field visit Lyallpur University Extension 
Area (Dr. Mohammad Nasim, Secy., Agri
culture Dept., Punjab, to accompany) 
Visit to Agriculture Research Institute 
Visit to Agriculture University Campus 
Lunch by Dr. Amir Mohammad, Vice Chancellor 
Agriculture Univers~ty in Lyallpur 
Leave Lyallpur for Gujranwala by helicopter 
Visit industrial estate and small-scale 
enterprises (Mr. Safdar Husain Kazmi, Secy. 
Industries Dept. Punjab, to conduct visit) 
Depart Gujranwala for Lahore 
Depart hotel 
Depart Lahore 
Arrive Rawalpindi 
Dinner by Rana Mohammad Hanif Khan, Min. 
for Finance, Planning & Development. Mr. 
Rafi Razi, Min for Production and Mr. S.B. 
Awan, Secy. Production Division, ·will be 
present 

PK604 (F-27) non-stop, economy 

Travel by car from Rawalpindi to Islamabad 
Meeting with Rana Mohammad Hanif Khan, Min. 
Finance, Planning & Development, and Mr. A.G.N. 
Kazi, SecGen, Finance & Economic Coordination 
Joint meeting with Mr. V.A. Jafarey, Secy. 
Planning Division; Mr. Aftab Ahmad Khan, Secy. 
Economic Affairs Division; Mr. I.A. Imtiazi, 
Secy. Ministry Food & Agriculture; Mr. Masur 
Hasan Khan, Secy. Ministry Fuel, Power & 
Natural Resources; and Mr. Abdur Raouf 
Shaikh, Secy. Finance Division 
Meeting with Mr. Rafi Raza, Min. for Production, 
Mr. S.B. Awan, Secy. Production Division 
Return by car to Rawalpindi 
Meeting with Prime Minister 
Lunch with Prime Minister and Begum Bhutto 
Depart for Tarbela by WAPDA plane 



DATE 
-5 -

TIME GMT 

15.30-1615 Briefing by Mr. Abdul Hafeez Pirzada, · 
Minister Education & Provincial Coordina
tion and Chairman Special Cabinet Commit
tee on Tarbela. Mr. Khattak, Min. Fuel, 
Power & Natural Resources, will accompany 
party 

1615-1700 Visit site 
1700-1730 Return Rawalpindi from Tarbela by WAPDA 

REMARKS 

/~11-~ plane ~/vir~ F{' 
183Q-190~~Meeting with1 priv e industrialists (Messr~ . 

Tamil Nishar and abar Ali) 
2030 Dinner (private) 

Nov. 14 0900 0400 Depart Rawalpindi 

1540 1540 
1700 '1700 
2000 · _;_0100 
2250 0350 
2345·· 0445 

cc: Mr. Knapp 

Arrive London 
Depart London 
Arrive New York (JFK) 
Depart New York (JFK) 
Arrive Baltimore 

I 

BA47·7 (V10) 1 stop (An)man) 
first 

TW701 (B3J) non-stop, first 

AL486 (Bll) non-stop, economy 
(SB will go to Denmark and 
return to office on Novemberl8 

SB 
October 27, 1976 





. Airport Arrival Statement 

Burma 

I am delighted to be in Burma, and greatly appreciate the kind 

invitation to visit your beautiful and interesting country.· As this is my 

first visit here, I am particularly looking forward to meeting your 

leaders. From these discussions, I hope to acquire a deeper understanding 

of your problems and prospects, and of the policies you are adopting to 

stimulate the economic and social progress of your people. 

World Bank lending to Burma has been increasing in recent years. 

Over the last three years, IDA has provided $132.5 million for projects 

relating to agriculture, forestry, livestock and transport. I am 

especially pleased that this trip will include a visit to paddy areas in the 

Irrawaddy Delta, where we are already supporting a project and hope to be 

able to provide assistance for others. I am looking forward to the 

opportunity of learning more about your farmers, whose efforts will be of 

crucial importance in building a better future for your country. 

As you know, the bulk of the resources -- human and material -- for 

development come from within the developing countries themselves. In line 

with your readiness to implement the necessary and often difficult measures 

that constitute the basis of any serious development effort; we are prepa.red 

to assist projects of high priority within the framework of Burma's 

development plan. 

In providing assistance, our aim· is to help the people of Burma to 

achieve the goals that they themselves have chosen. Your country has the 

potential for rapid as well as equitable growth, and we in the World Bank 

are ready to assist in any way we can. 

' . 
. I ! 

J 
I •' 



~round 

· nolE___. Burma 
deportment of state * may l976 

GEOGRAPHY 

Burma is the largest country on the 
Southeast Asian mainland. Facing the 
Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea 
on the west and south, it shares land 
borders with Thailand , Laos, the 

PROFILE 

million). 
Moulmein. 

lects. 
ANC 

Government 

TYPE: Independent Socialist Republic. 
ENCE: Jan. 4 1948. DATE OF 

CONSTITUTION: Jan. 4, 1974. 
BRANCHES: Executive-President 

(Chief of State and Chairman of State 
Council), State Council, Prime Minister 
(Head of Cabinet). Legislative-unicameral 
People ' s Assembly. Judicial-People's 
Courts, Council of People's Judges, Council 
of People's Attorneys. 

POLITICAL PARTY: Burma Socialist 
Program Party (BSPP). SUFFRAGE: 
Universal. POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS: 7 
States, 7 divisions. 

FLAG: 14 white stars encircling rice 
stalk and industrial wheel on a blue back
ground in upper left comer; rest of flag is 
red. 

OFFICIAL NAME: Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma 

People 's Republic of China, India , and 
Bangladesh. 

Burma is rimmed on the north, 
east , and west by mountain ranges 
with elevations up to 15 ,000 feet 
above sea level along the Chinese 
border and 8,000 feet along the Indian 

Economy 

GDP: $2.9 billion (1975). ANNUAL 
GROWTH ~E: 3.5%. PER CAPITA 
INCOME:~ PER CAPITA GROWTH 
RATE: Nil. 
AGRICUL~d 12%. Labor 

67%. Products~esamum, ground
nuts, tobacco, cotton, pulses, sugarcane, 
com. 

INDUSTRY: Labor 13%. Products
agricultural processing, textiles, wood and 
jts prodnct4 petroleum refining, construc
tion materials. 

NATURAL RESOURCES: Oil, timber, 
tungsten, nickel, copper, precious stones. 

TRAD . rt 120.7 million 
(1974-75): rice tea ·ute rubber. Part
ners-India, n Lan a, Mauritius, Western 
Europe, Japan, UK. lmports-$123.8 mil
lion (1974-75): machinery, transportation 
equipment' textiles, raw materials, manufac
tured goods. Partners-Japan, UK, Western 
Europe, India. 

OFFICIAL EXCHANGE RATE: ~ 
=US 1. 

ECONOMIC ~RECEIVED: Total-
65 · · -74 : an 131.4 mil-

lion, RC $114 million, International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development 
(IBRD) $107.35 million, FRG $63.8 mil
lion, ·an DevelQPment Bank ADB $35.4 
million, France $16 million. US only-$67 
million (includes $41.8 million repayable in 
local currency). 

MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS: UN, Colombo Plan, 
World Bank Group (IBRD, IFC, IDA), IMF, 
GATT, Seabeds Committee. 

border. The mountains have contrib
uted· to Burma's isolation from neigh
boring countries, and the riVers and 
dense forests have discouraged east
west movement of its people. The 
Irrawaddy River is the country's 
economic lifeline and major transpor
tation system, connecting Rangoon 
with Mandalay in the central area. 

Located at about the same latitude 
as Mexico, Burma has a tropical, 
monsoon climate. Annual rainfall 
varies from 200 inches in coastal areas 
to only 30 inches in the central "dry 
zone." Mean annual temperatures 
range from about 80°F in southern 
Burma to the middle 70's in the 
northern lowlands. During the hot 
season (March to May) temperatures 
often exceed 1 00°F in central Burma. 

PEOPLE 

Burma's predominantly rural pop
ulation is concentrated in the lower 
valleys of the Irrawaddy, Chindwin, 
and Sittang Rivers. 

The dominant ethnic group is the 
Burmans-more than ·22 million of the 
total population. The Karens, number
ing about 1 million, live throughout 
southern and eastern Burma. The 
Shans, numbering about 1 million, are 
ethnically related to the Thai and 
inhabit mainly the eastern plateau 
region. Other major indigenous ethnic 
groups are Chins in the northwest and 
Kachins in the north-about 1 million 
altogether. In addition, an estimated 
600,000 Chinese and 900,000 Indians 
and Pakistanis live in Burma. Except 
for the diplomatic and U.N. com
munity, few Europeans live in Burma. 
About 200 Americans reside there. 
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Theravad.a · Buddhism-an older 
form of Buddhism prevalent in most 

• of Southeast Asia-is the faith of 
about 85 percent of . the Burmese. 
Minority religions include Islam, 
Christianity, and animism. 

Many languages and subsidiary dia
lects are spoken by Burma's ethnic 
groups. Burmese, which is related to 
Tibetan, is the language of most of the 
people and the official national lan
guage. English is still the second lan
guage among the educated and official 
elements of society, but its use has 
declined in recent years. 

The Burmese Government offers 
free education from rimar throu h 
university evel and is expanding its 
facilities for an increased number of 
students. An estimated 88 ercent of 
primary school children (ages 6-9 are 
now attending school usually in half-
day sessions); only a small percentage 
of older children, however, attend the 
middle and high schools. In rural areas, 
traditional Buddhist schools provide 
basic skills for primary school chil
dren. Government literac cam ai ns 
have contributed to a rising literacy 
rate. Universities are located at 
Rangoon, Mandalay, and five other 
smaller cities. There also are several 
technical schools and three medical 
schools. Recent college graduates have 
experienced difficulties in finding em
ployment, and the government is cur
rently encouraging students to attend 
technical schools from which employ
ment opportunities are greater. 

HISTORY 

Burma was unified for the first time 
during the 11th century by King 
Anawrahta. It remained inde endent 
until 1287, when Kublai Khans 
Mongol hordes invaded the country 
and destroyed political order. Five 
centuries of internal disorganization 
followed , compounded from the mid-
16th century on by intermittent wars 
with Siam (now Thailand). A new 
dynasty was established and the 
country was united under King 
Alaungpaya in the late 18th century. 
Under his and his successors' rule, 
Burma repelled a Chinese invasion and 
came into conflict with the British 
who were vying with the French for 
dominance in the area. 

Burma was annexed to British India 
during the three Anglo-Burmese wars 

TRAVEL NOTES 

Customs-Tourist travel is restricted to 
several major cultural centers: Pegu, 
Pagan, Mandalay, Taunggyi, and the 
vicinity of Rangoon. Sev~n-day tourist 
visas are readily obtainable. Long-period 
visas for business trips can be obtained, 
but special arrangements must be made 
with approval of the Burmese Govern
ment. Due to internal security problems, 
travel to the border states of Burma is 
prohibited by the Burmese Government 

Health-All water used for drinking 
should be boiled. Cholera, tuberculosis, 
smallpox, plague, and typhoid are 
endemic to Burma. Malaria, a serious 
problem in rural areas, is uncommon in 
Rangoon. Bacillary and amoebic 
dysentery are prevalent and a variety of 
intestinal parasites common, but with 
due care, affliction can be avoided, at 
least in major cities. 

Telecommunications-Telephone service 
within Rangoon is adequate; interna
tional service is available only a few 
hours each day. Telegraphic service to 
and from Burma is often slow. 

Transportation-The Union of Burma 
Airway flies daily from Bangkok to 
Rangoon's international airport 
(Mingaladon). No American carriers have 

between 1824 and 1886. Burma's last 
King, Thibaw, was exiled by the 
British and the entire monarchical 
system was destroyed. During the 
colonial era there was a large influx of 
Indians and Chinese who, along with 
the British, came to control much of 
the country's economy. Burma was 
separated from India in 19 3 7 and 
granted a constitutiOn w · ch provided 
a limited measure of self-government. 

During World War II the Japanese 
occupied Burma and granted a ficti
tious independence under a puppet 
regime led by anti-British nationalists. 
These Burmese nationalists later 
turned against the Japanese and aided 
the Allied forces in retaking the 
country. Probably no other Southeast 
Asian country suffered such wholesale 
devastation during the wat'as ttrcr 
Burma. 

A coalition of nationalist forces, 
the Anti-Fascist People's Freedom 
League (AFPFL), emerged as the 
principal political organization follow
ing the Japanese defeat in 1945 and 
the restoration of British authority. 
Under AFPFL leadership the various 

flown into Burma since 1971. Internal 
air service is adequate and a convenient 
and comfortable way to travel. Travel by 
car, train, or river steamer is possible but 
somewhat arduous. Tr1ffic in Rangoon is 
less congested than in Mandalay. Public 
transportation in both cities is inade
quate, unsafe, and overcrowded. Three
wheeled motorcycles are used as taxis; 
many are in poor condition and 
uncomfortable. 

Sightseeing-Mandalay, the second 
largest city and the last capital of the 
Burmese Kings, still has much historical 
and cultural interest. It is easily reached 
from Rangoon by plane (1-~ hours), 
car (14-16 hours), train (16 hours), and 
even river steamer (8-11 days). 

Pagan, the ancient capital during the 
golden era of Burmese history, may be 
reached by a daily flight from Rangoon 
(1-% hours), with difficulty by car, or 
for very hardy adventurers, by river 
steamer (12 hours from Mandalay). 
Modern bus service is unavailable. 

Inle Lake, which lies between Kalaw 
and Taunggyi, is a favorite tourist spot, 
but occasionally restricted. Sandoway, 
on the Arakan coast, is the finest 
accessible beach in Burma. Daily flights 
(45 minutes from Rangoon) are available 
in season, which usually lasts from 
November through April. 

3 

groups and regions within British 
Burma eventually joined together to 
form the Union of Burma, which on 
Ja 4 1948, became a fully 
independent nation ou st e t e Com
monwealth of Nations. 

During the first decade of inde
_ __ en_._ce the Burmese Government 
was controlled by the AFPFL headed 
by Prime Minister U Nu who had 
become rest ent o that organization 
following the assassination in 194 7 of 
Burma's greatest wartime and postwar 
hero, Gen. Aung San. The new govern
ment carried on the tradition of parlia
mentary democracy inherited from the 
British and dedicated itself to the 
creation of a Socialist welfare state. It 
showed vigor during the early years of 
independence by successfully consoli
dating its power and holding the 
Union together in the face of revolts 
by Communists and other dissident 
groups. However, in_l95 8 the AFP£1.
s lit, reci itatin · ical crisis 
which led to an army takeover in 
September of that year led y the 
Chief of Staff, Gen. Ne Win. Preserving 
constitutiona en. Ne Win set 
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up a "caretaker" government with 
himself as Prime Minister and with the 
limited objective of restoring order 
and stability necessary for new elec
tions. ~ and his faction of the 
AFPFL, renamed the Union Party, 
won an overwhelming majority in elec
tions held in earl 196 and t6ok 
office in pril of that year. 

Despite its popular backing, the U 
Nu government proved ineffective and 
indecisive in coping with growing 
problems of internal security, national 
unity, and economic development. Its 
difficulties were compounded by 
factional dissension within the Union 
Party similar to that which had split 
the AFPFL in 1958. This caused Gen. 
Ne Win to intervene again. By a coup 
d'etat on March 2, 2 e e ose 
the Nu government, set aside the 
constitution, and established a new 
revolutionary government. 

Twelve years later on March 2, 
1974, a new constitutionally elected 
single party system of government was 
installed. U Ne Win became President, 
with largely the same group of military 
officers still in control. Many of these 
officers have now retired. 

GOVERNMENT 

Following a national referendum in 
late 1973, a new State Constitution 
was adopted on January 4, 1974, 
changing the legal name of the country 
to the Socialist Republic of the Union 
of Burma, effective that date. Under 
the provisions of that Constitution, 
nationwide elections were held in 
February to form constituent people's 
assemblies at the central and local 
levels. An estimated 250,000 persons 
were elected from a single party slate 
of candidates. 

The government is headed by a 
29-member State Council whose chair
man U Ne Win is also President of 
Burma. Four subordinate bodies 
(Council of Ministers, Council of 
Attorneys, Council of Judges, Council 
of inspectors) implement policies set 
by the ruling State Council. The Prime 
Minister is chairman of the Council of 
Ministers (Cabinet) and a member of 
the State Council. 

The unicameral People's Assembly 
includes 451 members elected in 1974 
to serve a 4-year term of office. All 
senior members of the executive 

Sule Pagoda in the center of Rangoon. Independence Monument in Bandoola Park is in the 
background. The American Embassy is the lower building between the two spires. 

branch are elected from among the 
legislators. Though nonparty members 
are permitted to run for public office, 
lists of candidates are approved by the 
only legal political party, the Burma 
Socialist Program Party (BSPP). 

The judicial branch bears little 
resemblance to the system established 
by the British almost 1 00 years ago. 
The Supreme Court and High Court 
were abolished in 1962 and replaced 

by the Chief Court, consisting of a 
panel of six judges. This court in turn 
was abolished in early 1974 together 
with the Attorney General's office. 
Their functions have been assumed by 
the newly constituted Council of 
People's Judges and Council of 
People's Attorneys, respectively. A 
Special Crimes Court system, esta~ 
lished by the Ne Win government, was 
also abolished in 1974. In their place, 



a nationwide system of so-called 
People's Courts now functions at all 
government levels, and they have 
jurisdiction over both criminal and 
civil offenses. Former members of the 
legal profession now serve only as 
judicial officers and as advisers to the 
three-member court panels made up of 
ordinary citizens. Today the judiciary 
is regarded as an institution to serve 
the ends of the state rather than as an 
independent branch. 

The Socialist Republic of the Union 
of Burma consists of 7 States and 7 
divisions (States: Shan, Kachin, Chin, 
Arakan, Mon, Kayah, Kawthulei; Divi
sions: Rangoon, Mandalay, Pegu, Saga
ing, Magwe, Irrawaddy, Tenasserin). 
Administrative control is exercised 
from Rangoon downward through a 
system of subordinate executive 
bodies. People's councils at these 
lower levels also have some govern
mental functions. In addition, a 
nationwide party apparatus, through a 
hierarchical system of party cells and 
committees, exercises policy control 
over all government activities. 

Principal Government Officials 

President-U Ne Win 

State Council (formed March 2, 1974) 

Chairman-U Ne Win 
Secretary -Gen. San Yu 
Members-U Kyaw Soe, Dr. Maung 

Lwin, Dr. Maung Maung, Dr. Hla 
Han, U Thaung Kyi, U Thaung Tin, 
U Thaung Dan, U Than Sein, U 
Sein Win, and 18 others 

Council of Ministers (Cabinet) 

Prime Minister-U Sein Win 
Deputy Prime Minister-U Lwin 
Agriculture & Forests-U Ye Gaung 
Construction-U Htin Kyaw 
Cooperatives-U Tun Tin 
Culture-D Aye Maung 
Defense-Maj. Gen. Kyaw Htin 
Education-Or. Khin Maung Win 
Finance & Planning-U Lwin 
Foreign Affairs-U Hla Phone 
Health-Col. Kyi Maung 
Home & Religious Affairs-U Ko Ko 
Industry (I)-Col. Tint Swe 
Industry (11)-Col. Maung Cho 
Information-U Lwin 
Labor-U Maung Maung Kha 
Mines- U Maung Maung Kha 
Social Welfare-Van Kulh 
Trade-U Hla Aye 

READING LIST 

These titles are provided as a general 
indication of the material currently be
ing published on thi~ country. The 
Department of State does not endorse 
the specific views in unofficial publica
tions as representing the position of the 
U.S. Government. 

American University. Area Hand
book for Burma. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1971. 

Cady, John F. A History of Modern 
Burma. Ithaca: Cornell Univ. 
Press, 19 58. 

Cady, John F. The United States 
and Burma. Cambridge: Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1976. 

Donnison, F.S.V. Burma. New 
York: Praeger, 1970. 

Htin Aung. History of Burma. New 
York: Columbia Univ. Press, 
1967. 

Leach, Edmund. Political Systems 
of Highland Burma. Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1965. 

Lester, Robert. Theravada 
Buddhism in Southeast Asia. 
Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan 
Press, 1973. 

Transport & Communications-Col. 
Sein Lwin 

Council of People's Justices 

Chairman-U Aung Pe 

Council of People's Attorneys 

Chairman-U Moung Moung Kyaw Win 

Council of People's Inspectors 

Chairman-U San Maung 

Ambassador to the U.S.-U Tin Lat 
Ambassador to the U.N.-Brig. Myint 

Maung 

Burma maintains an Embassy in the 
U.S. at 2300 S St., NW., Washington, 
D.C. 20008. It also has a Consulate 
General in New York City. 

POLITICAL CONDITIONS 

Since seizing power in 1962 the 
successive Ne Win regimes have 
attempted to effect a thorough and 
adical transformation of Burmese 

Maung Maung. Burma and General 
Ne Win. Bombay: Asia Publish
ing House, 1968. 

McCoy, Alfred E. The Politics of 
Heroin in Southeast Asia. New 
York: Harper and Row Pub
lishers, 1972. 

Mendelson, Michael E. and John 
Ferguson, eds. State and Sangha. 
Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 
1976. 

Nash, Manning. The Golden Road 
to Modernity. Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press, 1966. 

Nu. Saturday's Son. New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press, 1975. 

Silverstein, Josef, ed. The Future of 
Burma in Perspective: A 
Symposium. Athens, Ohio: Ohio 
Univ. Center for International 
Studies, Southeast Asia Program, 
1974. 

Smith, Donald E. Religion and 
Politics in Burma. Princeton: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1965. 

Spiro, Melford E. Burmese Super
naturalism. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall Publishers, 
1967. 

Trager, Frank. Burma: From 
Kingdom to Republic. New 
York: Praeger, 1966. 
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new elite consisting of senior militar 
officers an e tist mtellectuals, the 
program rejec s estern parliamentary 
democracy in favor of authoritarian 
political control through a single party 
system. These leaders hold the key 
positions in the Burma Socialist 
Program Party, which they formed in 
1962 as the only political party. It was 
a "cadre" party until the 1971 First 
Party Congress, at which time the 
BSPP was proclaimed a "mass" party 
and given theoretical control of the 

sector. 

In implementing his program, U Ne 
Win has encountered a certain amount 
of opposition but has been able to 
maintain firm control. Opponents 
within the government resigned while 
all political parties, except the BSPP, 
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were outlawed and many politicians 
placed under detention and surveil
lanc-e. Since 1966-67 U Ne Win has 
made several moves aimed at increas
"ing civilian support for his military
dominated government, including the 
release of most detainees, amnesties to 
dissident leaders, and invitations to 
various prominent Burmese to partici
pate in advising the government on 
various matters. 

Former Premier U Nu, released 
from detention in 1966, left Burma in 
1969. He has never relinquished his 
claim to being the legitimate Prime 
Minister of Burma and until early 
1973 attempted to overthrow the Ne 
Win government from a base in 
Thailand with the cooperation of 
various insurgent groups within 
Burma. He severed connections with 
these groups in 1973 and is now living 
in India. 

Problems of Insurgency 

an msurgen
members o ese minorities as well by 
two outlawed Communist parties 
("White Flags" and "Red Flags"). Ne 
Win attempted to end the insurgency 
during 1963 by peace negotiations 
with the various groups. All negotia
tions failed before the year was over, 
except for those with a Karen group, 
the Karen National Defense Organiza
tion (KNDO), which had some.limited 
success in reducing insurgency. 
Kachin, Shan, and Karen rebellions are 
still in progress, however, representing 
extremist elements who demand seces
sion from the Union or other forms of 
autonomy within the Union. 1:,g find a 
combination of olitical, economic, 

d milit r measures to harmomze 
r ions between the c~ntral govern
ill.! nt and the minorities is probab y 
the mos critical long-term prob1em 
facing Burma. 

The principal insurgent group, the 
White Flag Communists, has been 
eliminated from its longstanding 
strongholds in central Burma. How
ever, a more recent White Flag organ
ization, "The Northeast Command," 
was formed under the leadership of a 
Chinese Communist-trained Kachin, 
Naw Seng. With some support of ~ 

Communists nor other insurgencies 
pose a major threat to the government 
at this time. 

ECONOMY 

Burma is an agricultural country 
heavily dependent on rice as a source 
of foreign exchange. It also produces 
cotton, timber, and rubber and has 
important mineral resources (lead, 
zinc, tungsten, and petroleum), which 
provide an impressive potential for 
economic development. Burma's total 
production has been increasing at a 
very low rate in recent years and per 
capita income is one of the lowest in 
the world Production in some indus
tries mi.nill.g eRtirpdses h1s 
declined, primarily as a result of the 
continued insurgencies, the drastic cut
back in imports, and the unsettling 
impact of nationalization. Burma's few 
industries include agricultural and 
wood processing, textiles, footwear, 
and mining. 

The government announced its first 
4-year economic development plan in 
early 1971. Despite a 1974 revision of 

the plan, economic targets are still not 
being fully met. 

Trade 

Burma's exports during 1975 were . 
slightly higher than the immediately 
preceding years. Imports reflect the 
continually deteriorating economic 
health of the country. 

Burma formerly led the world in 
rice exports, but in recent years poor 
crops, a growing population, and 
government agricultural policies have 
combined to cause a marked decline in 
rice sales. This year, however, largely 
due to a bumper crop and better 
procurement policies, exports are up 
sharply. Rice remains the principal 
foreign exchange earner. 

Exports to the United States in 
recent years have averaged $2.5 mil
lion a year and included lumber, ores, 
and precious stones. Imports from the 
United States have recently averaged 
$10 million per year, chiefly machin
ery, agricultural products, and trans
port equipment. 

Trend Toward Socialism 

Since independence all Burmese 
economic policies have been based on 
socialism. Faith in socialism as an 
ideology has been reinforced by a 

Leg rower, lnle Lake. Its villages and pagodas are built on the lake, Wlich makes it a favorite 
tourist spot. 



nationalistic · desire to reduce, through 
nationalization of private enterprises, 
the economic power of foreign minori
ties (i.e., Indians and Chinese who 
had long 

IS been 
accentuated since the advent of the 
present regime whose program envis
ages almost total nationalization of 
industry and trade. Initial strides 
toward this goal were taken in 1963 
and 1964 with the nationalization of 
all foreign and private banks, the 
imposition of steep tax rates on 
private businesses, and the nationaliza
tion of all foreign trade. By the end of 
1965 the government had taken 
control or ownership of all important 
industries and domestic trade. Several 
hundred other commercial and indus
trial enterprises were taken over by the 
government in late 1968 and early 
1969. While agriculture has not been 
directly nationalized, the government 
has a virtual monopoly of the market
ing and processing of agricultural 
products. One direct result of the 
nationalization program has been the 
repatriation of many thousands of 
Indians, Pakistanis, and Chinese. 

The economic policies of the Ne 
Win government have eliminated 
foreign private investment and eco
nomic or technical assistance formerly 
received from foreign private agencies, 
such as the Ford Foundation. Al
though Ne Win insists that Burma. 
must rely primarily on its own re
sou for economic development, 
the government continues to accept 
aid from international organizations as 
well as from individual countries, 
primarily Japan and the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Production
sharing arrangements with foreign oil 
firms for offshore oil explorations 
were begun in 1973. The four foreign 
firms currently exploring for offshore 
oil are exceptions to Burma's normally 
autarchic economic policies. 

FOREIGN RELATIONS 

e.en the com.wr-
~eign p~y under 

governments since 1948. The 
Burmese consider that such a policy 
calls for the avoidance of international 
commitments, except through inter
national organjza tions, and an impar
tial approach to issues between the 

major powers. It also includes accept
ance of economic assistance without 
"strings" from any willing contribu
tors, Communist and non-Communist. 

Although President Ne Win has 
continued Burma's traditional neutral 
foreign policy, there has been some 
change in atmosphere as a result of his 
government's acute sensitivity ·. to 
foreign influence and possible foreign 
subversive interference. This has led to 
a reduction in Burma's eco~ 
political, and cUltural contacts with 
the outside world, though hmit ed 

oward a more open stance 
. Under President Ne 

maintained its membership in many 
international organizations. 

In their foreign relations the 
Burmese naturally attach special 
importance to their powerful neigh
bor, China, with which they share a 
1 ,200-mile border. Burma was the first 
non-Communist country to r~cognize 
the Communist regime in China in 
1949. A high point in the relations 
between the two countries was reach
ed in 1960 when a historic border 
dispute was settled and a Treaty of 
Friendship and Mutual Non-Aggression 
was signed. China's attempt to export 
the "Cultural ~evolution" to the 
Chinese in Burma led to serious riots 
at Rangoon in June 1967 and caused a 
sharp deterioration in Sino-Burmese 
relations. During 1970-71 there was 
some improvement in relations leading 
to an exchange of ambassadors and a 
visit by U Ne Win to Peking in August 
1971. During that visit the suspended 
1961 economic assistance agreement 
be tween the two countries was 
revived. Sino-Burmese relations have 
continued to improve, and President 
Ne Win again visited Peking in 
November 1975. 

U.S.-BURMA RELATIONS 

Historically, the United States and 
Burma have maintained friendly rela
tions. The United States has long 
supported Burma's independence and 
nonaligned foreign policy. In the first 
two decades of Burmese independ
ence, this support included substantial 
rna terial assistance to promote 
Burma's . economic development and 
internal security. At Burma's request, 
this aid was discontinued during the 
mid-1960's. 
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Bilateral relations with the Burmese 
Government under President Ne Win 
continue to be correct and friendly. In 
recognition of Burma's strict adher
ence to neutrality, however, relations 
have not been as close as under some 
previous Burmese gover,nments. The 
U.S. maintains a hi~ respect for 
Burmese nonalignment and wishes to 
see Burma's continued progress as an 
independent and stable country in 
post-Viet-Nam Southeast Asia. The 
U.S. supports Burmese efforts to this 
end through participation in multi
lateral programs such as the Colombo 
Plan, the United Nations, the World • 
Bank, and other international financial 
organizations. 

More specifically, U.S. interests in 
Burma are: (1) continued bilateral 
cooperation in suppressing the illicit 
narcotics trade ; (2) equality of com
mercial access ; and (3) continued 
cultural contact between Americans 
and Burmese. 

The Burmese Government has long 
been engaged in efforts to suppress the 
illicit dru traffic in its portion of the 
so-called " ·an e." In 1974 
Burma departed somewhat from its 
traditional "go it alone" posture and 

29, 1974, the two countries entered 
into a bilateral agreement of coopera
tion for this purpose. Under the terms 
of this agreement the United Sta,tes 
has provided the Burmese Government 
with approximately $12 million in 
antinarcotics equipment (most of it 
spent on helicopters) . Burmese use of 
this equipment in narcotics suppres
sion is of direct benefit to the United 
States, as much of the "Golden Tri
angle" narcotics production is destined 
for the American market. 

overnment 
~~~Wa.L.WJ;m~~WA.wg tracts to 
~~~~~loloo-l.......,....::companies-two from 

States. For the rigidly 
Socialist Burmese~ this was a signifi
cant policy shift away from prohibi
tions against private foreign invest
ment. Discovery of exploitable 
quantities of petroleum could mean 
needed foreign exchange to the 
Burmese and increased commercial 
opportunities for American business. 
If petroleum cooperation proves suc
cessful, it could provide the basis for 
similar collaboration with private 



ente.rprise in developing other re
sources and segments of the Burmese 
.economy. 

Between 1962 and 1974 the educa
tional and cultural exchange program 
with the Burmese was limited to 
occasional visits by American athletes. 
Since 197 4 this program has gradually 
expanded to include the exchange of 
educators, technical experts, and 
cultural groups. In the fall of 197 5 a 

Burmese national dance troupe toured 
the United States. The United States 
encourages such exchanges as a 
medium of mutual understanding 
between the two countries. 

Principal U.S. Officials 

Ambassador- David L. Osborn 
Counselor of Embassy-Richard H. 

Howarth 

Political/Economic Counselor- Leslie 
A. Scott 

Public Affairs Counselor- Arnold 
Hanson 

Defense Attache - Col. Kenneth 
Jackson 

Air Attache- Lt. Col. Frederic T. 
Morelle 

The U.S. Embassy is located at 581 
Merchant St. , Rangoon. There is also a 
Consulate at Mandalay. 
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LOWER BURMA PADDY LAND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
LOCATION OF PROJECT 

Middle delta 
project area 

PROJECT AREAS TOWNSHIP CULTURABLE LAND AREA {1,000 acres) 
No. Name Name Cultivated Abandoned Waste Total 

W71A Lower delta 
~ project areas 

LOWER DELTA 
1 Zinbaung 
2 Letpanbin 

· 3 Kyetpamwezaung 
4 Myogon 
5 Dawnyein 
6 Dedalu 

Pyapon 

7 Banbwezu 
8 Betut 
9 Alegyun 

10 Daunggyi 

Laputta 
Ngaputaw 

Bogale 

Subtotal 

Existing tractor 
stations 

MIDDLE DELTA 
11 Shwelaung Wakema 

Existing AC 
fertilizer godowns 

TOTAL 

• Proposed service station for maintenance 
repairs of power tillers and chain saws 

0 Proposed medium workshop for major 
of tractors. power tillers and water pum 

• Proposed new fertilizer godowns 

0 
Andaman Sea 

0 

10 

10 

4 .5 3.1 7.6 
4 .5 4.5 9.0 

16.9 8.1 25.0 
1.9 5 .1 7.0 
1.3 1.7 3.0 
1.5 3 .8 5.3 
8.0 6.8 14.8 

34 .0 8.8 0 .5 43.3 
13.1 3.1 16.2 
9.6 15.7 20.4 -- -- --

95.3 60.7 0.5 156.5 

32.5 4.7 10.9 --
127.8 65.4 11.4 

f 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

KILOMETERS 
20 30 40 50 



BURMESE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

*President - U Ne Win 

State Council: 

Chairman - U Ne Win 
*Secretary - General San Yu 

(plus 27 other .members) 
*Prime Minister - U Sein Win 

*Deputy Prime Minister 
** and Minister of Planning 

and Finance - U Lwin 
----~----------------------

Minister of Defence -Maj. Gen. · Kyaw Htin 

Minister of Home and 
Religious Affairs - U Ko Ko 

**Minister of Mines - U Maung Maung Kha 

Minister of Health - Colonel Kyi Maung 

Minister of Foreign Affairs - U Hla Phone 

Minister of Cooperatives - U Tun Tin 

Minister of Labour - U Maung Maung Kha 

Minister of Social Welfare - U Van Kulh 

*Minister of Agriculture 
** and Forests - U Ye Goung 

Minister of Construction - u Htin Kyaw 

Minister of Trade -- u Hla Aye 

Minister of Education - ·Dr. :khin Maung Win 

**Minister of Transport 
and Communications - Colonel Sein Lwin 

Minister of Information - U Lwin 

Minister of Culture - U Aye Maung 

**Minister of Industry (2) - Colonel Maung Cho 

Minister of Industry (1) - Colonel Tint Swe 

*Officials with whom you are likely to have a 
sketches are att~ched. 

formal meeting. Biographical 

**Officials likely · to accompany you on field trip. · Biographical sketches 
are attached. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 

1. U Ne Win, Prime. Minister and Chairman of the Revolutiona'Jy Council. 

He studied s~c~~~·e~n~c~e~f~o~r~~~~~~~ 
Ran oon · ersity left without a degree in 1930. He then 
worked as an employee in the Post Office where he became an active 
member of Dobama Asi Ayon (We Burmans Association), also known 
as the Thakin Party (Master's Party), the most militant anti -
British group which worked to achieve independence. He is one 

irty Comrades" who have become heroes of le end frit:he 
m thology of modern urma. (The thirty members were secretly 
recru~te y Aung San, the founder of independent Burma, for 
Japanese military training in March 1941.) Under the Japanese 
occupation, he was Commander of the Burma National Ar;my during 
1943~45. Taken into the post-war army as Major~ he was promoted 
to Commander-in-Chief and Major General in February 1949, following 
the outbreak of .a civil war in December 1948. From April 1949 
to August 1950, he was Minister for Defense and Hotne Affairs. 
He was elected Prime Minister ad interim between October 1958 
and April 1960. He seized power again in March 1962 and has 
since been firmly in command. In April 1972, most Cabinet members 
including U Ne Win himself relinquished their military rank. 

2. General San Yu, Chief o_f Staff, Vice Chairman of the Revolutionary 
Council and Secretary General of the Burma Socialist Program 
Party • 

. Born in 1918 near Prome. Attended medical school for two years but 
did not graduate. He was a member of the Burma National Army 
under the then Commander Ne Win during World War II. He was 
promoted to Deputy Chief of Staff and appointed Minister of 
Finance and Planning during a Cabinet reshuffle in September 1964. 
At this time he also became _ the General Secretary of the . Burma 
Socialist Program Party. He was promoted to General and Chief 
of Staff in April 1972 when General Ne Win relinquished his military 
rank. 

3. U Sein Win, Prime Minister. 

Born in Educated through the lOth standard in hi 
Attended police· training school in Mandalay and 
force. ~oined Burma Independence Army in 1942. 
he stayed with the Army and rose to the rank of Brigadier General. 
Retired from the Army in 1962 and became Minister of Public Works. 
In 1974, he was appointed Prime Minister. 

4. U Lwin, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Planning and Finance. 

Governor IBRD. Born i He graduated from the Ja anese 
Military Academy during orld War II. u sequently, he received 
~ilitary tra ining i n the U. K. i n f9.52 and again in 1954-55. 
He also served as Military Attache in Washington (1959-63). 
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He was Deputy Minister of Planning and Finane~ from 
1969 to 1972, when he became Minister. U Lwin 
retired from the Army in March 1973 as did General Ne Win 
and the other Cabinet members. He was elevated to Deputy 
Prime Minister in March 1974. U twin has led the Burmese 
delegation to the Annual Meeting since 1972. He has -a 
goo grasp of economic issues and . s the eader of e 
current economic reform movement. 

5. U Ye Goung, Minister for Agriculture and Forests. 

Born in @ · Did ~ot finish high school. Underwent ~ ................................. 
. trainin in Ja an. Joined the Burma Independence Army in 
1942 as a young officer in the theri Colonel Ne Win's 4th Regiment. 
After the war, joined the British Army as a Second Lieutenant 
and rose to the level of Lt. Colonel. From 1962-69, was 
Additional Secretary, Ministry of Ag~iculture and also Director 
General of Agricultural Rural Development Corporation. In 1970, 
he was promoted to Secretary. In 1972, he retired from the 
Army and was appointed Deputy Minister for Agriculture. In 1974, 
he was promoted to Minister. He is dynamic and has a good grasp 
of agricultural matters. He has .been personaily involved in 
processin all the IDA financed a ricu tura Je 

6. U Maung Maung Kha, Minister of Mines. 

·Born in Rangoon in 1920. Studied en i at· Ran oon Universit 
In 1942, joined Burma Independence Army. Remained in the Army 
until 1962, reaching the rank of Colonel. From 1963-72 he was 
Secretary and the Deputy Minister of Industry. In 1972 he retired 
from the Army and was appointed Minister for Industry and Labour. 
In ·l974 he was appointed Minister for Mines. He is a senior 
mi · er with a good understanding of the basic problems. 

7. Colonel Sein Lwin, Minister of Transport. 

Born in Rangoon in 1924. Educated through the 9th standard. 
School teacher 1941-42. In 1942 joined Burma Independence Army. 
Sent to officer training schooi and rose to level of Colonel in 
1967. From 1963-68 was Additional Secretary and then Secretary, 
Ministry of Home Affairs. From 1969-74, returned to active duty 
as Commander in· Northwest Burma. In 1974 was appointed Minister 
for Cooperatives. In 1975 he was appointed Minister for Transport 
and Communications. · He is still on active duty with the military 
and s aks lish. 

8. Colonel Maung Cho, Minister of -Industry II (Heavy Industries). 

About 45 years old. Younger brother of Deputy Prime Minis r. 
B.Sc. in en ineerin from vers1 y. Joined Army in 
1952 in engineering corporation. Promote to Lt. Colonel in 1969. 
Appointed Deputy Minister for Industry in 1974. Became Minister 
in 1975. He is a very dynamic man. 
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Dr. Aye Hlaing, Chairman~£ t Union of Burma Bank (Central Bank). 

Governor IMF. He i 55 ~ ars old. He graduated from Rangoon 
University and ·holds h.D. from the London School of Economics. 
He joined the staff ofRangoon University in 1947 as a tutor 
and became Rector of the Institute of Economics in 1964. He was 
appointed Chairman of the Union of Burma Bank in 1975. He is a 
close adviser to U Lwiri. He is polite, soft-spoken and reserved. 

Dr. Maung Shein, · Deputy Minister for Planning and "Finance. 

Alternate Governor IMF. He i 48 years old. He graduated from 
Rangoon University (B.A. in · Ec - omics) in 1952. He holds a 
B.Sc. in Economics from the London School of Economics (1956) and 

ueens College, Cambrid e From 1960 to 1964 
he was ecturer in Econom1cs at t e University of Rangoon and 
became Professor of Economics at the Institute of Economics in 
1964. In November 1972, he was appointed Adviser to the IMF 
Executive Director and from November 1974 to January 1976, he was 
IMF Alternate Executive Director. He was appointe Deputy Minister 
f or Planning and Finance in Febillary 1976. ~-------------



Burma - ·Topics for Discussion 

* Mr. McNamara's Meeting with President Ne Win 

* or General San Yu 

* (12:00- 12:45 p.m., Wednesday, November 3) 

1. Since President Ne Win has been out of the country and the date 
of his return to Rangoon is unknown, you may know only upon arrival whether 
you will meet ·with him or the second man in charge, General San Yu. 
President Ne Win is unpredictable and averse to meeting foreigners, thus 
you may meet with General San Yu even if the President is in Rangoon. 
Although General San Yu is a polite individual, he will not be very 
talkative or informative on substantive economic issues. In either case, 
your meeting will be primarily a courtesy call and you should not expec~ 
any serious discussions on econom·c · elated issues. ~ 

2. For conversational purposes you may wish to express a ge~r~~ 
interest in learning more about Burmese Socialism, especially as it a fects 
the formation o .econom1c policies. For reference, you may wish to see 
(F:-4) the memorandum on Burmese Socialism. You also inay wish to express . 
in a general fashion the following points·; / 

(a) We are pleased with the recent 

together ·with other 

(b) We 
i 

* Meeting and time to be confirmed upon arrival. 

ures and 
e continued. The 

developmental effort 

aid group meeting ~ 



Burma - Topics for Discussion 

Mr. McNamara's Meeting with Prime Minister Sein Win 

(11:15 - 11:45 a.m. Wednesday, November 3)* 

1. The Prime Minister is basically a politician. He has shown some 
interest in economic affairs and may be a suppo~er or the economic reform 
movement led, by the Deputy Prime Minister U Lwin. Your meeting with the 
Prime Minister will be primarily a courtesy call. You should not expect 
any serious discussions on economic or Bank related issues. 

2. For conversational purposes, you may wish · to express in a general 
fashion the following points: 

(a) we · are pleased with the recent improvement in the Burmese 
economic erformartce and new olic measures and are~ul 

at these efforts will be conti ed. The ank stands reaay 
to help urma s developmental effort together with ot er 
donors. 

(b) We that the forthcomin aid group meeting in Tokyo 
be a success. 

* Time to be confirmed upon arrival. 
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1. U Lwin, the Deputy Prime Minister, has been a leading advocate of 
more pragmatic economic policies and a less autarkic approach. f 
discussion are: (i) new economic policies (ii) 2ro osed id rou • 
deteriorating economic situation and some thawing in the strong ideological 
position of the Burma Socialist Program Party (the ruling and the only legal 
party) has made it possible for the Deputy Prime Minister to take the lead 
in a more pragmatic approach to solving the current economic difficulties. 
It cannot, however;be ruled out that the ~co ovement may face 
serious political opposition. The "Bu a to Socialism" remains power£ 1 
as an ide o • ere are many in the party hierarchy an in the army who 
view U Lwin as a threat not only to that ideology but also to the substanti~l 
benef1ts, irt power and material rewards, which they enjoy· under the present 
system. If U Lwin is unable to achieve quickly a dembnstrable improvement 
in the economy, his reform .movemerit may be weakened seriously and prove 
ultimately to be shortlived. 

2. The economic reform movement is connecte 
U Lwin may have cbnvinced President Ne Win that a more p~agmatic approac 
to economic .matters is the price that has to be paid to get increased external 
assistance through the formation of an aid group. In addition, external support 
for specific policy issues may prove useful. As far as we are aware, U Lwi~ 
has President Ne Win's support, but this might be withdrawn should his policies 

· fail. Moreover, the plot by a · few junior officers to overthrow the government, 
which .was aborted at an early· stage in July, was the first sign of disenchant
ment within . the military, especially about economic matters. Although its 
significance is uncertain, it probably was indicative of an increasing general 
dissatisfaction with economic conditions. There is no evidence that U Lw1n's ' 
posit1on was under attack, and in fact, _ his economic program may now receive 
even greater support, but this incident increases the uncertainty as to the 
course of future economic and political developments. However, most diplomatic 
observers tend to believe that the political establishment of the regime is 
presently very much in control _of the situation. while the recent increase 
in wages and the improved income of farmers tend to reduce the likelihood 
o widespread disconte amon a popu at on, t e P- esen 

~--~--~ could difficulties if the slides back to 
situation. 

3. Economic Performance and Policies. The Burmese economy perform~ 
poorly in the 1965 - 1975. During this period, rea row · 
averaged onl er ' annum while agricultu 1.6% 
production o y, the main export commodity, The 
poor performance~ agriculture, which ·accounts for ex~--~ 
a f f ec t ed · al sector. The export volume index declined from 100 in 
1965 t Attempts to increase industrial output through increased 

~~w.~~~~c investment funds to the sector did not succeed. · The 
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stagnation of agricultural output denied the industrial sector of an expanding 
supply of domestic ra\l mater ial and foreign exchange for the import of 
intermediate inputs. 

4. Meanwhile, the Government's fiscal situation deteriorated · since 
public investments constitute a large component of total investments (due 
to the nationalizations of 1962-64), the deterioration of the fiscal 
led to a decline in the ratio of investment to GDP, from 68 
in 1975. Unrea 1stic pricing policies of State Economic Enterprises 
t e reduce growt ra e ~ eccnomy , an export duty 
revenues due to poor rice procurement were the reasons behind the deterioration 
of the fiscal situation. Because public expenditures expanded at a faster 
rate than revenues, tht Government resor- ·· deficit financing vJhich brought 
about an annual rate of inflation 30% · the last three years. 

6. The Government , in recognition of these problems has 
a series of reforms beginning late 1973: 

(i) Procurement prices of over 
th.::'. l Rs t few fears , and in many 
cases, appear t o .be adequate. However) with the recent inflat ion, , 
procurement prices need to b~ reviewed carefully. 

(iii) There has ber.;n a shift in the investment strato.g..y, as :;_r1u.·.cated 
in the investmentdocument prepared for the aid group meeting, 
which accords priority to agricni ture. 1 ivesteeltr- forest.ry, 
fishery, and mini~ J.n cgptrast tq t;he past emphasis on industry. 
(See -paragraph 11.) 

(iv) Finally, in 4Pril 1976, a Co~~odity and Seryices Tax (CST) 
was enacted ~·lhich the Governmen·c estimates w.:!J,l inr·rease reven..ues 
by nearl· 40% and this expectation is likely to materialize. 

mportant by- product of the new CST has been a thorough 
recalculation of costs of production to be used as a 
basis for setting m re realjstic prices. In the past, costs 
were often inappropriately calculated and underestimated. 
The revised cos ting should manifest i tself in terms 
of an improved financial performance of the SEE. A new· Profit 
Tax was also introduced which aims at collecting taxes from 
those individuals who used to evade any taxation . Assessment 
is to be done by local commit ees based upon their intimate 
knowledge of members of their community and on obvious signs 
of wealth. 
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7. Based upon the findings of a Bank mission in August, it appears 
that the Government, with considerable effort and determination, did indeed 
effect a major revision of its tax system and of the costing procedures 
of SEE. The implementation of the CST coupled with tvhat appears to be a ge}luine 
desire to carry through ·.cec.ent reforms represents a significant re0rientati.on 
of Burmese economic thinkiug. If successful, these efforts to mobilize more 
resources for development, reduce inflation, and improve economic managen1ent 
should clear the Hay for more rapid grotvth of investment and production. 

8. The economic situatton in 1975/76 shmved a marked improvement over 
the past performance. This may have eer partially a consequence of recent 
refonns; namely, the raising of procurement prices, but was P.rintarily due t.J 
~~abJe wea~~ conditions and the resulting excellent harvest. Real 
GDP growth was 6%, the highest since 1968. Furthermore, investment 
at current prle~ was 50% higher than that of the prerious year or Bbout 
20 to 25% higher in real terms, and '"his \-las achieved with a 40% reduction 
in the budget def icit. As a consequence, the rate of inflation has now be~n 
reduced to au · al rate of about 20%. / 

9. Despite these favorable developments, Burma rema.ins w 
seriQ:us e~c;;.momi c proh1 ems 1 It Hill be some time before the recent reforms 
are fully implemented and begin to have a significant impact~ If pursued 
vigorously and complemented 'tvith further meaeures aimed essentially at raising 
the level of domestic savings, t 1e Governmentts new policy orientation could 
lead to a significant acceleration of economic growth. Nerertheless, some 
basic problems still existo The two mo2t important oneQ are: ~~--------

(i) The past unrealistic and inflexible centrally ...... <!:~----
&dministered pr·i ce system, co::tpled with a failure to increase 
production sufficiently to satisfy the incrRasi.g 
demand, has lr=.d to the development of a 2ervasive 

----~--~--~---.--, The existence of such a market has depr1.red 
the go rernmei1t of mu\~h nc.erl2d revenues~ depressed the level 
of domestic savings, and hindered public sector control over 
the course of econo11'ic dec ision making. Although the recent 
ta)>: reforms and revised cos tin5 of al ,. ost all CC\d!rtodities arc 
VE!ry encouraging steps in the right direction, they are still 
inadequate fo ~ reducing the role of the unoffic ial. market. 
In the. long run, prices of many commodities should be further 
increased~ in some cases by as much as 50-100% not only to 

· market but also to raise 

(ii) A' the cu!re .t 
have become ciail y unprofitable thus 
likely to be a burden on the budget. The actual or potential 
losses tend to inhibit the flexible use of procurement pric~ing 
for the promotion of a promising expo:t. Horeover .. the fve:: 

-:;.:t.ued exc . rate in ~ least art ··.1 .. ·.e.sp.o e the 
cons1.derable amount of $mu.gglin..& to neighborii. g countries. 
The exchange rate issue tvill be a ma ·j or consideration of.__t.l.l-e-
.IlW's September/Qctober missiot to ne~otiate a drawin& from 
the Extended Fund Facility. As a consequence, we have not 
pressed ~he Burmese stron~ly on this question. 
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/ 
10. You may wish to explore with the Deputy Prime Minister the 
~~~~~_.~~~~~~~s, particul arly with respect to the new tax 

measures, and what additional actions are contemplated to continue the efforts 
so tar made. We understand, for example, that the land tax which -has remained 
unchanged for over two decades is now being revised. The fiscal situation 
demands particular attention; a failure to sustain the revenue efforts wi 
cause the gains of the 1976 . reform . to dissi ate. 

11. The Proposed Aid Group. · In 1972 the Burmese asked the Bank informal~y, 
at the staff level, to take the initiative in forming an aid group for Burma. 
During the 1973 Annual Meetings, we · advised the Government to formulate a 
clear program of economic policies and to develop good bilateral relations 
with potential donors before pursuing the idea further. At the 1975 Annual 
Meetings, the Burmese authorities informed us that they had informally requested 
several countries to join an aid group and presented us with a three-year 
development program. Although this program had well defined objectives and 
the right priorities, it lacked specific policies to achieve the objectives. 
This was pointed out to the Deputy Prime Minister, U Lwin, who agreed that 
the next economic mission could assist the GOB to formulate a policy package 
to achieve the objectives of the three year program. 

12.. . The economic mission which visited Burma in October/November 197~, ~ 
adv1sed the Go~nment that the mq§k ut ient priority was to raise substant1al 

_ ! ddit i onal £tibl i ~ .-~~gurc.es and ·that the Government s hould adopt more rea"listic . 
pri c1fig policies. ~n response to this advice the Burmese authorities in-
troduced the new commod1ty and services tax in Af r!l 1976. 

13. On the occasion of the India and Bangladesh consortium meetings 
in Paris in May, we sounded out the interest of potential- members in forming 
a Burma Aid Group. We informed· them that the proposed Burma Aid Group would 
be designed as a forum for periodic discussions of economic policies and 
would not necessarily .include pledging sessions. ·Out of the 16 heads of 
delegations gathered in Paris, seven gave an affirmative indication to join
ing the group: Australia,~da, .Germany, .lapan, U. _, U&.A.--, and the 
Asian Develo me ~ Subsequently, France decided to join the aid group. 

14. The Bank agreed to convene an aid group meeting in Tokyo on November 
30; 1976, subject: to the findings of the mission which visited Burma in 
AUgust 1976 to determine the resource mobilization efforts implied by the 
tax reform of April 1976. Our findings confirm that this tax reform has been 
successful, and preparations for the meeting are now under way. _ Our .objective 
is not _ to seek p_ledges but to begin an educational effort · to acquaint donors 
better with specific. requirements. . / 

15 • . · · There are, however, certain~w in forming an aid group for Burma. 
As indicated above (paras. 1 - 2) ,_ thWe;;nolllis Fef;;; movement i s 1 ed by 
a s i n le -· dividual, the De t Prime Ministe • It is essentially on his 
political strength that prospects for an eff~j.ve aid group hinge. In 
addition, there is a risk associated with th~eneral t eelipg of restless-
nes s and dissat iwfac tj Qn among the populace. It arises partly from the 
dissatisfied workers whose real wages have been eroded by the recent inflation. 
I t al so stems from the militant students whose ~retests have led to recurrent 
clos i ng of the UniversitY..: Moreover, the insurgency continues to be a problem 
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in the border areas, although the regime appears to be in control of the 
more economically important areas such as the main valleys and the delta. 

16. Burmese authorities are preparing an investment document to be 
presente9 at the aid group meeting. This will indicate the priority areas 
of investment and a iist of projects suitable for foreign financing. We 
will circulate a short .memorandum on the tax reforms which, together with 
the economic report, will provide . sufficient background for the . dono'r countries 

· to evaluate the areas and the extent to which foreign assistance will be 
needed. 

17. · Preparations for the meeting in Tokyo 
The Government attaches considerable importance 

are. proceedfng satisfactorily. 
to this effort and you 

should e hope tha 
and the B a successful 
discussions on the aid group see F-S.J 

South Asia Department . 

Burmese Government 
meeting in Tokyo. (For latest 



BURMA - Topics for 

Mr. McNamara's Meeting with 

(10:00 - 11:00 Wednesday, November 3) 

Three topics for discussion are suggested: 

(l) Rice n. 

(2) roduction. 

(3) Reorganization ·of State Economic E 

We do not expect the Minister 
issues during this meeting. 

1. Rice Production 

(a) 

virtuall 
e exports have 
tons. The two 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~a~g~r~i~culture and 

. (fi) uaattractaive pri~s offered to farmers in t e compulsory paddy 
procurement system. Other factors have been the shortage of input supplies 
and the limited development of supporting services,especially agricultural 
extension. 

(b) Recent Changes in Policy 

The Government .has made important changes in its agricultural 
which have begun to have a positive impact. The procurement 

~~~~~~~~~--~~en increased by over 150% since 1972 As a result 
increases and favo , paddy production reached an 

all-time high of 9.2 million tons in 1976. Moreover, rice ex I olume 
doubled in 1976 to 400 Also, the Government is now giving top 
priority to ·t e agricultural sector in the allocation of public investment 
funds. In addition, the Government is encouraging increases in paddy yields 
and double-cropping through introduction of high-yielding varieties, reha
bilitation of irrigation infrastructure, strengthening of extension services, 
and improved distribution of basic inputs to farmers •.. The Government recently 

i 
. l 

I 
I 
I 

' 

established an Agriculture Development Bank to provide medium and long-term ~ . 

credit to farmers. ·· IDA is supporting the financing of quick-yielding agri-
cultural ro·ects and is also encouraging flood prqtect.ion and tion. 
Chief among these are a series of paddyland rehabilitation and development · ~ 
pro j ects in the Lower Burma Delta that would eventually increase arable are~ 
by about .one million acrgs. The first in the proposed series of projects 
was a roved by the Board in June of this year. 
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(c) Next Action 

In order .to achieve significant and rapid increases in rice production, 
i t is important that the Government pursue vigorously the above recent policy 
changes, especially those regarding pricing and introduction of new technology. 
Wi th respect to the latter, it is im erative that such inruLts and supporting 
s ervices as high yielding varieties, fertilizer, water pumps, extension services, 
irrigation works, and agricultural credit be made available. It would also be 
useful to explore with the Minister what additional olici 
t ed to. continue the progress recent y achieved and in what other .ways can 
the Bank. Grou of as istance. In particular, we would '" l ike to know how t e 
Government plans to deal with remaining constraints, including those outside 

· t e agr cultural sector such as transport.at tlenecks and non-availability 
of consume o s for farmer. ' Transport bottlenecks, for example, have recently 

to inadequate delivery of fuel oil for irrigation pumps; moreover, the lack 
consumer goods in rural shops has been a major disincentive to farmers for 

increasing agricultural production. 

2. Teak Production 

(a) Performance 

Teak product· 
in 1975. The ma1n reasons for ec ne i s ort:a e o 
·tran . ti teak from the hills to the Port of Rang-o·o·n·,~(~i~i~~~~o~-e-x~t-r-a-ction 
equi ment, and (iii) incomplete Government control over important forest areas 

ue to 1nsurgency problems. Although teak exports declined by 16% in tonnage 
terms during 1971 - 1975 , export earnings increased by 64%, reflecting a 
near doubling in .worid teak prices. With about 75% of tbestanding reserves 
of teak in the world., Burma is in · a prime . position . to benefit from· the 
improved prices -and take advantage of excellent demand :forecasts. 

(b) Recent Changes in Policy 

The Government has recently given increased emphasis to teak exports. 
Forestry is now ranked second· to agriculture in the planned allocation of 
public investment funds. Also, with the recent reorganization of state 
economic corporations, the Timber Corporation is to be given more managerial 
responsibility and autonomy in decision-making. In an effort to remove 
t ransport bottlenecks, the Burma Railways Corporation added special trains 
f~r transporting logs stockpiled along the railway lines. In support of 
the Government's policy, IDA is presently financin a forestry pro·ec which 
i s providing equipment for ex rae sport and rehabilitation 
as well as technical assistance. · 

(c) Next Action 

· Much more could be done to uickly and· substan- ~ 
tially . _ Largely duet<? procurement . e ays, . t e proJect is eing implemented 
~ a rel ativeiy slow pace. These delays are costly, in view of t he fac t t hat 
the country stands to earn considerable foreign exchange from increased 
expor t s. · The· a·dditional · revenu·e could help the Government to significantly 
i ncrease i ts mobilization of resources. It would be useful to inquire 



about the Minister's views on the Government's plans to remove re:_/ 
maining constrai~ts in an effort td increase teak production and to improve 
the processing and- transportation of output. (See item 4 under G-3.) 

3. Reorganization of State Economic Enterprises 

The recent reorganization of State Economic Enterprises (April 1976) 
should improve the effectiveness of several organizations within the Ministry 
of Agriculture and ·Forests, particularly the Timber Corporation, the Salt 
Corporation, and the Agriculture Corporation. The reorganization includes 

- - in~ alia, granting more autonomy in decision-making (including the right to 
hire and fire), establishment of Management Boards, more authority and account
ability .for financialperformance, and introduction of worker's bonus system 
(based on the sharing _of corporate net income). 

In addition to its direct effect upon the agricultural state coiporations~ 
the reorganization will also affect the suppor.ting corporations which provide 
inputs and marketing services to the agricultural sector. The transportation. 
corporations, for example, are expected to improve their efficiency, thereby 
facilitating supply of material inputs and transport of agricultural produce. 
Similarly, the operations of the marketing trade corporations are expected to 
improve. 

We would like to ask the M. · ter what difficulties he 
foresees in the implementation expects t e 

September 14, 1976 

I 

I · 



FIELD TRIP - TOUR OF IRRAWADDY DELTA 

(10:00 - 17:45 Tuesday, November 2) 

1. You and your pa~ty will be on an al1-day tour by boat and 
helicopter of the Irrawaddy Delta. This trip will give you an oppor
tunity to meetwith senior officials 1-ncluding Ministers and Deputy 
Ministers from the · economic ministries, as well as to visit. several 
Bank project areas. En route you will have an opportunity to engage 
in informal discussions with officials from the Ministries of Planning, 
Agriculture, Transport, Industry and Mining. (For background and 
discussion purposes, see attached briefing material on these sectors.) 
Separate formal meetings have been scheduled with the Deputy Prime 
Minister (see E-3 for briefing material) and the Minister of Agriculture 
(see E-4 for briefing material) for Wednesday. 

2. The Irrawaddy Delta. The valley of the Irrawaddy River 
constitutes Burma proper. This river rises in Tibet and runs down the 
middle of Burma from the extreme north to enter the sea near Rangoon 
after covering a distance of over 1,000 miles. It is navigable for about 
900 miles, flows through the most fertile part of the country and is con
s ere the life-line and the main highway in Burma. The Lower Irrawaddy, 

.en route to the sea, forms the vast flatness of the delta below the town 
of Prome. This fertile delta sprawls over an area 6~ some J 3, 000 square ... 
miles, broken up into a network of creeks and rivulets. In the delta, 
~rrawaddy branches out into eight main tributaries. Rangoon, itself, 
is not on the Irrawaddy .but stands about 20 miles from the sea on the 
Hlaing River~ Apart from the innumerable creeks ripping through the flat 
land, the delta forms a vast expanse of paddy. At the beginning of 
ancient Burmese. history, more than 12 or 13 centuries ago., it is believed 
that much of the lower deita was probably still under the sea. 

3. The Boat Tour. The boat trip is scheduled to last from 10:00 
to 13:30. You and your party will embark at Rangoon and disembark at 
an appropriate village, probably a ainz , a small village approximately 
30 miles west of Rangoon. Your boat will be a special government boat 
used to transport visiting dignitaries and high-ranking Burmese officials. 

- ·--~ 

4~ At Layairi.zu · (6r another appropriate village) the party ~ill 
disembark at approximateiy 13:30, except for Mrs. McNamara and most of the 

· government officials who ~ill return to Rangoon by boat. You will visit 
the Bank Ir i ation I Pro designed to su 1 small water pum (see 
attached Annex I on the project) and also meet with local of icials and 
farmers •. 

,. 
r 
t 
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s. A helicopter will take your party to Shwelaung at about ·14:30. 
This flight will take about half an hour and cover about 30 miles. 
Shwelating is a typical mediu~ to large-size village in the Bank-financed 

Burma Padd Land Develo men Pro·ect (see attached Annex II). At 
Shwelaung you will inspect the project area and meet with village lea<;Iers 
and farmers. This would be a good occasion to discuss with farmers their 
views of the project and general aspects of paddy farming. · You may wish ~ 
to inguire about such matters as: (a) the il!!Portance of proper water • 
control for paddy farming, (b) the adequacy of inputs such as fertilizer, 
insecticide, and credit, (c) avera e ' farm size (d) then e 
o xtension services, (e) the in~t~r~o~u~c~t~i~o~n~o~f_.~~~w.~~~~~~~~ 
(f) the adequ rices, and (g) 
consumer goods .. 

6. At about 16:30, you will depart by helicopter for an air tour 
of the lower delta paddy project areas. This tour will fly over several 
of the areas and may include a refueling stop. The helicopter is expected 
to return to Rangoon by 17:45. 

Attachments: 

1. Sectoral Background Information -
Transport, Industry and Mining . 

2. Annex I -
Irrigation I Project (water pumps) 

3. Annex II -
Lower Burma Paddy Land Development Project · 
(including maps} 



Burma - Topics for Discussion · 

Sectoral Background Information: Transport, Industry and Mining 

Mr. McNamara's Boat Tour of Irrawaddy Delta 

.(10:00- 13:30, Tuesday, November 2) 

1. . . bn .your boat tour of the Irrawaddy you are likely to · be . 
accompanied by senior officials including Ministers and Deputy Ministers 
from the economic ministries: ~lanning, agr~culture, transport, industry, 
and mining. · You will have formal meetings with the Ministers of Planning 
and Agriculture on Wednesday (separate briefing papers have been prepared) 
but for purposes of more informal discussions aboard the boat, this brief 
provides background information on the other sectors. 

I. TRANSPORT 

(a) Performance 

2. Burma has always depended on its rivers to provide natural 
means of transportation. Three main rivers, the I:xrawaddy, the Sfttang 
and the Salween traverse the country in a north-south direction and are 
navigable or considerable distances. The largest cities are located on 
or close to the main rivers and it is estimated that 5,000 miles of inland 
waterways provide a means of transportation. Burma is furthermore served-
by about 2,000miles of railway and about 17,000 miles of roads. The. trans
port infrastructure .was seriously dama.ged during World War II but has now 
mostly been repaired. The financing._ of reconstruction and rehabilitation 
was assisted by Japanese .War Reparations and also by the Bank Group with 
three loans and two credits: t ioans 6 and 1961) and a credit (1973) 
to the credit (1973) to inland water transportation, an a 

3. The capacity performance of the public transport sector in terms 
of tonnage carried and annual ton-miles appears to have stopped its rapid 
decline of recent years. The railways, which now $ a onl the 
tonna e carried i is projecting a modest, probably attainable, 
increase in the next few years. The Inland Water Transport Corporation, 
whose tonnage carried is down by 15% from 1971 is also projecting a 
modest increase. However, growt w1 proba ly soon level off due to 
capacity constraints. The Road Transport Corporation is currently carrying 
about half the tonnage c~rried irt the late sixties but this decline is 
partly offset by the increase in haul lengths. 

4. Although public transport sector performance appears to have ~ 
stopped declining, there is .little likelihood of a rapid increase in its e 
capacity. By far the lar est proportion of transportation is u lied by 
small o erators in the private sec r . . Althoug nappearance private 
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boats and trucks seem to ·be in poor condition, their operators contrive 
to keep them running by great ingenuity. There is a ·thriving private 
sector . spare parts industry . in Rangoon. Spare parts are expensive, 
however, and the cost of running trucks is high. The situation is similar 
for private watercraft but, spurred by the need to earn a living and 
assis.ted . by "outside market" 11'laterials, operators keep their boats 
functioning. · . 

5 .. the trans ort se 
~~~~~~~~~~~._~--~~~~~~~~~~·· There are identified 

culties in the movement of teak sugar by rail and of oil, paddy, 
cement, .fertilizer and jute by .water. The principal problem with the 
railways is an extremely low serviceability of diesel locomotives and 
wagons. Only 50% of locomotives and 40% of wagons are available for 
commercial use. For the waterways, lack of serviceable craft and ineffi
c:ient operations contribtite to the inadequacy of . effective capacity. 

(b) Policy · 

6. The Government's investment policy in transportation is to 
support those carriers which transport most public sector goods., i.e., 
railways and waterways. The Government considers that the bulk of new 
investment should be made to rehabilitate or replace rundown equipment. 
This emphasis is appropriate and should be pursued with yigor. However, 
this policy alone will not improve _the efficiency of the corporations. 
The capacity liffiitations on both railways and waterways were in the past 
also due to the poor institutional environment in which managers had to 
operate. Recent reforms in management and organization, however, give 
reason f~r encouragement as to improved •performance. 

7. With the private sector playing. a considerable role in . the trans-
port sector it should receive appropriate support. The t or 
needs basic · terials such as stee . r . and rubber items to 
service trucks and oats • . Alleviation of the present bottlenecks would 
require a short-run import program to restore the capacity of .the existing 
fleet (public, cooperative and private-owned) and where necessary to ·yrovid~ 
a modest expansion. The Governm . d accelerate its efforts ~ 
to cat h u a·or maintenance needs and 
waterwa s. Improvements in transport are important for the performance 

other sectors and therefore should have high priority. IDA plans 
· to ssistin in impl.ementation of essentiall rehabilitat · n 
investments (Ports II, Railways III, In an . II) •. 

II. INDUSTRY 

(a) Performance 

8. Output in the manufacturing sector accounted for 10% of the GDP 
in 197 5, compared to 9% at the beginning of the .19608.. The value added by 
this sector increased at an annual rate of 2.9%. While the proportion of 
i ndustry in total output remained almost unchanged, significant changes 
within this sector took place during the decade. These changes began with 
the nationalization of major industries in 1963 and 1~64 and with 
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government poiicy aimed at industrialization. The share of public invest-
ments irt industr accou ·or onl 3.5% of total ublic investments in 
the ear inunediately prior to nationaiization hed 35% irr 

share declined to 26% in 1975. 

9.. State sector industries wer~ ·established with · a view toward 
substituting for imports. New factories were established to produce 
fertilizer, paper, glass, chemicals, cement, and to assemble tractors, 
pumps, heavy and light vehicles and a few home appliances. Investments 
in these industries were partly financed through foreign assistance, mainly 
Japanese. For the last few years, disbursements from foreign assistance 
amounted to an average of · 45% of public investments in the sector. 

10. Due to its increased capacity,the output of the industrial state 
sector was able to grow at about 4.4% a year between 1964 and 1972, not 
a particularly high rate considering the fact that large and medium scale 
private industries were transferred to the state sector. However, in 1974 
the output of the state se r was abou ·eved 
I 972. s arp drop was primarily due . to poor crops and labor .unrest. 
Following good harvests in fiscal . year 1976, this situation is expected 
to improv~ . . 

11. In Burma, the links between agriculture and industry are 
particularly strong, since the i!!.,dustrial sector is largely agro-based. 
Food processing accounts for 60% of industrial production and cotton textiles 

· for another 15%. Wi e near sta nation of the a r· al sector the 
su 1 of do gainst 
industrial expansion. In addition, the poor performance of the agricultural 
sector also affected the level of export earnings which gradually deprived 
industry of its minimal import requirements. · 

(b) Potential and Policy 

12. Industry's ability to generate a sizeable surplus for the Govern
ment will be a decisive factor in the effort to mobilize more resources for 
development. Undoubtedly a better management system would be essential for 
the public sector industry to fulfill one of its fundamental roles in an 
economy with a socialiststructure: that of social accumulation. If the 
new guidelines for operating state enterprises on commercial lines are / 
successfully implemented.,- it may be easier for industry to play this role. . 
But at present, Jndustry has to operate in an envirgnment of acute scarcit~ 
of im orted i · ·· der-utilization of capad t a 
this situation · · continue into the foreseeable uture. / . 

13. ~at is needed is a consolidation of the sector by ~ 
resources to the maintenance of the existing capital stock rather than~o 
its expansion. There may also be some instances in modern units where compara-

"tively small . amounts of additional investments, combined with improved 
procedures, would be quite cost effective. While the industrial structure 
is generally not export~oriented, there may be some cases where under-utilized 
capacity could be used .for exports. The new guidelines for the operation of 
SEEs include a provision which will allow a corporation to export at a loss 
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(in kyat terms) and be compensated through subsidies . . While this could 
be a good start ·to encourage some managers to think in terms of world 
markets, care should be taken to avoid exports of goods at prices below 
total resource cost measured in foreign exchange. 

14. policy will be incomplete if 
rivate sector which p~ov~~~~~~~ 

a st~1 outpu and 80~ trial 
employment. Clear guidelines are needed to clarify the future role of this 
se hin the socio-economic objectives of the country. One sub-sector 
still largely in private hands, which should receive high priority, is the 
rice-milling industry.. · 

15. We would recommend limiting new investment in sub-sectors that 
are under-utilizing their capacity. Public resources allocated to industry 
should be concentrated ori sub-sectors which will increase exports, directly 
and indirectly, and therefore allow a better utilization of capacities in 
the long run. With its substantial forest wealth; Burma certainly~----
comparative advanta x o t of wQQd p~pduct nd aper. A feasi-

1 ty s·tudy financed under the IDA forest project has been signed in 
September 1976 to help prepare possible projects. With the reordering of 
priorities towards agriculture, the dev of a ro-su orting industries 
~~~~~~~~_.~~~rt. Among them, the setting up of aurea ferti-
lizer plant should receive top priority, if the natural gas reserves on 
which it will be based prove to be sufficient. The first phase of a 
UNDP-financed study, for which the World Bank is executing agency, was 
completed in October 1976. This study focused on the extent of reserves 
and the appropriate plant size. A second study on detaiied engineering 
aspects is now. required, and a contract is expected to be signed in 
November/December 1976. 

III. MINING 

·(a) Performance 

· 16. Before World War II, Burma ranked second in the world production 
of tungsten, sixth in lead and eighth in t~. ·· Other important minerals 
were copper, antimony, silver, nickel, cobalt and gems. The· exports of 
these minerals and gems· amounted to about 12% of total foreign exchange 
earnings. (Exports accounted then for 50% of GDP.) At that time, mineral 
production was in the hands of British-owned companies. Most of the mines 
were heavily damaged or neglected during the war and mineral production 
came to a standstill. In the post-war period, the companies were reluctant 
to invest in a newly independent Burma because of the considerable insurgent 
activity prevailing then and the threat of nationalization. Progressive 
nationalization of the sector began in about 1950, andby 1965 all opera
tions were entirely in the state sector. The only private activity is small 
scale "tribute" mining of tin, tungsten and antimony. (Tribute miners 
are individuals who are allowed to mine in certain areas, but are legally 
bound to sell their output to the mining corporations.) Tribute mining 
accounts for about 50% of all tin-tungsten produced. 
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17. No significant new mines have come into operation for nearly · / 
40 years. ·Pr c ion of minerals for export in volume is about 10% of ~ 

e-war level, mining contributes only lo of GDP an mineral exports make 
up only 7% o exports. The only recent development is the increase in the 
export value of gems arid pearls. 

18. The mining industry provides employment to about 28,000 people. 
An estimated 8,000 work in mines only during the wet season when water con
ditions permit;: alluvial mining of tin. Excluding mining of gemstones and 
after adjustment for seasonal employment and· mining of non-export commodities, 
such as limestone, 15,000 employees produce K 47 million of export commodities ; 
·which is equivalent · to $1.30 per day per employee, indicating low level of 
productivity and a high proportion of overhead staff. 

19. The d~sappointin~ performance of the mining sector is due to 
several factors: (a) the depletion of ~reserves in existing mining;site~ 
(b) the lete minin e ui ment; (c) the securit roblem· (d) the un-

. --
attractive wa e rates which make it difficult to recruit workers especially 
for underground operations; and (e) the 1 ed for the minerals 
collected by tribute miners who prefer to smuggle the ore to Thailand. 
Similarily a v·ery large proportion of Burma's production of precious stones, 
possibly as high . as 60%, is r .eportedly smuggled out, mainly . to. Thailand. 
Altogether, illegal exports might be somewhat in excess of one-third of the 
official value of mineral exports. 

(b) Potential and Policy 

20. The development potential of the mining sector is not well~known 
because of the lack of an inventory of mineral reserves, but it .may be 
promising. A long-term strategy for development of the mining sector · 
would re uir ventor of the countr 's mi ral reserves. ~ 
Insurgency, irt certain. potential mining areas, would however reduce the 
scope of such a survey for the time being. · The medium-term outlook appears 
encouraging. Mining exports could be increased considerably with appropriate 
investment in the proving-up and effective development of known deposits. 

21. The Government has identified the mineral sector as a potential 
growth sector. This policy has opened the way for external assistance and 
domestic credit for the sector. Major contributions in the form of technical 
assistance and project preparatory work have been made by the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Japan and UNDP. The development 
is to reha il a e old· e y ngi with 

--·~~~~-~~~~e~r_.d~e~p~o~sit (possibly with Japanese 
· in the Heinze Basin wf th World Bank Group 
the Bawdwln lead:-zinc-s to initiate 

This 

22 o. Although the selected mining projects · are situated in areas where 
security is reportedly not a major problem, their location is remote and 
lack of security along transportation routes may create difficulties. These 
proj ects appear to be economically attractive, but their long-term viability 
depends on a more realistic exchange rate. Similarly, the mining corporations 
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will not be able to induce tribute miners to sell them their production and 
reduce· smuggling without exchange rate chartges. Despite general overstaffing, 
mines have difficulties in securing personnel for under round operations,. 
because the centralize wage structure oes not allow, so far, payment of 
premia for difficult and dangerous jobs. With the current reorganization of · 
public enterprises, management may have more freedom in fixing ·wages, provided 

·operations can generate sufficient earnings to do so. 

23. A first mining project was appraised last March, which would 
mainly be a tin dredging operation. A follaw-Qp appraisal mission was sen~ 
i a Augus~, as a result of which, various changes are being made in the 
appraisal report. Through this first involvement, we hope to have a ·significant 
impact on the overall sector, particularly on institution-building and 
future investment selection/coordination. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

i. Tire years since inde.pendence in 1948 have not been easy for Burma. 
The econom was devastated du World War II with about half the co 
man-made assets destroyed and recovery ampered by adm ative bottle-
nee s and cant nuous nsurgency. In 1962, a political crisis occurred and 
a Revolutionary Council led by the military assumed control of the Govern
ment. · The Council was led by U Ne Win, who has been the head of the Govern
ment ever since. While adoption in 1973 of a new constitution allowed for 
popular participation in the Government, leadership has not changed and the 
Burma Socialist Program Party remains the only authorized political party. 

ii. The Burmese Way to s·ocialism is a combination of traditional Burmese 
values and socialist doctrine. It aims at fashioning a new order for Burma, 
by reorienting the economy to benefit the masses and achieving self-sufficienc~ ~ 
in food, clothing, shelter and at the same time providing ade te social ~ . 
services. The Government, however, fai ad ~de uat incentives and 

resources t~ ~he mainstay of . the economy, agriculture, orestryJ 
The results have been slow economic growth, declining foreign 

trade, and a deteriorating financial situation. 

iii. In its attempt to establish a new order for Burma, the Government 
reorganized the administrative institutions inherited from the colonial period 
and introduced fundamental changes in many economic institutions. Banks, 
large and medium industries and domestic and foreign trade w~re nationalized • 

. Since most of these activities had been largely controlled by non-Burmese, 
nationalization achieved one of the regime's basic objectives,_ the Burman
ization of the economy. A large part of economic activity. however, is still 
performed by the private sector. Although the ownershi of land is vest d 

......... ~S...,.t=ate, the a ricultural sector is almost fully operated by individual 
farmers. The long-term o jective is to restructure land o n . , so that 
by the middle of the 1990's, 50% of farmland will be operated by production 
cooperatives. However, detailed plans for achieving this objective have not 
been worked out. P ivate industry still provides 80 to ~5% of industrial 

lo ent and contributes we v a o n ustr a output. Between 
to 80% of tr is still provided b boats and trucks operated 
tfie 

jv. Another economic objective of the regime was to reduce dependence 
on foreign markets. Imports were seen as competing with cottage industries 
an as a means of satisfying the "extravagant" consumption demands of a small 
urban elite. This ed Burma to diminish the imEortance at to its ex-
port sectors. Additional . o ect ves were to·provide advanced social services, 
an at the same time, to reduce the almost exclusive dependence on agriculture 
and primary products and to move towards an economy in which . industry was to 
play an important role. Development of a welfare siate and i~dustrialization 
were to depend upon agriculture's traditional capacity to generate surpluses. 
To ensure the required inter-sectoral trans·fers, the State took over most of 
the trade sector and introduced a centrally administered pri~e system. 

I 

i 
I 

I 
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v. · Burma's a or success has been in the provision of advanc 1· 
for its · population of about 30 million. The n.,.=~., .. .....,~.._o;;..,...._.......,:;;.; 

· sc oo s teac a s dents has increased markedly. Free 
care is p~o~ided to the rural population through an extens ve network of rural 
health centers. The . iterac rate amon adults is about· 67%. In recent 
years, however, proiress has slac ened because of the declininA flow of 
resources reaching the social sectors, a reflection of inadequate economic 
performance. 

vi. last 10 years, real GDP-grew at an average annual rate 
of onl fastest growth was in social and administrative services 
(6.8% annua rate) and primarily !n administrative services. The growth 
of directly productive sectors (2.0% per annum) lagged behind population 
growth (2.2%). The ·slow rate of economic growth has been largely due to 
.the neglect of agriculture, forestry, mining and transport. Agriculture, 
which accounts for 27"% of GDP, received only an average of 7i. of public 
investment during the last five years, the equivalent of 2% of its value 
added. Wishing to keep down food prices, the Government moreover fixed pro
curement prices of mo~t agricultural commodities, especially paddy, at low 
levels. These low rices left little surplus in the hands of the farmers to 
in r even maintain their capita stoc , an criti~ally.: re ce t e r 
i~centives to ro uce a - rna tne rmore, little provision 
was made to develop support ng or even to maintain them at their 
previous level of efficiency. 

Over the last decade, the rate of growth of agriculture was around 
er annum. The production of paddy, the main export commodity, remained 

virtually stagnant in the face o.f rapid population growth. The sluggish 
performance of agriculture, which accounts for 60% of exports, greatly affected 
the external .sector. The expo.r_t volume index declined from 100 in 1965 to 
30 in 1975. · Terms of trade, w c e er ora e gra ua y up to 1972, improved 
cons era ly thereafter. They stood at 144 in 1975 as~against 100 in 1965, 
mainly on account of fayorable world market prices for foodstuffs and teak. 
Nonetheless, the purchasing power of exports was less than half of what it 
was 10 ears before. 

viii. P ex endit es which gradually came to dominate total 
investment, rred mostl in the industrial and services sectors, which 
received between and 60% of the total in recent years. The emphasis on 
industrialization was in accordance with the goal of reducing the country's 
reliance on external tr~nsactions. However, industrialization at the pace 
adopted could not succeed because of the depressed conditions in agriculture. 
Industrial expansion depended upon a growing supply of agricultural materials 
and imports which agriculture could not provide because of the stagnation of 
output and the consequent sharp decline of export earnings. 

ix. During the last ten years, industrial production increased by only 
2.9% a year. This was partly because the State Economic Enterprises~had to 
operate within strict administrative rules which prevented efficient and 
economic management. Under these circumstances, under-utilization of ca 

a characteristic of many sub-sectors and many enterprises operated at 
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x. The bias in the past allocation of investments against __ primary .... 
production and exports had an unfavorable effect on the generation of 
savings for development financing. As a result, gross fixed ca !tal form- . 
ation in real terms has been declining at an annual rate of 
last five years. Investment fell from 10% of GDP in 1972 t 7.4% i 1975. ·· - ;~ 
The consequences of this poor per ormance were particularly vid in the)~ 
deter !oration of the conn try's infrastruc tu::>- The r..ailwayi and the Roa,d 
Trans ort Cor orat-ion, for ex-ample, are currently carr in . only half the . _. __ __ _ . 
tonna e th d in t e sixties. e resulting capacity. tations 
restricted the movement of many important commodities such as teak, cement, 
and paddy. Insufficient investment has also significantly retarded growth 
in other sectors. In forestry, lack of transport · facilities and extractive 
machinery is partly responsible for the backlog of ripe girdled trees to 
be felled. The mining sector has been comparably affected. Because of 
obsolete equipment, along with poor incentives and security problems, mineral 
production has yet to return to pre-war levels. 

xi. Traditionally, the government budget derived a ·large part of its 
revenues from rice exports. The diminishing rice surplus therefore had an 
adverse impact on government _income. The related growin scarcity_ of foreign 
~chan e necess tion of 1m arts which re uce cus om 

revenues. It also led to very slow growth of industrial production which 
in turn reduced the growth of revenues from commercial t~xes. Nationalization 
9f ~a~ge-scale private firms moreover significantly reduced direct taxation of 
private income. This was not replaced by a commensurate increase in govern
ment revenue from taxes and surpluses transferred by government enterprises, 
since many of these have been operating at a loss. 

xi!. The current revenue/GDP ratio declined from 16.5% in 1963, to 14% 
in 1973 and below 10% in 1975. Despite substantial cuts in maintenance and 
capital expenditures (in real terms), the budget deficit, almost entirely 
financed through bank borrowing, increased so much that the money supply 
doubled between 1972 and 1975. The deterioration of the fiscal situation 
is primarily responsible for the sharp inflation which currently runs at a 
yearly rate of over 30%. 

xiii. The economic difficulties presently facing the country are partly 
due to the lack of attention paid in the past to the mobilization of ade
quate resources for the financing of the Government's socio-economic pro
grams. One basic reason for the inability to raise sufficient resources 
was the Government's failure to follow appropriate pricing policies. 
Although the structure created by the socialization of the economy would 
have required a very active pricing _ (and indirect taxation) policy, the 
Government's main preoccupation has been, until recently, with price 
stability. · 

xiv. The ee basic shortcomings. First, the~ 

~c·e~s~s~i~t~y~~~~~~~~~~~~ to the non-social ze sector was disregarded. 
Second, State Economic Enterpri$eS of keeping ow 
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ed to in de uate transfers of resour to the Government. The under-
pricing of the output of the State Economic Enterprises however hardly 
benefited the general consumer as.. supplies often fell well short 'of demand. 
Considerable quantities of commodities were siphoned away from the official 
to the unofficial market where prices were a multiple of the official 

_prices. The margin was paid by consumers. By leaving the clearing func
tion to the unofficial market, the Government implicitly condoned a large 
transfer of resources to the prtvate sector. Finally, the ensuing dis
tortions ~id not allow an appropriate allocation of resources. 

xv. Recently, however, the Government has improved its pricing policy. 
Procurement prices for agricultural commodities were raised substantially. : 
For instance, the procurement price for addy in 1975 was 2.5 times that 
2re~ailing in 1972. Adequate procurement prices or farm pro u 
essential or revitalizing private investment in agriculture. However, as 
long as a considerable part of agricultural output continues to be sold 
outside the official market at prices markedly above the procurement level, 
it will remain necessary to keep procurement prices under review. With the 
introduction of the "Commodity -and Services Tax" in April 1976, a meaningful 
change in the indirect taxation has been effected which according to Gov-
ernment estimates will 1 inc n 1977. 
If this resource mobilization effort materializes extent visua ized 
by the Government, it could help considerably to contra~ inflation because 
of the reduced need for deficit financing • . The improved fiscal situation 
should enhance growth prospects, especially in view of the new investment· 
stra·tegy which is designed to reorient resource allocation in favor of the 
leading economic sectors. 

xvi. Another major problem facing the country stems from inadequate 
economic administration and management. In the attempt to achieve a radical 
transformation of the economy in a short time, too much was expected of the 
ability of the administration to assume instant cont~ol of all forms of 
economic life, whether it be at the production or the distribution level. 
In re.sponse to these problems, the Government issued in 197 5 guidelines to 
convert gradually State Economic Enterprises into commercial operations. 
These guidelines and the reforms introduced in the distribution system are 
steps in the right direction. The objective of improving economic efficien~y 
has been accompanied recently by a reform of the banking system, which should 
direct more credit to priority sectors and tighten control on the end use of 
credit. 

xvii. If successful, the Government's recent efforts to mobilize more 
resources for development and to improve economic management should clear 
the way for more rapid growth of investment and production. In this respect, 
it is encouraging that the Government has reassessed its objectives. Accord
ing to a major policy announcement in 1973, the Government's objective re
mains "to transform the economy of the Union of Burma from an agricultural 
to agriculture-based ind~strial country and thence gradually to an ' industrial 
nation." The investment strategy, however, is to be altered drastically. To 
realize the above ~bjective, the most feasible and economically sound pro
jects are to be chosen. The first priority will be given ~o improvements in 
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.... 
agriculture, fishery, livestock, and forestry. The second priority is to 
set up consumer goods industries to substitute for imports based o~ the 
expansion of agriculture, fisheries, livestock and forestry sectors. The 
third priority is to raise mineral production and to lay the foundation 
for industries based on mineral production. 

xviii. The new ranking of priorities reco 
has to be based on prosperous agr cultura ~ sectors. 

n ne t t e riew o ectives, allocation of public funds to the priority 
sectors has been increased in the last budget. Even more important, cur
rent policies towards agriculture could help revive private investments, 
through adequate procurement pricing and the provision of institutional 
credit. 

xix. Burma remains beset with roblems: low growth, 
declinin eqts and sharp in reforms have n 
introduced after 1972 and policy changes has accelerated re-
cently. reforms are effectively implemented 
and start to have a significant impact. If pursued vigorously and com
plemented with further measures for improving production, resource mobil
ization and distribution, the Government~s n~w policy orientation gives 
reason for encouragement about economic and social prospects. It would 
help considerably if these efforts were supported by inc.reased foreign 
assistance, on concessional terms. 

xx. ntially one of the richest countries in the Sout 
Asia endowed with a healthy and literate population and 

ncludes a vast a and area, 

~·~~~~~~~~~~~.Q~~~~h~e~r~i~e~s~r~e~.s~o~u~r:c~e:s· In addjtion, the 
country currently has a tolerable foreign debt ur e n, fQod surpluses 
and is almost self-sufficient in energy. · The coming years pose a challeng
ing opportunity to the Burmese to realize more fully the potential of their 
resources. 
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·BURMA 

Political Situation 

1·. As in the past, Burma continues 0ace two serious insurgency _ ~ 
problems mainly in · the frontier areas: (i~hnic orities whic s ggle ~ 

centralism and seek autonomy or even indepen ence, and 
~~-~~~~~~-i~c-a~l~-e~b~e~llion from the North sup orted by the Peo le's ~ 

The communist rebellion poses by far the most serious 
threat to Rangoon. However, the rebellion is not without its weaknesses. 
While its leaders are mostly of Burman origin, the rank and file is largely 
of Chinese origin; this, added to the fact that the rebellion is apparently 
aided by a foreign power, makes it very difficult for the movement to draw 
any meaningful support from the majority of the people. Moreover, the 
communist movement is · no less willirtg to have a strongly centralized government 
than the Rangoon regime and cannot therefore form lasting alliances with 
ethnic rebellions. The Burmese army is a poor man's army and is reportedly 
very effective. In areas of insurgency, it controls the main towns and means 
of communication and wherever necessary protects sites of economic importance 
(such as mines and hydro-power .stations). The the regime 
in recent 

2. The Burman ethnic group, which represents 70% of the population 
and is concentrated in the large valleys and the Delta, has remained obedient 
to Rangoon. Its attitude vis-a-vis the "Burmese Way to . Socialism" h~s, 
however, been apathetic. The Part despite some appearances to the contrary, 
is a party of cadres and not of masses. In Burma there is no real mobilization 
of masses, not was th s mob~l ation ever seriously attempted. With the 
deterioration of the econom s.tuati~n, :specially after 1972, the regime 
began to face growing popul o t 1n urban areas which eventually mani-
fested itself ·in the workers students · t$ i Jun ~ While discipline 
has been gradually restored in factories, the student o ulation has. 
remained restive and the . t¥'; i e closed four 
the last _ t~o Y.ears, is. agai closed. 

3. To most observers this urban agitation was not considered to be 
threat to the regime whose power base is the army, because the army 

was o- be absolute1 lo ·1 • . This conviction was badly shaken_ when , 
a plot involving young officers was discovered in ear y s year. 
Their purpose was to assassinate or remove from of 1ce s point is not 
yet clear) ·chairman Ne Win, General San Yu (number two man in the regime) 
and Col. Tin Oo (Chief of Security). Their prime motivation was reported 
to be their discontent with economic conditions. While this first crack 
in the loyalty of the army is significant, most obserVers speculate - judg
ing from the amateurish way the plot was initiated - that there is as yet 
no organized and structured opposition in the army. 

4 . When the trial opened 
t hat x-General Tin 0~ w~ ~on 
l ast March from his position as 
crimes" committed ·· by his wife~ 
Tin Oo (who was ormerl~ number 
to succeed President Ne Win and 

beginning September, it came as a surprise 
the accused. General Tin Oo . was dismissed 

Chief of Staff on the charge of "economic 
Extremely popular with the Army, General 
three in . the re ime) was a strong contender 
was in competition with General San Yu. His 

I. 
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dismissal was reported to have been resented by many in the army and 
bringing him to trial is meant to further discredit him. He is not 
accused of having participated in the plot, but is being charged wi.th 
not reporting his knowledge of it. 

5. in 
i its survival is depen~en~ up9n economic reviva . 
T lot has been to give the pragmatis~& a better opportunit 
to, implement their policies. U Lwin, the Deputy Prime Minister an 1 ster 
of Planning and Finance, as been the leading advocate of more pragmat·c 
economic policie~ and a less autarKic approach. It cannot, o course; 

e rulea out that his economic reform -movement may face -serious political 
opposition. The "Burmese Way to Socialism" remains powerful as an ideology 
of the political elite. There are many in the party hierarchy and· in 
the army who view U Lwin as a threat not only to that _ideology but also 
to the substantial benefits, in power and material rewards, which they 
enjoy under the present system. If U Lwin is unable to achieve quickly 
a demonstrable impr9vemertt in the economy, his reform movement may e 
weakened seriously and prove ultimately to be short-lived. For the time 
being, it is fair to say that U Lwin's position has been strengthened 
and that he is -the undisputed economic czar, although he has to operate 
within the Party's constraints. 



BURMA - ECONOMIC SITUATION 

For information regarding the economic situation, please see: 

. 1. Tab E-3 briefing material for meeting with Deputy Prime 
Minister. 

2. Summary and Conclusions of the economic report, . "Deve1opment 
in Burma: Issues and Prospects" (No. 1024-BA), dated 
July 27, 1976 (attached). 



BURMA - FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 

1. Grants, largely Japanese war reparations, made up the major share 
of foreign assistance Burma received through 1971. Until then, grants and 
long-term capital combined, averaging $50 to $60 million a year, financed 
less than 30% of the import bill. Since late 1972 Burma rapidly increased 
its utilization of loans and long-term credits, particularly from Japan 
and the Federal Republic of .Germany and resumed relations with IDA and 
subsequently joined the AsDB in 1973. Also, with the_ signing of a new large 
commodity loan, disbursements from Mainland China resumed. Total financing 
of imports through foreign assistance has, therefore, substantially increased • 
to about 40%. Gross foreign assistance amounted to around $90 million in 
1974/75 and 1975/76~ · 

2. By the end of March 1975, total external loans contracted with 
an original maturity of one y~ar or more, amounted to US$537.2 million out 
of which US$319.9 million has been disbursed • . Starting in 1972, Burma has 
been contracting substantially higher amounts of new loans, particularly 
from international organizations with which active relations were resumed 
or membership was started. Since 1973 IDA ~as made seven credits totalling 
US illion. Except for a few small new loans during the past three 
years, . the country has generally consciously, _and rather successfully avoided 
burdening its debt profile with short maturing debt on commercial terms. 

3. The debt service burden has gr·adually increased from rather low 
levels in its sixties to an estimated amount of US$33 million in 1975. 
Due to the weak e_xport performance, the .debt service_ ratio has increased 
somewhat more rapidly to about 20% at present and is exp~cted to stay at 

· roughly the same percentage in the comi,ng years. The debt .service is, how
ever, mod~st compared to Burma's GDP (around .!% only) and its considerable 
export potential. The Bank Group presently accounts for · about 15% of Burma's 
total external debt outstanding and about 5% of debt service. In five years, 
the Bank Group's share in the total external debt is projected to rise to 

·about 20% and its share in the debt . service to fall to about 2~3%. 

Attachments: Table 1 - Foreign Loans Contracted 
Table 2 - External ·Debt Servic·e 
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BURMA: FOREIGN LOANS CONTRACTED 1.1 

(In millions of u.s. dollars) ]J 

1970/_71 19711_72 1972{_73 1973{_71~ 1974/_75 191.5{_76 1976/77 
four 

(Oct.-Sep.) (Oct . :- S e p . ) (Oct.-Sep.) (Oct. -Mar.) (Apr. -Mar. ) (Apr. -Mar.) months 

China (PR) 
__ .;. 24.2 

Czechoslovakia 0.4 

France 11.2 

Germany (FR) 4.1 30.7 29.1 

India 9.6 

Italy 0.1 0.4 

Japan 7.1 39.3 57.1 . 3.4 21.7 

Netherlands 2.1 2.4 

s, .erland 3.5 --
UK 0.3 0.2 

USA 6.8 1.3 

USSR 1.0 0.4 

Yugoslavia 0.3 

As DB 19.1 16.3 31.4 45.9 

IDA 33.0 41.0 28.5 30.0 

Total 21.7 76.5 93.7 -23.3 100.0 81.6 105.0 

1/ With an original maturity of one year or more. 
I./ Converted at exchange rates prevailing at end of period. 

Source: Ministry of Planning and Finance, Rangoon. 

September 14, 1976 
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BURHA: · EXTERNAL DEB'£ S£RVICE 

(Ih millions of U.S. dollars) 

Calendar Years 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Repayment of Principal 6.7 12.~ 13.6 11.1 . 22.7 
On loans receiv<.:d by Centi-al Government 5.4 6.0 6.5 3.8 6.3 

France ( -·-) (--) ( --) (--) (0. 1) 
Germany (GDR) (--) (--) (0.7) (0.8) (1. 5) 
Germany (FRG) (--' (0.6) (0.6) (0.5) • (1.1) 
IBRD/IDA (1. 7) (2. 3) (2 .1) (1. 5) (2. 1) 
India (3.5) (2.2) (2.2) (--) ( --) 
USA (0.2) (0.6) (0.6) (0. 7) (0.7) 
USSR (--) (0.3) (0. 3) (0.3) (0.7) 

On deferred payrr.ent liabilities 1.3 6.4 7.1 7.3 16.3 

Intert::.st Payments J/ 4.0 6.8 . 9.1 _u 13.2 

Total dehl: service 10.7 19.2 22.8 17.9 35.9 
as % of exports) (4. 5) (15. 8) (i8.3) (ll~. 3) (23 .t+) 

}j Includes charges and intcrf~st paid to IMF. May include minor amounts of interest 
term mouetary liabilities. 

Sources: Union of Burma Bank; JMF: Balance of Paym(.!nl:s Yearbook, various issues. 

September 14, 1976 
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1974 

21.0 
6.1 

(0.8) 
(0.6) 
(1. 1) 
(/..4) 
(--) 

(0.8) 
(0.4) . 
14.9 

14.7 

:35.7 
(17.8) 

paid on 

1975 

19.0 
6.6 

( 1. 2) 
(0.6) 
('!.. 0) 
(2.5) 
(--) 

(0.9) 
(0.4) 
12.4 

14.0 

33.0 
(21.1) . 
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I. The Burmese Way to Socialism: its Emergence 

1. At independence (1948), Burma selected "pragmatic" socialism within 
the framework of a parliamentary democracy · as a response_ .to the conditions left 
by colonialism and the extensive domination of the economy by, aliens. The first 
Prime .Minister of independent Burma, U Nu, tried to promote the development of 
a mixed economy. Strategic industries were nationalized. Land reform laws were 
enacted ·but without much success, as the Indian minority corttinued to control 
much of the t:ertile land·. During the parliamentary period (1948-1962), some 
economic growth -was achieved despite continuous and serious insurgency problems. 

2. 
who then 

e ~--~ .. -w~ 
r ·ties were going to choose secession from the Union: a:;n:;;..~.:..:~~~~"":----

to the Chief o ta , ·e e n, one of the 30 Thakins 
struggled for independence aga ns e British. In addition, the Army was 
angered by the prevailing political factionalism, lack of unity of the country's 
civilian elite and the rampant corruption. Furthermore, Ne Win resented the 
fact that the economy was still dom1nated b and large by British India d 
Chinese interests. He also resented the fact t at e emerging Burmese bourgeoisie 
allied itself; with foreign interests while imitating the "extrava ant'' consumption 
patterns and manners .of . the British. Thus in 1962, General ~e Win ouste U u 
i n a blo9dless coup. 

legitimize his cou . . ... • . n an ' / 

~Ririi...,......,iiiillilll~iioi!o.iii.iiiii~-.~~~;.-;.;-.;.;;·~o;:;..n~ . __ Thus there evolved at first .a systematiJ . 
and the search for purely Burmese values, dressed 

in a socialist ideology: the ;tlume~e I.TaJt t o Socialism. One can distinguish two 

3. 

main periods since 122.L in the political evolution of the country: (a) The re
volutionary period which lasted up to .l.2..ZJ, when a constitution was adopted in 
a nationwide referendum. This period was cha rized b strict centralism, 
xenophobia and m not unlike the Burmese monarc y per od the 

as 1ng, Thibaw, was removed from the throne in 1885). Economical y, this 
period was an uri ualif d re. (b) The constitutional ·period, which bega~ 
in 1973, was characterized by attempts to decentralize the institutional set-up 
and the decision making process. It also coincided. with the realization among 
the party leadership, that the country had to open itself to the outside world, 
if its economy were to be made viable. _ Given its va ueness the Burmese Way to 
Socialism.. can easilv accommodate various econo olicies orovided -t ey respect 
certain rules anddialect1cs. 

II. The Burmese Way to Socialism: its Philosophy 

· 4~ -The political philosophy of the Burma Socialist Programine Party, 
"The Burmese Way to Socialism", -was developed shortly after the 1962 coup~ It 
attempts to accommodate socialist but non-Marxian ideals within the framework 

1./ It i s ·still debated today whether N·e ·win is a true believer or not of the · 
Burmese Way to Socialism. 
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of traditional Burmese-Buddhist values. Socialist ideals are espoused in this 
.philosophy because a £ree enterprise capitaiist system was associated w.ith 
foreign domination of . the ~ economy • . · Since aminated b 

· it erso·nnel with middle class back round it llad also an intrinsic fear 
of Marxism. 

5. The rationalization of the position of the philosophy 
follows and self-seeking hein~ 1/ 
who, if t to his own devices, would ex loi llow men for profit. -
However, if the soc ety s organ zed in such a way as to so problem of 
his livelihood and to protect him from the forces of nature, man will be readv 
to serve social interest in order to serve his own. The anti-Marxian bent of 
the philosophy is -.derived from appealing to the Buddhist ideals of antJ-
~materialis;y By combining spiritual elements with matter, materialism aspects 
of life are downplayed and Marxism is rejected. Man is described in the 
following way: "In him are combined the material body with life, mind and 
matter in their correlation, and the ceaseless process of mutation. The mind of 
man cannot exist without his aggregate of matter, but the matter is not the sole 
source of the states of consciousness, because matter and mind in man are 
inseparably linked on th~ ever-turning wheel of change". ];_! 

·6. This quotation highlights the spiritual element in man as described 
in Theravada Buddhism. The concept of . the "ever turning wheel" is a central 
tenet of the Buddhist philosophy. It appeals to the spiritual nature of man 
to counter Marxian materialism. The Burmese Way to Socialism however is not 
presented as a spiritual schema. It is intended to be very much a practical 
and worldly code of .conduct for the masses to ·follow. Arising from the uiew 
of man . as a self seekinf? bein~, state ,ownership-.4£ means· of production becomes 
in principle a necessary attribute of the Burmese Way to Socialism. 

III. The Burmese Way to Socialism: Political Reforms 

Re.form of the Judiciary and of the Administration 

7. . The first action taken by U Ne ·Wiri ' in 1962, even before he banned 
political parties (the Burma Socialist Programme Party is now the--orily 
authorized party) was to terminate the .Supreme and High Courts, symbols of the 
old order . (colonial, then national bourgeois). The new "people's judicial 
system"~ .under . the Constitution is consistent with U Ne Win's idea to have 
laymen rather than lawyers serve as judges. Judges are now elected by tPe 
People's Councils at every level of the administrative structure. 

8. ·The second important step (in 1962) was the abolition of district 
units· of administration, and therefore of the position of the powerful District 

!/ "The System of Correlation of Man and his Environment. The Philosophy 
of the Burmese Socialist Programme Party". January 17, 1963 • 
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Commissioner, a direct inheritance of the British colonial era. This was 
replaced by Security and Administration Committees (SACs) which were set up 
at every level of the administration, i.e., from the State to the villages. 
Initially, the SACs were dominated by the military, but as U Ne Win was . 
patiently building political institutions, membership was extended to include 
a few representatives of the Party, Workers' and Peasants' Councils. With the 
adoption of the 1973 Constitution, SACs have been abolished and replaced 
by elected P·eople' s Councils. 

9. The new regime abolished the Secretariat, administrative heart of 
the government under both British and subsequent Burmese rule. The Secretariat 
comprised the Permanent Secretaries of the various ministries which were 
grouped together in a ·single administrative structure which largely governed 
the country. This citadel had to be destroyed, . so that .the power exercised by 
the Revolutionary Council on the principle of centralism could not be challenged. 
The secretaries and their staff were therefore incorporated into the various 
government departments, directorates, corporations and boards. Civil servants 
are now required to follow ideological training: high tanking civil servants 
must attend a 4-month course on a full time basis at least once during their 
career. By now, almost all the high-ranking civil servants are Party members 
or candidate members. 

Party Building . 

10. . Part membershi ve During a seven-year period 
beginning .in 1962, party membership mount to more thana half dozen 
full members. By 1971, however, it had over 70,000 full members, over half of 
t hem members of the arnied forces and 260,000 candidate members. The reason 

- f~~- th~ - - irtf-tial -·slow growth -·of the Party and the dominating-· r~le ~i the . 
military in it, was its tran~itional ~haracter. U Ne Win had _to construct his 
Party from scr~tch and use his soldiers to govern -the country through the 
Revolutionary Council while party cadres were"mobilized, trained, tested, and 
assigned." · Work towards creating Peas uncils and W rs' ouncils 
also went slowly because of the need to train cadres :first. Needless to say, 
these Councils c j the in oli · arm of the Part and the country's 

po·litical .~li.te. 

11. After approximately 10 years of party building, patient creation of 
Workers' and Peasants' Councils which brought the new leaders of the workers 
and the peasants under strict control of the Party, and the ideological 
alignment of the civil servants, U Ne Win apparently felt secure that the 
Party could stand on its own feet. He relinquished his military rank in 1972 
as an important symbolic gesture which implied that "power had to be returned 
to the people." The adoption of a Constitution in 1973 ·completed the first 
phase of the political consolidation. It is too early to evaluate the competence 
and dedication of the new civilian elite which includes an important number 
of ex-soldiers. · It · is possible that it is composed mostly of "yes" men; and it 
i s not certain that the soldiers (or ex-soldiers) as a .class .are ready to share 
power with true ·civilians. 

The Mi litary I nfluence 

12. It is important to remember that the Burmese Way to Socialism is 
the brain-child of the military. As elsewhere when the Army gets involved in 
polit i cs, it tends .to rep:roduce its own structures hich are supposed to bring 
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order and discipline and, therefore, bring about efficiency. For instance, the 
political, administrative and judicial organization of the country which results 
f rom the Constitution, resembles a general staff exercise: the logistic appears 
sound on paper but unduly complicated if applied ~o a large civilian organiza~ 
tion. 

13. The .economic organization reflects military influence .as it is characterized by · 
a strict division of tasks. The infantry fights, the artillery supports the 
infantry, transport corps move goods, signa1 corps transmit information, etc. 
Similarly, a factory is expected to concentrate exclusively on production. 
Procurement of inputs arid di'sposal of output is not a factory's responsibility. 
Since there are 21 general sets of commodities and services to trade, there 
are 21 trade corporations. Industry produces, trade distributes and transport 
corporations move the goods. This inflexible organizational set-up has 
fortunately changed substantially recently. Professional soldiers (or ex-

· professional soldiers) are in charge of nearly all key economic posts. While 
they have learnt by practical experience, they were initially ill-prepared to 
take over responsibilities such as managing a factory or conceiving a coherent 
economic policy. Many managers remained for a long time under the illusion 
that certain economic parameters, such as price$, would obey orders. As late 
as April 1975, the official policy was to bring down prices to their 1969/70 . 
levels! 

IV. The Burmese Way to Socialism: Economic Reforms 

14. Economically, .no less than politically, U ~e Win attempted to fashion 
a new order for Burma to reorient the economy to benefit the masses and achieve 
for them sufficiency in food, . clothing, shelter and social services·.. · His ~· 
response was to ~structure the economy totally. Banks and industries were . 
nationalized, and ·. so were . 'Wholesale and r-etail trade. Tens of thousands of 

ndian arid Chinese businessmen were deprived of .the opportunity of earning 
their urmanization o he 

The .secorid economic objective ·was to . reduce dependence on foreign 
markets. Im orts were considered to be required only to satisfy the "extravagant" 

_sonsumption of , the urban elite. The agrar an saster o t e s roug t 
about by the collapse .of export prices was also still fresh ·in the minds~~ 
policy makers and i · x orts was considered~ 
s!~ngerons i.J:bns the neglect of export sectors. particularly eviden !! 
paddy, timber an · erals. 

A Simple Development Model 

15. Autarky was to be achieved with austere and frugal reliance on 
Burmese production for Burmese . requirements. The resulting development-· model -was simp_le: 
in order to move· the economy . away from primary production to a balanced 
industrial growth (mostly light. industry)and the development of social sectors, 
the country had to depend upon agriculture's traditional capacity to furnish 
a surplus for social accumulation~ To ensure these intra-sectoral transfers, 
it Ylas felt necessary to set up a ·"conunand economy". Centralized administration 
of · pri ces 'and generalized State trading for most commodities followed logically 
f rom these basic p~emises. Only perishables were left to the market. . / 
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With Mixed Results , 

16 ; · Burma's economy has been reclaimed from foreigners and "saved" from 
Burmese capitalists. H alth and education have made considerable progress, and 
Burma's achievements in these fields are substantial. Lan re orms . ave een 
i mplemented and Village Land Committees are vigilant to see that the law is 
subsequently respected. Yet, the i e of an e alitarian socie is bei 
lurred b the ra idl e black market. The gradual 

emergence of a pervasive black market reflects the extreme y poor economic 
performance of the regime which in turn is seriously threatening achievements 
in social sectors. The initial purity of the Burmese Way to Socialism has been 
eroded by the malfunction of the economy and has developed into bureaucracy 
with extensive petty corruption. · Redistribution of wealth has become sharing_ 
of o Frugality, instead of being the result of a voluntary policy, 
has become a matter of necessity. · 

Some Reasons for the Poor Economic Performance 

17. There are probably many reasons which could explain tbe failure of . 
the Burmese Way to Socialism in the economic field. The most important explana
tion is thatc socialism has been imposed from the top with no active pgp~ 
participation or even from a dedicated small pop~lat minor i ty. Through a tight 
military rule, a new political superstructure was set up by a handful of 
soldier-idealists with middle-class backgrounds. The masses for whom the 
Revolution was accomplished have been given free education, free health, and 
effective land reforms, but they have not had to fight for it and remained 
passive onlookers. Being imposed exogenously to the social body, Burmese 
socialism has not modified social values (attitude toward ·manual work, for 
"ins 'tarice, emai ns negative ; extreme fndividuaiism remai ns the characteristic 
of the Burmese. n other words, Burmese socialism failed to mobil! le. 
Even the new elite which may be s nc e 1n s evo 1on to t e urmese concept 
of socialism, is nevertheless, a privileged group with few revolutionary · 
instincts. It may be able to administer a Burmese socialist economy, but is 
unlikely to take the lead in a movement which may mobilize the masses. 

18. The elite does not swim like fish in water; the water is dormant, 
and the elite sit on the beach, occasionally jumping in for the purpose of 
preaching. Morai suasion seems indeed to be the only weapon used for convincing 
people to help actively build Burmese sociaiism. It does not mean that the 
majority of people have an aversion towards socialism. The majority (i.e. the 
poor) certainly takes some satisfaction from the fact that the wealth of a tiny, 
but powerful, minority has been confiscated. The lack· of ·popular mobilization 
alone would not have condemned the system to failure in .the economic field. 
The lack of ideological motivation could have been substituted by material 
incentives. Instead, in its haste to establish socialism, the regime destroyed,. 
market mechanisms ove , fixed prices and wages (which for long remained 
unchange and the country was left with no growth generating mechanism. 
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V ~ The Burmese Way to Socialism: The 1972 Economic Charter 

19. · The gradual realization that the existing economic policy · and _ 
organization led to an impasse, came at the beginning of the i970s. ' In late 
1972, the Burma Socialist Program Party (BSPP) · adopted the "Long Term .and 
Short Term Economic Policies of the BSPP" 1/ which can be. regarded as the Economic 
Charter of the Burmese Way to . Socialism. ·While this ·document is· rather vague 
and suffers from some apparent inconsistencies, it reveals the regime's 
intentions as far as the management of the economy is concerned. Its preamble 
i s full of startling, genuine and well-directed self-criticisms. In general, 
the guidelines of the Economic Charter provide the ground for pragmatic 
policie~. Needless to say, there is still an immense gap between economic policy 
objectives and the definition of concrete economic measures to attain these 
objectives. 

20. (i) · Autarky is now disregarded as an economic aim and ex orts are 
iven top priorit • It follows logically that l~:~inJ sectors with ex~ort 

yo ten s agriculture, f rest , f i sheQ.. and .mini n&l ar:e tg rece i vS: au: 
increased share f · also, "more use" should be . made of 
foreign assistance. (ii) Material incentives are reinstated as a legitimate 
tool for encouraging production. (iii) The State Economic En'terprises Es 
are to be rear "zed and made responsible for their financial and production 
performances through a decentralization process. SEEs are even expected : to 
compete among themselves .• . 

. . 

21. This economic reorientation indicates a sharp departure from the 
past . . Oid habits, however, die slowly. Ten years of nearly complete isolation 
from the outside world (and the .oftennonsensical economic rhetoric which 
prevailed until 1972 and put fear into the hearts of economic .managers) 
encouraged escapism and irresponsibility. Man eco · · now find it 
d ce reality and to adjust emotionally and politically to the new 
tasks expected of them. s ere ore not surpr s ng that some man 
confused and their decisions sometimes inconsistent. Yet, beyond this resulting 
confusion one can perceive encouraging developments, especially after 1975. 
Many measures seem to have been taken in an ad hoc and disorderly manner. On 
looking back,, however, a more coherent pattern seems to emerge. But the pressures 
for a return to the old. ways seem to be still present. 

Possible Structural Changes 

0 

l l This document covers a 20-year period ending March 1994. 

!:_I · St ructural organizations of agriculture_ (in %) 

State ·sector 
Cooperative 
Private 

As of now End of 20-year Plan (1994) 

0.2 
negligible 

99.8 

100.0 

10.0 
50.0 
40.0 

100.0 

/ 
the 

__ ; 
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b encouraging the gradual development of production cooperatives and of State 
farming. Ban miss1ons ave o en een reminded of this objective. W 
e cep 1on, Bank missions were unable to get any kind of information 
the way this gradual socializat on· s to e m . n e . robably, 
Bti~~~irart1ld'f:-l<~.W'"lt:""l:he;"W;eJLv'E~:-"11ws~crrriu~cC:ifa;;l~mamattte r which is at the heart 

remains clouded by total ·uncertainty. 

23. The regime's attitude towards the private industrial sector, 
(essentially · small scale) ·which provides over 80% -of employment in that 
sector and well over half of industrial output, will be important~ So far, 
the small scale sector has been entire! ne .ted and even discouraged by 
the threat of nationa ization or ama gamation into cooperatives. The Economic 
Charter recognizes that this policy has to change if employment opportunities 
and production are to increase. So far no effective action has been taken. 
A draft la ~x.e _ s -~i»g J;.epa.md- J.cll. wi.J.l s ut cle lY. role 
and scope of private set~ A~tig~t~e a~env4saged ~nder the Consti~ution. 

e · a 1net as decided ·that this law should come into effect before March 1978. 
In Burma a re_t_pr to. ~.mixed economy in. indus try should be excluded because the 
regime is ~fraid that a liberal Iolicy will mostly enef1t~e inoust:~ 
entrepreneurs of Chi ese and Indian origin who are 

October 14, 1976 



1976 ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES 

BURMA 

1. On October 5, 1976, representatives of the Government of Burma met · 
in Manila with representatives of the Bank Group. Present were U Lwin, 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Planning and Finance; Dr. Maung 
Shein, Deputy Minister for Planning and Finance; and U Hla Maung, Director 
General, Planning Department, Ministry for Planning and Finance, represent
ing the Government of Burma; and Messrs. Stern, Blobel, and Brigish of the 
South Asia Region of the Bank. 

Aid Group 

2. Mr. Stern said that the arrangements for the November meeting of 
the Aid Group were well underway. Invitations to participants had been issued 
and the preparatory work undertaken thus far had had encouraging results. 
He emphasized, however, that all concerned should have modest expectations 
regarding the results of the November meeting. The meeting should n~ 
expected to produce substantial additional aid commitments to Burma. Aid 
budgets in donor countries were at present constrained, and there was con
siderable competition among recipient countries for those limited resources. 
Recipient governments would, therefore, need to present claims that were 
based on an ordered set of priorities consistent with an articulated . develop
ment strategy. In this regard Burma faced difficulty, in that donors were 
not well informed about the country's situation, either with respect to the 
availability of investment projects suitable for financing, or about the 
Government's development strategy. The Aid Group meeting should serve as 
an occasion on which to outline the direction in which the Government intended 
to move the economy and point to areas within that strategy which would be 
susceptible to external assistance. 

3. The Deputy Prime Minister responded that local representatives of 
current and potential donors had begun to question the Government on its 
views as to the priority investments that were in need of support, and had 
asked whether the private sector was to be given a share of these investment 
opportunities. The Deputy Priine Minisr.er remarked that the requests for 
information had hitherto emanated from ambassadors and commercial attaches 
rather than from local representatives of aid agencies. The Government was 
in the process of responding to the requests and he expected similar questions 
to emerge during the Aid Group meeting. some issues however, the 
Government was n rnish ive responses, since it intended 
to take further measures (for example on the imposition o a l~nd ta~ and 
water charges for irrigation usage) only after Parliament had convened •. . 
Parl-iamentary approvals were ·needed for th su plementary ·bud et tha.t -- .wa'$ ,- n'·· 

in an advanced stage of preparation, and if these approva s were forthcoming 
some data being requested by the donors would need revision. Supplying 
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this information was, of course, only the pr~liminary stage of the dialogue 
that had commenced. Donors should recognize that improvements resulting 
from the reforms recently undertaken by the Government would nece~sarily take 
some time in making themselves felt. · 

4. Mr. 

ure o p 
roductiv1 y in 

way of presenting 
next steps it intended to take in pursuit of its 

development strategy would be to describe in outline the agreement . currently 
under discussion w!th the International Monetary Fund on the use of the 
IMF's Extended Fund Facility. As the Government's development strategy began . 
to unfold and as the Government began to indicate priority areas which would 
benefit from external assistance, the political goodwill. shown by donor 
countries thus far would begin to be translated into specific aid programs. 
It could then be expected that the conununications between the Government and 
the donors which had initially been conducted at the ambassadorial level 
would begin to take place through aid agencies. The Aid Group rnee.ting would 
hopefully initiate this process. 

Mr. McNamara's Visit . ~ 
5. Mr. Stern said that the Pr~ ident hoped that in Burma he would learn 
of the Government's intentions with res ect to t e 1rect1on 1n which the 
Government expected to dir th the comi~g ears. Dr. ~taung 
SH in s~ t at the program of visits that had been arranged -- such as to 
the (Lift) Irrigation Project and the Lower Burma Paddy Project -- would 
enable the President to discuss with the concerned Ministers concrete issues 
of mutual concern to the Government and the Bank. 

Lending Program 

6. Mr. Stern noted that execution of Bank Group financed projects was 
proceeding satisfactorily. If issues concerning the feasibility of the 
Nyaunggyat Darn were to delay its implerneptation, other projects could be 
substituted for it. The Deputy Prime Minister emphasized the importance 
his Government placed on the n an Tun sten ~Iin1ng r ec . r. Stern 
noted that in the Bank Group s view, the projec s proposed to improve port 
facilities, to develop forestry resources and to improve and expand irrigation 
facilities, all constituted an encouraging part of a set of policies geared 
towards increasing productivity and promoting exports. 
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BANGLADESH 

Country Briefing 

Section 

A. Itinerary · 

B. Airport Statement 

c. ·state Department Notes 

D. Bangladesh Government Officials and Biographical Sketches 

E. Topics for Discussion 

1. Outline of Points for Discussion at Working Dinner 
with General Ziaur Rahman 

2. Outline of Points for Discussion with Planning Ministry 
3. Outline of Point~ for Discussion on Health, Population 

Control and Family Planning 
4. Outline ·ot Points for Discussion on Agricul ttire and 

Rural Development 
5. Outline of Points for Discussion with Ministry of 

Flood Control and Water Resources 
6. Outline of Points for Discussion at Courtesy Call to 

President Sayem 

F. Reference Material 

1. . Economic and Political Situation 
2. Foreign Assistance and. Debt 
3. Subject Briefs on Special Issues 

(a) Field Visit to Sherpur Thana (Bogra District) 
· ·(b) Field Visit to Adamjee Jute Mill 

(c) Roads and Highways Department Building 

G. Background Note on the Use of Ganges ~iver Water 

H. Bank Group Operations 
1. Statement of Loans and Credits 
2. . Existing Projects . 
3. Prospective· Operations 
4. Memoranda _ of Conversations at 1976 Annual Meeting 

I. UNDP Activities 

J. Bangladesh News Media 



MR. MCNAMARA'S SCHEDULE 

Wednesday, November 3. 1976 

1745 

Thursday, November 4, 1976 

0730 

0745 - 1215 

1230 - 1400 

1420 

1435 - 1630 

1645 - 1715 

1930 

Friday, November 5, 1976 

0830 - 1000 

Arrive Dacca by special flight. 

L,eave State Guest House for 
Dacca airport. 

Field trip to Sherpur, Bogra to 
visit population and rural development 
activities. (See attachment for 
details of Sherpur visit.) 

Private lunch for McNamara 
party at Weiss residence. 

Meet Kazi Anwarul Huq, Advisor 
in charge of Jute Ministry, in 
his office at Secretariat. 

Visit to Adamjee Jute Mill. 
Mr. Huq to accompany. Briefing 
on Jute Action Program and 
Bangladesh Jute Mills 
Corporation. 

· Visit to Narayanganj Foodgrain 
Silo. 

Dinner at Intercontinental 
Hotel by Dr. and Mrs. M.N. Huda 
for Mr. and Mrs. McNamara, 
followed by a cultural show. 

Planning Commission (Dr. Huda's Office) 
Dr. M.N. Huda, Advisor in charge of 

Planning and Commerce Ministries; 
Shafiul Azam, Deputy Chairman, 

Planning Commission; 
S.A. Khair, Member (Agriculture), 

Planning Commission; 
K. Mahmood, Secretary, External 

Resources Division, Planning 
Ministry; 

M. Syeduzzaman, Secretary, Finance 
Ministry; 

K. Choudhury, Additional Secretary, 
Planning Commission. 



Friday, November 5. 1976 

1000 - 1055 

1115 - 1230 

1230 - 1400 

1430 - 1600 

1630 - 1700 

2 

cont/ ••• 

Health and Population (Dr. Huda's Office) 
Dr. M.N. Huda; 
Dr. M. Ibrahim, Advisor in charge of 

Family Planning and Population Control; 
Col. (Retd.) ?~.M . Haque, Advisor in 

charge of Health; 
Dr. A. Faruque, Planning Commission 

Member for Health and Family Planning; 
Dr. M.A. Sattar, Secretary, Population 

Control and Family Planning Division; 
Dr. K.A. Khaleque, Secretary, Health 

Division. 

Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Develo)ment (Air Commodore Mahmood's 
Office 
Air Commodore A.G. Mahmood, Advisor 

in charge of Food Ministry; 
A.K. M. Azizul Huq, Advisor in charge 

of Agriculture Ministry; 
Obaidullah Khan, Secretary, 

Agriculture Division; 
Khorshed Alam, Secretary, Local 

Government, Rural Development 
and Cooperatives Division; 

M. Murshed, Food Secretary. 

Mr. and Mrs. McNamara private lunch 
at State Guest House. 

Water Resources and Flood Control (Rear 
Admiral Khan's Office) 
Rear Admiral M.H. Khan, Advisor in 

charge Ministries of Communication, 
Flood Control, Water Resources, and 
Power; 

S.M. Al-Hussainy, Member, Planning 
Commission; 

Sultanuzzaman Khan, Secretary, Ministry 
of Flood Control, Water Resources 
and Power; 

M. Asafuddowla, Chairman, Bangladesh 
Water Development Board; 

Concerned Member of Water Development 
Board. 

Courtesy call on President Sayem at 
Banga Bhavan. 
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Friday. November 5. 1976 cent/ ••• 

1730- 1800 Meeting in Mr. McNamara's suite in 
State Guest House with Ahmadul Kabir 
and A.K.M. Musa. 

2000 Working dinner by Major General Ziaur Rahman, 

Saturday, November 6, 1976 

1000 

November 1, 1976. 

Advisor in charge of Ministries of 
Finance and Home Affairs (at State 
Guest House); 

Admiral Khan; 
Shafiul Azam, Deputy Chairman, Planning 

Commission; 
K. Mahmood, ERD Secretary; 
M. Syeduzzaman, Finance Secretary. 

Depart Dacca. 



Attachment 

MR. MCNAMARA'S VISIT TO SHERPUR, BOGRA 

Thursday, November 4, 1976 

0800 

0840 

0845 

0925 

0945 

1020 

1120 

Leave Dacca by helicopter. (See 
following page for Bangladesh 
officials accompanying.) 

Arrive Sherpur, Bogra. (Land on 
Sherpur College playing field.) 

Arrive Sherpur Thana Headquarters. 
Introduction of thana officers. 
Briefing on Local Government and 

Thana Training and Development 
Centre (TTDC) by Deputy · 
Commissioner, Bogra. 

Briefing on Rural Development-!. 
Discussions using maps and 

charts on landmap, land register, 
cattle register, reorganization 
of cooperatives and re-scheduling 
of overdue loans. 

Briefing on Population Control 
Project by the Secretary, 
Population Control and Family 
Planning Division. 

Briefing on Thana irrigation 
program and fertilizer distribution 
program by Deputy Commissioner. 

Visit Sterilization Camp at 
Thana Health Center. 

Journey to Chandpur Village. 

Meet members of Village Cooperative 
(KSS) -

Briefing by Chairmm.1of the Cooperative 
on credit, input distribution, 
weekly meetings, extension, 
rural capital formation by 
farmers. 

Journey to Sonkha Village. 

Briefing on Social Welfare Activities. 

Meet family planning field workers, 
members of Women's Cooperatives 
and of Mothers' Club to discuss the 
Family Planning Program in the 
village. 

Short presentation on zero 
population growth project. 

Return to Sherpur. 



1135 

1215 

1, 2. Dr. 

3. Mr . 

4. Dr. 

5. Dr. 

6. Mr. 

- 2 -

Leave Sherpur for Dacca by helicopter 
overflying IDA embankment projec.t 
on right bank of Brahmaputra River. 

Arrive Dacca. 

BANGLADESH OFFICIALS ACCOMPANYING MCNAMARA 
PARTY ON HELICOPTER TRIP TO SHERPUR 

M.N. Huda (accompanied by Mrs. Huda). 

A. Z.M. Obaidullah Khan. 

K.A. Khaleque. 

M. A. Sattar. 

L.R. Khan. 

November 1, 1976. 



Airport Arrival Statement 

Bangladesh 

Mrs. McNamara and I are very grateful for the opportunity extended 

by your Government to visit Bangladesh and to become better acquainted with 

its Government and people. 

This is my second visit to Bangladesh since independence. I first 

came here 1~72, just .when you were starting to reconstruct your country. 

"' Your Government structure had to be put in place. The economy was dislocated. 

You had little experience in the difficult task of running a country. 

Since then, I know that much has been achieved and this visit will be 

for me an opportunity to assess firsthand the progress achieved so far. 

We, at the World Bank, take prid~ ;~ having been associate~ witp 1 D ) ~ J 
1- W"f [,...,.__,J ~,( i < '"""" J-v y , t;;Lz_ I t ;if!: , /'~(--? 

your efforts to develop your economy. The tasks ahead are,~ as y.ou know, t 

immense. Bangladesh's struggle for development requires further progress 

in increasing agricultural production and employment opportunities in 

the rural areas, improving the efficiency of its industrial undertakings, 

and of expanding exports. In parallel with this, continued progress in 

family planning is essential if the efforts at economic development are 

to have an impact on improving standards of living. I know that the 

'Bangladesh people at large are participating in these efforts. Let me 

assure you of our desire to continue helping Bangladesh in its efforts. 

During this visit I ..ha.ve hope to learn more about ·your plans for the future 

and about the problems with which you must deal. 

-- ! /t 
/ '· 



b~round 

· nolE----.. Bangladesh 
department of state * april l976 

GEOGRAPHY 

Bangladesh, literally "Bengal 
Nation," is a low-lying riverine coun-' 
try of South Asia on the northern edge 
of the Bay of BengaL It is surrounded 
on three sides by India. The irregular 
border, some 1 ,500 miles long, is not 
based on any natural feature of the 
landscape but was demarcated accord
ing to political considerations in 1947. 
The country also shares a 120-mile 

PROFILE 

Geography 

AREA~mi. (sligh~er 
than Wis.~ Dacca ( • 1.3 il-
lion). OTHER CiTIES: agong 
(400,000), Khulna (436,000), Narayangal\i 
(177,000). 

People / 
~ 

POPULATIO . ion~ cen-
sus). ANNUAL GROWTH RAT~l974 
est.). DENSITY: 1,360 per sq. mi. ETHNIC 
GROUPS: Bengali 98%; Bihari. RELI
GIONS: 85% Muslim; 14% Hindu; less than 
l% Chr~ Buddhist, and a.ilinist. LAN
GUAGES~gla (official), English. 

·-~· LIFE EXPECTANCY· 
yrs. 

Government 

TYPE: Presidential. INDEPENDENCE: 
Dec. 16, 1971. DATE OF CONSTITU
TION: Nov. 4, 1972. 

BRANCHES: Executive-President. 
Legislative-Parliament. Judicial-Supreme 
Court. 

POLITICAL PARTIES: None. SUF
FRAGE: Universal over 18. POLITICAL 
SUBDIVISIONS: 19 Districts. 

OFFICIAL NAME: People's Republic of Bangladesh 

frontier with Burma in the southeast. 
Its marshy coastline is about 370 miles 
long. 

The land is chiefly deltaic, an alluvi
al plain formed by the confluence of 
the great Ganges and Brahmaputra 
Rivers, the Meghna, and their tribu
taries. Hills rise above the plain only in 
the Chittagong Hill tracts in the south
east and in the Sylhet in the northeast. 

Located at about the same latitude 
as the Bahamas, Bangladesh has a 

FLAG: Bright red circle on dark green 
field. 

Economy 

GNP: $6.3 billion (FY 1974). ANNUAL 
GROWTH~. Negative. PER CAPITA 
INCOME: $70. ER CAPITA GROWTH 
RATE: Ne tve. 

AGRICULTURE: Arable land 66%. 

rice ut te 
INDU RY: Labor 6.9%. Products-jute 

goods, textiles, leather goods. 
NATURAL RESOURCES: land, ~ 

sive natural possible petroleum. 
TRADE (1974): Exports-$331 million: 

jute, leather, tea. Partners- India, US, Bel
gium, UK. Imports-$1.19 billion: food
grains, fuels, raw cotton, yarn, manufa~ 
tured goods. Partners-India, US, Japan, 
FRG. 

OFF HANGE RATE: 
Appro • 14 taka=US$1 ·nked with British 
pound). 

ECONOMIC AID RECEIVED: Total 
$3.5 billion (Dec. 1971 through June 1975). 
US only-$822 million (Dec. 1971 through 
Dec. 1975). · 

MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS: UN and its specialized 
agencies, Asian Development Bank, Com
monwealth of NatioJJ~ IMF, World Bank 
Group (IBRD, IFC, lOA). 

tropical monsoon climate. The average 
temperature is 84°F, with some sea
sonal variation. It has one of the 
highest annual rainfalls in the world, 
averaging 85 inches in the northeast. 
Since much of the country is partially 
submerged or subject to flood during 
the rainy season, land travel can be 
difficult. Boats are thus the lifeblood 
of its transportation system. 

Until the middle of this centu~ 
the area of Bangladesh oduced an 
a icultural surplus, and the fertile soil 
earned it the nic name Shonar Bangia, 
or Golden Bengal. In recent years, 
however, agricultural productivity has 
not kept pace with the steady popula
tion growth. Annually the nation faces 
the threat of famine and disaster from 
drought or floodmg. The ressure o 
increasing num6"ets has forced people 
into southern 

PEOPLE 

Bangladesh is the world's. eighth 
most populous nation. Conservative 
projections show its population doub
ling by the end of this century. Aver
age density is about eo le er 
s uare mile. (A similar density in the ~ . 
United States would have all of the 
m:esent world ulation livin in con
tinental U.S.) The areas around Dacca 
and Co milia are the most densely 
settled; the Chittagong Hill tracts and 
the Sundarbans forest areas in the 
southwest the least. 

Citizens of Bangladesh are called 
Bangladeshis. About 98 percent of the 
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population belong to the Bengali 
ethnic group and speak Bangia 

•(formerly called Bengali). Urdu
speaking non-Bengali Muslim immi
grants from India and various tribal 
groups make up the rest. English is still 
used in urban centers and among the 
educated. 

HISTORY 

Although it is a young nation, 
Bangladesh has a rich historical and 
cultural past. The geographic region of 
East Bengal has been a racial and 
religious melting pot for successive 
influxes of disparate peoples
Dra vidians, Aryans, Mongolians, 
Arabs, Persians, and Turks. Buddhist 
and Hindu dynasties gave way to 
Muslim rule about 1200 A.D. 

The influence of Islam played a 
crucial role in the area's history as a 
modern political state. Although the 
local population gradually came to 
accept the religion of the Muslim 
conquerors, the instability and conflict 
which characterized successive d ynas
ties located in Delhi was reflected also 
in the political arena around Dacca. 
Bengal's remoteness and inaccessibility 
made it difficult to control. ven t e 
great 16th century Emperor Akbar 
could only partially integrate Bengal 
into the Empire. The area was impor
tant as a source of grain, war el
ephants, and fabrics (Dacca muslins 
were known even in Europe), but it 
always remained independent to some 
degree. 

This situation changed with the 
arrival of the British. During the 18th 
and 19th centuries they gradually ex
tended their commercial contracts and 
their political alliance beyond Cal
cutta. They mapped the area and laid 
down the administrative divisions 
which still define the structure of the 
civil government in Bangladesh. The 
roads, bridges, canals, and drains also 
date from the -19th century. 

The late 19th ce tur saw the rise 
of the Indian nationalist movement. 
Antagonisms between the Hindu and 
Muslim Bengalis became apparent, and 
the partition of Bengal into two sepa
rate states in 1905 provoked addition
al controversy. The Muslim League 
was founded in Dacca shortly there
after as an alternative to the Hindu
based Indian National Congress. In 
1909 the British established separate 

electorates for the Hindu and Muslim 
communities throughout colonial 
India, and the partition of Bengal was 
rescinded 2 years later. 

The sub sequent history of the 
nationalist movement saw some 
Hindu-Muslim cooperation; however, 
intercommunal friction increased in 
the 1920's, and by the late 1930's the 
Congress and the League were strongly 
opposed political forces. The two
nation theory, which held that the 
Muslims of the subcontinent must 
have a homeland separate from that of 
the - Hindus, gained increasing cur
rency. 

In 1940 the All-India 

Punjab 
nent). Predominantly 
Bengal was incorporated into India, 
while the Muslim majorit East Bengal 
and the Sylhet District of Assam 
fQrmed 
stan. 

Movement for Autonomy 

In the years following independ
ence, notable economic development 
took place in East Pakistan. Factories 
were built to process agricultural prod
ucts such as jute, which formerly 
were processed in Calcutta. By com
parison with West Pakistan, however, 
development lagged, adding to politi
cal problems imposed by distance and 
by cultural and linguistic differences 
between East and West Pakistanis. 

In the early 1950's Bengalis success
fully agitated for coequal status for 
Bangia with Urdu as an official lan
guage. By the mid-1960's seeming dis
parities between the East's and West's . 
share of development expenditures 
and representation in the armed forces 
and civil service caused resentment and 
gave impetus to a movement in the 
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TRAVEL NOTES 

Climate and Clothing-Lightweight 
clothing for most of the bot, wet year; 
mediumweigbt clothing for the short 
winter (Dec.-Feb.). 

Customs-All visitors must have visas and 
smallpox and cholera immunizations 
prior to arrival. 

Health-Adequate medical facilities 
generally available in Dacca. Pharmacies 
capable of meeting some prescription 
needs. Typhoid immunization and 
malaria suppressants recommended, not 
required. 

Telecommunications-Adequate internal 
and external telephone, telegraph, and 
mail service. 

Transportation- Limited railroad service; 
adequate road transport to major cities; 
river transport poor. Airline adequate. 
Roads crowded. 

East for provincial autonomy· as a 
means of redressing these imbalances. 
In 1966 Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
(known as "Mujib"), President of the 
East Pakistan Awami (People's) 
League, announced a six-point consti
tutional plan for reallocating powers 
between the central government and 
the Provinces. Subsequently, however, 
he was arrested for his political activi
ties. 

While in jail, Mujib was implicated 
in the so-called "Agartala Conspiracy 
Case" in which the government 
accused a number of persons of plot
ting rebellion with Indian connivance. 
The trial was eventually abandoned 
but helped coalesce Bengali opinion 
against the Ayub Khan government 
(1958-69). After several months of 
growing turmoil and civil unrest 
throughout both wings of Pakistan, 
Ayub's government was forced out of 
office on March 25, 1969. 

Mujib's successor, Gen. Agha Mo
hammad Yahya Khan, vowed to return 
the nation to democratic rule by civil
ians. A new constitution was to be 
drafted which would grant consider
able autonomy to the Provinces, espe
cially East Pakistan. 

In the 1970-71 elections Mujib's 
Awami League won over 70 percent of 
the popular vote and 167 of the 169 
seats allotted East Pakistan in the pro
posed 313-seat National Assembly. It 
also won 288 9f 300 seats in the 
proposed East Pakistan Assembly. 
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READING LIST 

These titles are provided as a general 
indication of the material published on 
this country. The Department of State 
does not endorse the specific views in 
unofficial publications as representing 
the position of the U.S. Government. 

American University~ Area Hand
book for Bangladesh. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1975. 

Ellis, William S., and Dick 
Durrance. "Bangladesh: Hope 
Nourishes a New Nation." 
National Geographic, September 
1972. 

The Events in East Pakistan, 1971: 
A Legal Study by the Secretariat 
of the International Commission 
of Jurists. Geneva: 1972. 

Khan, Zillur Rahman, with A.T.R. 
Rahman. Provincial Autonomy 
and Constitution-Making in 
Pakistan. Dacca: Green Book 
House, 1971. 

Zaidi, S.M. Hafeez. The Village 
Culture in Transition: A Study 
of East Pakistan Rural Society. 
Honolulu: East-West Center 
Press, 1970. 

The political leaders of East and · 
West Pakistan, however, were unable 
to reconcile their differences over fun
damental constitutional questions re
lating to division of powers between 
the central government and the Prov
inces. On March 1, 19 71, the proposed 
National Assembly session was post
poned, which precipitated a massive 
civil disobedience movement in East 
Pakistan. When last-minute efforts at 
negotiation failed, the army sought to 
repress Bengali dissidence on the night 
of March 25-26. Mujib was arrested, 
his party banned, and most of his aides 
were forced to flee to India where 
they organized a provisional govern
ment. 

In the ensuing strife between the 
Pakistani Army and Bengali insurgents 
(Mu}ctf aahini or "Liberation Army"), 

. an e~t.imated 10 million Bengalis 
(mosUy Hindus) sought refuge in 
India, and countless others were dis
placed within East Pakistan. Following ~ 

months of escalating tensions between 
India and Pakistan and despite appeals 
by third parties for restraint, open 

hostilities began in late November. On 
December .16, 1971, Pakistani fore s 

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICAL 
CONDITIONS 

On March 26, 1971, shortly after 
the Pakistani Army's crackdown, Ben
gali nationalists declared an independ
ent People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
Following the capitulation of Pakistani 
forces in December, the Government 
of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 
was installed in Dacca. When Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman returned to Dacca in 
early January 1972, the government 
was reconstituted with Mujib as Prime 
Minister and Justice Abu Sayeed 
Choudhury as President. 

While a new constitution was being 
drafted, the Provisional Constitution 
of Bangladesh Order of January 11, 
1972, provided the legal basis for the 
new country's government. The Presi
dent, as Chief of State, fulfilled pri
marily ceremonial functions. The 
Prime Minister, as Head of Govern
ment, was the key figure in this 
provisional arrangement. He and the 
Cabinet Ministers were drawn from the 
Constituent Assembly (Gonoparishad), 
which comprised representatives elect
ed to the proposed National and Pro
vincial Assemblies in the East Pakistan 
elections of December 1970 and Janu
ary 1971. 

On November 4, 1972, the Consti
tuent Assembly adopted a Constitu
tion which incorporate 

rinciples of state policy-
---i~sm:.:.:J.:: ocialism, an ,kf];-e_m_o ___ c__.."""'y 
-and provided foi'a 315-seat Parlia-
ment. The government was nominally 
headed by the President; actual execu
tive authority was exercised by the 

· Prime Minister. The independent 
judiciary included a Chief Justice and 
a su·preme Court divided into 
Appellate and High Court Divisions, 

- with the Appellate Division function
ing as a constitutional court. The 
courts could not take any action that 
would interfere with the implementa
tion of Socialist programs or develop
ment work, or otherwise be "harmful 
to the public interest." The new Con
stitution was signed and entered into 
effect on December 16, 1972, and the 

first parliamentary elections were held 
in March 1973. 

The Bangladesh Awami League won 
an overwhelming victory in those 
elections- 307 of the total 315 seats. 
The A wami League had been orga
nized in 1949 and for many years was 
in major opposition to the ruling 
Muslim League in Pakistan. Although 
it was strongest in East Pakistan, it 
also had representation in West Paki
stan. For a brief period in the mid-
1950's its noted Bengali statesman, 
H.S. Suhrawardy, served as Prime 
Minister of Pakistan. During the same 
period the A wami League headed the 
provincial government in East Paki
stan. Its student affiliate, the East 
Pakistan Students' League, greatly 
assisted in the 1970 and 1971 election 
campaigning and dominated student 
politics in the immediate pre
independence period. In this period a 
pro-Awami League labor organization, 
the Jatiyo Sramik League (National 
Workers' League), was created and 
became an influential force in orga
nized labor. 

After 1972 the Bangladesh Awami 
League existed as a mass party unify
ing a variety of disparate elements 
under the umbrella of Bengali nation
alism. Its chief assets were the man
date it received in the 1970 and 1971 
elections and the popular appeal of 
Prime Minister Bangabandhu (Friend 
of Bengal) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 
who retained the party presidency. In 
the economic sphere the League favor
ed moderate socialism, with state con
trol over key industries and financial 
institutions. 

None of several other political 
parties functioning during 1972-75 
was able to . duplicate the organiza
tional structure or the broad-based 
membership of the A wami League. 
Right-wing parties had been banned 
since December 1971 for collaborating 
with the Pakistan Government. 0 n the 
left, the pro-Soviet Bangladesh Nation
al Awami Party (also known as NAP/ 
Muzaffar after its president, Professor 
Muzaffar Ahmed) and the· traditional 
pro-Soviet Communist Party (CPB) 
joined with the government in a 
United Front in 1973. 
- The Peking-oriented National 

Awami Party (NAP/B) of populist 
patriarch Maulana Bhashani and the 
National Socialist Party (JSD) were 



vocal in criticizing the government but 
• were unable to mobilize enough popu

lar support to threaten the A wami 
League parliamentary majority in the 
197 3 election. Extremist Maoist ele
ments, sometimes known as "naxa
lites" after the Indian group from 
which they take ideological inspira
tion, are not ignificant in numerical 
terms, though as underground radicals 
they have some disruptive potential. 

. In organizing itself after 1971 the 
Bangladesh Government relied heavily 
on experienced civil servants and mem
bers of the Awami League. Its chief 
immediate internal focus was relief, 
rehabilitation, and reconstruction of 
its war-ravaged economy and society. 
Other concerns included law and 
order; constitution-making; minority 
problems; and administrative reforms 
of policy, civil service, and local gov
ernment. 

By 1974 the government faced a 
difficult aomestic situation brolight on 
by wo 1n ation· .(>etroleum and 
food .nrice increases; and law-and-order 
problems complicated by labor unrest 
un mployment, and food shortages. 
By the end of 1974 Prime mister 
Mujib determined that the deteriorat
ing economic situation and civil dis
order were such that severe measures 
were necessary. Upon his advice, Presi
dent Mohamadullah (who had succee~ 
ed to office after President Choudhury 
resigned in December 1973), proclaim
ed a state of emergency in December 
1974. 

On January 25, 1975, the Fourth 
Amendment to the. ons itution creat-· 
e a Presidential system and allowe 
for the establishment of a one-party 
state All olitical parties were then 
ab ilishe.cLand a single. new party crea -
ed, the Bangladesh Krishak Sramik 
Awami League (BAKSAL, or Pea
sants', Workers', and People's Party). 
The judicial system and the Parliament 
were modified, and Mujib assumed the 
,Presid enc~. These changes were ca (l 

L~U~.-..Ioi.J=:~U».-~~eV.:,;O:;:,;l~U::!.t~io~n' ano liad tlie 
stated purpose of achieving agricultur
al and industrial self-sufficiency, con
trolling population growth, eliminating 
corruption, and strengthening national 
unity. 

In the subsequent 6 months, eco
nomic measures taken by the govern
ment began to take hold, and the 
inflation rate lessened. Other promised 

reforms of a political nature were slow 
in being implemented, however, and as 
authority became increasingly center
ed in the President, criticism of gov
ernment policies were focused on 
Mujib. 

On Au ust 15 1975 a oup of 
~ nd his immediate 
family, and the government fell. The 
majors asked Khondaker Mushtaque 
Ahmed, the Commerce Minister and a 
long-time Awami League politician, to 
become President, and the armed 
forces were declared subservient to the 
civilian regime. Although the coup 
took them by surprise, the leaders of 
the three services quickly pledged 
allegiance to the new government. The 
J atiya Rakkhi Bahini, a paramilitary 
force established by Mujib, was dis
armed and later integrated into the 
army command. President Mushtaque 
banned political parties and dissolved 
BAKSAL. He also asked all officials of 
the former regime as well as members 
of Parliament to remain in office and 
stated that his chief task was to root 
out corrupt elements from the govern
ment. New martial law regulations 
were promulgated to deal with both 
past and present instances of corrup
tion; and within 24 hours, 26 persons 
were arrested, among them a former 
vice president, a former prime minis
ter, and two other former ministers of 
Cabinet rank. 

On November 3, 1975 
third-ranking officer, ng. 
Mos arra , e a secono coup. The 
-=-..;;;h;;wi.,.::-h.-level officials cited above 
were killed at the Dacca Central Jail, 
and the leaders of the first coup· 

the country with their 
families. On vember 6 President 
Mushtaque resigned in favor of an 
interim government headed by Chief 
JJJstlce A.STM. Sayem. The next day a 
soldiers' mutiny forced Mosharraf out, 
.an k' led. His uccessor Chief 

,._,...,..~~S~t:.::a:,:ff~ Gen. Ziaur Rahman, 
..on.ce aga pledged the army's obedi
e e to the civilian government headed 
by Sayem. President Sayem ec are 
himse Chief Martial Law A miiDs ra
tor and appointed the three head of 
services as Deputy Chiefs. He . also 
replaced the Cabinet with an advisory 
council composed of a group of politi
cally uninvolved senior civilians. Parlia
ment was dissolved, with new elections 
promised by February 1977. 

Principal Government Officials 

President-A.S.M. Sayem 
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Deputy Chiefs-Maj. Gen. Ziaur 
Rahman, Comdr. M.H. Khan, Air 
Vice Marshal M.G. Tawab 

Ambassador to the U.S.-M.R. Siddiqu 
Ambassador to the U.N :-S.A. Karim 

Bangladesh maintains an Embassy 
in the U.S. at 2123 California St., 
NW., Washington, D.C. 20008 . 

ECONOMY 

Bangladesh is_ among the world's 
least developed countries. Its economy 
is based almost exclusively on agricul
ture, but for many years it has not 
been able to produce enough food to 
meet the needs' of its population. Each 
year the country must acquire enough 
foodgrains from abroad to cover the 
shortfall in domestic production. Criti
cal near-term problems include imple
menting policies to increase rice pro
duction and to maximize earnings 
from jute sales ·abroad, which now 
account for 90 percent of foreign 
exchange earnings. Over the longer 
period Bangladesh must increase the 
productivity of its land; reduce its 
dependency on jute exports, and re
duce the growth rate of its population. 

The unit of currency is the taka, 
pegged to the British pound sterling at 
TK30=£1; about TK14=US$1. The 
May 19 7 5 decision to devalue the taka 
from the previous TK8=US$1 and to 
apply strict credit controls were part 
of the government's attempt to cope 
with the difficult economic situation. 

Resources, Agriculture, and Industry 

Bangladesh's chief natural resources 
are its fertile soil and hard-working 
people, most of whom are farmers. 
Water supply is abundant throughout 
most of the country, but floods and 
untimely drought periods make it an 
unreliable resource for farmers and for 
river transport. 

Extensive deposits of high quality 
gas constitute the chief mineral re
source: Natural gas is exploited for 
domestic fuel and fertilizer produc
tion, but ·other mineral resources are 
lacking. The geological structure of the 
Bay of Bengal and inshore areas has 
given rise to hopes that oil may be 
discovered in significant amounts. In . 
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!.274 the government signed offshore 
oil exploration contracts with Six_ 

"foretgn frrms, m cludmg thiee from the 
a es. con racts 

- a- e'""'v""'e"'!"!n"!"''!'-offshore area and several 
onshore blocks may also be signed. 

Except for natural gas fields, Ban
gladesh has no commercially exploit
able minerals. Even building materials 

orted, except for the mud 
nc s and rasses used in constructing 

. traditional village housing. The alluvial 
soil is almost completely lacking in 
stone, as well as in metals such as iron 
or aluminum. 

In view of its geographical limita
tions, Bangladesh must plan its 
economic development almost exclu
S!Vely aro und agnculture. I he staple 

· foodgrain is rice, which is harvested in 
three seasons: aman (rain-fed rice har
'@sted in Nov.-Jan); boro (irrigated 
winter rice harvested A r.-June); an 

~aus (harvested June-Aug.). The~ 
harvest accounts for about 60 percent 
of annual production. 

Bangladesh continues to be a major 
importer of foodgrains. In postwar 
1973. However, in 1974 it was plagued 
sponded to the extraordinary need of 
that year by pmviding 2. 3 milli:on tons 
of rice, wheat, edible oil, and other 
foodstuffs on gra~nt or highly co·nces
sional loan terms. A similar quantity 
was provided in 1973. An outstanding 
1973-74 aman crop led to hepes that 
1974 food imports could be reduced 
s6mewhat, and a larger share of im
ports were expected to be purchased 
on commercial terms. However, high 
world commodity prices threatened to 
bankrupt the country in its attempt to 
purchase the necessary grains, and it 
was forced to revert to concessional 
sales. 

The war-damaged jute industry 
made a partial recovery in 1972 and 
1973. However, in 1974 it was plagued 
by a shortage of raw materials as 
farmers, wherever 

· from ·ute ion in r~ 
sponse to shifts in relative domestic 
prices. The industry, which was 
nationalized after independence, has 
also suffered from the previously over
valued exchange rate and from 
economic mis 4)nagement. Hence, it 
has not been able to capitalize on the 
improvement in its international com
petitive climate as a result of higher 
prices for substitutes made synthetical-

ly from petroleum. The United States 
is the leading buyer of jute manufac
tures, spending some $50 million per 
year chiefly for carpet backing. 

The secession of Bangladesh from 
Pakistan and the subsequent delay ill 
negotiating economic issues outstand
ing between them has created further 
disruptions for the economy. Tea 
formerly sold to West Pakistan has 
slowly found alternah ve markets in 

increased border 
security. 

There has been an imbalance of 
trade with ia ever since independ
ence, but there are hopes that this can 
be righted in the future through 
BaNgalee exports of such pro.ducts as 
fish, newsprint, and perhaps natural 
gas products. 

Rehabilitation and Development 

In the critical period from ind~ 

pendence in December 1971 through 
mid-1973, the international com
munity prov!ded more than $1.5 bil
lion in relief and rehabilitation assist
ance to Bangladesh, most of it in grant 
form. Of this total the United States 
provided about one-third, or $500 
million. 

In addition to large contributions 
of foodgrains, especially from India 
and the United States, projects were 
immediately begun to rehabilitate the 
war-damaged economic infrastructure. 
India undertook to restore much of 
the transportation system, especially 
river service, to prewar conditions. 
This included major repairs to the 
Hardmge and Bhairab Bridges over the 
Ganges and Meghna Rivers. The 
U.S.S.R. offered to clear the chief 
port, Chittagong, of mines and wrecks. 
Many voluntary agencies, their own 
resources supplemented by govern
ment grants, financed the rebuilding of 
village housing for families displaced 
by the war. 

The U.S. Government was the 
largest donor to the rehef and rehabil
itation e ort in 1972. A portion of 
this assistance was channeled through 
the United Nations Relief Operation, 
Dacca, but the largest element con
sisted of a bilateral grant of $203 
million for purchasing nonfood com
modities (fertilizers, pesticides, cotton, 
and tallow) needed to restore agricul
tural and industrial capacity and for 
high-priority rehabilitation projects . 
The largest of the projects involved 
reconstruction of the Dacca-Aricha 
road and its bridges, construction of 
coastal embankments to make land 
arable by eliminating incursions of 
saline water, restoration of power
generating facilities, and restoration of 
educational facilities and equipment. 
In · some instances, assistance was 
focused on the completion of activities 
begun with U.S. assistance prior to 
1971 and suspended during the period 
of conflict. 

Since 1974 the United States has 
shifted its economic assistance em
phasis ir1 Bangladesh from humanitar
ian grants in the immediate postwar 
period to development loans and con
cessional sales of foodgrains. A devel
opment loan of $25 million was 
provided in FY 1974 to finance ferti
lizer imports, and · an additional $60 
million in development loans was pro
vided in FY 1975. The program for 
FY 1976 slates another $60 million in 
development loans. Under P.L. 480 
Title I program in FY 197 5, 890,000 
metric tons of foodgrains were pro
vided, and 850,000 metric tons are 
planned for FY 197 6. The con
cessional sales program helps to meet a 
substantial portion of Bangladesh's 
food deficit. 

The economic problems faced are 
too many and complex to be over
come quickly. In its discussions on 
foreign assistance, the. Bangladesh Aid 
Group (see p. 8), has emphasized the 

ecessity for vigorous action by the 
Bangladesh Government, particularly 
on the twin ob e.JI!S f a ricultural 
productivity and population control. 

he dia ogue between representatives · 
of the donor · nations · and of the 
Bangladesh Government continues to 
be an important means of coordinating 
foreign assistance within a long-range 
planning context. 



FOREIGN RELATIONS 

Bangladesh follows a nonaligned 
foreign polic . The governmenfS 
imtlal foreign policy objectives have 
been almost entirely realized: to 
secure recognition of the new state 
and government; to establish diplo
matic ties with foreign countries im
portant to Bangladesh; to obtain mem
bership in important international 
organizations and associations; and to 
enlist international support for relief 
rehabilitation, and economic develo; 
ment efforts. Bangladesh was admitted 
to the U.N. in 1974, and Bangalee 
officials regularly attend international 
conferences, particularly those con
cerning population and food. 

India 

Bangladesh has natural ties of 
geography, culture, and commerce 
with India. India has strengthened its 
political standing by its active support 
of the East Bengali nationalists its 
assistance to refugees from East 
Pakistan, its military intervention to 
help bring about the independence of 
Bangladesh, and its generous relief and 
reconstruction aid. Both countries 
place a high value on the continuity of 
strong relations; however, relations 
between the two entered a eriod o 
uncerta · Mu"ib was 

·n Au ust 197 5. 
two countries have been 

working together on problems of com
mon concern. A permanent Joint 
River Commission of experts of both 
countries was established to survey the 
common river system and devise flood 
control and water resource manage
ment measures. In April 1975 the two 
governments signed a temporary agree
ment apportioning the waters of the 
Gange~ ~t Farakka Barrage, a newly 
comm1sswned barrage in India just 
northwest of the Indo-Bangladesh 
border. However, relations were con
siderably strained in early 197 6 6y 
continumg 1s utes over lVl 

e waters. The demarcation o 
marine boundary between tlie two 
countries a so rema tl11reSOMd 
issue m early 

Pakistan 

After an initial period of hostility, 
197 3-7 4 saw several important devel
opments in Bangladesh-Pakistan rela
tions. Under the New Delhi agreement 
of August 28 1973+ between India 
and Pakistan, substantial numbers of 
individuals stranded in the 1971 war 
including some 90,000 Pakistani 

of were r~ atriate . 
February 1974 Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman visited Lahore, Pakistan, for 
the Islamic Summit Conference, and · 
the announcement of mutual recogni
tion by Pakistan and Bangladesh was 
the conference's success. 

During 1"973-74 the U.N. High 
Commission for Refugees organized a 
massive airlift.~. funded by the interna
tional community, in which 240,000 
persons were moved across the sub
continent: Bengalis from Pakistan to 
Bangladesh and non-Bengalis from 
Bangladesh to Pakistan. On April 9, 
1974, as part of a tripartite agreement 
among India, Pakistan, and 
Bangladesh, the Bangladesh Govern
ment decided not to proceed with the 
trials of any Pakistani prisoners of war. 
In June 1974 Pakistani Prime Minister 
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto visited Bangladesh. 

Bilateral issues remaining between 
the two nations me u e the fate of 
approximately 300 000 non-Bengali 
Muslims. Sometimes called "Biharis " 
since many of them came i'i1T94 7 
from India-particularly the northern 
state of Bihar- to then East Pakistan 
these people chose Pakista~ 
citizenship after the 1971 war but still 
remain in Bangladesh. The division of 
the assets and liabilities of undivided 
p - 71 Pakistan also remains an lm
)20rtant unresolved uestion. The 
establishment of diplomatic relations 
which was ""announced in Octobe; 
1975, and an exchange of ambassadors 
· uar 1976 may hasten the res
olution of these issues. 

Soviet Union 

The degree of warmth of 
Bangladesh-U.S.S.R. relations is largely 
dete..rmined by the state of Ba ladesh
India relations, since the U.S.S.R. re
mains an ally of India. The U.S.S.R. 
supported India during the 1971 Indo
Pakistan war and recognized 
Bangladesh relatively early. The 
U.S.S.R. has also been an important 
contributor of relief and rehabilitation 
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aid, providing among other things sal
vage and minesweeping assistance to 
clear the port of Chittagong. By the 
end of 1975 U.S.S.R. commitments 
both for relief and economic develo; 
ment activities, totaled over $100 mil
lion. The Soviet Union has also been 
active in the information and cultural 
fields and twice entertained Sheikh 
Mujib as an official visitor to Moscow. 
Since Mujib's assassination the Soviet 
press has been critical of developments 
in Bangladesh, but the Soviet and 
Bangladesh Governments have · main
tained normal relations. 

People's Republic of China 

u u ust 197~. China 
supported the Pakistani position 

during the Indo-Pakistan war in 1971. 
In August 1972 the P.R.C. vetoed 
Bangladesh's initial application for 
U.N. membership, claiming that 
Bangladesh was impeding the return of 
Pakistani prisoners of war and thus not 
observing the December 1971 U.N. 
resolutions. In early 1976, however 
diplomatic missions were opened ~ 
the P.R.C. and Bangladesh. 

U.S.-BANGLADESH RELATIONS 

U.S. foreign policy goals toward 
Bangladesh are: 

1. Maintenance of effective rela
tions with the Bangladesh Government 
and encouragement of an atmosphere 
favorable to the U.S. mission presence 
and to American citizens and their 
business, academic, and private 
pursuits; 

2. Support for the normalization 
of relations in the subcontinent· 

3. Promotion of cooperati~e, po
litically noncompetitive relations 
among other countries involved in 
Bangladesh, particularly those assisting 
in its development effort; 

4. Assistance to develop a stable 
political and economic system, which 
neither threatens neighboring coun
tries nor invites external intervention 
through support of well-reasoned 
Bangladeshi plans and programs for 
national economic development; and 

5. Assistance to meet short-term 
humanitarian needs and to encourage 
economic development. 
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In support of these goals, the U.S. 
Government maintains the usual range 
of diplomatic activities in Dacca. The 
Ambassador and Foreign Service 
officers meet regularly with 
Bangladeshi officials on economic and 
political matters, and the United 
States Information Service (USIS) 
staff carries on an active liaison with 
the Bangladesh press. 

In 1974 three American firms 
signed contracts for oil exploration in 
the Bay of Bengal, and surveys are 
now underway. In seeking to en
courage a favorable climate for foreign 
investment, the U.S. Government has 
signed a·n OPIC bilateral agreement 
with the Bangladesh Government pro
viding for operations of the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation in the 
country, with the Bangladesh Govern
ment pledging certain guarantees to 
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foreign investment. In addition, a 
treaty of friendship and commerce and 
an agreement to exempt double taxa
tion have been proposed. 

Since the U.S. AID mission shifted 
its emphasis from relief and rehabilita
tion to development p;,ograms, it has 
engaged in a cont~nuing dialogue with 
other donors and with the Bangladesh 
Government on economic develop
ment. This dialogue has been fostered 
by semiannual meetings of an aid 
group under World Bank chairman
ship, formed in 1974 at the request of 
Bangladesh. The group considers 
economic performance and require
ments for foreign assistance on a 
comprehensive basis. 

American aid to Bangladesh, which 
will total more than $300 million in 
FY 1975, consists chiefly of P.L. 480 
commodity assistance and develop-

ment lending to increase agricultural 
production. In addition the two gov
ernments are working together on 
population control and other programs 
in agriculture and rural development. 

Principal U.S. Officials 

Ambassador-Davis Eugene Boster 
Economic/Commercial 0 fficer-

Donald W. Born 
Political Officer-Douglas M. Cochran 
Administrative 0 fficer- William 

Murphy 
Public Affairs Officer-William F . 

Gresham 
Director, AID Mission-Joseph Toner 

The U.S. Embassy in Bangladesh is 
located at Adamjee Court Building, 
Motijheel, Dacca. The AID Mission is 
located in the Hotel Purbani, 
Motijheel, Dacca. 
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Biographical Sketches 

Justice Abu Sadat Mohammad Sayem, President and Chief Martial Law 
Administrat.or (CMLA) in charge of Ministry of Defense, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, and Ministry of Law, Parliamentary Affairs and Justice 

Justice Sayem was born i . at Rangpur. He received his 
· law degree from the -University Law Co lege, Calcutta and was enrolled 
as an Advocate in Calcutta High Court in 1944. Inl 947 he joined Dacca 
High Court and began his legal career. At the same time he was 
associated with the Law Department of the. Univ.ersity of Dacca. He was 
elected member of the Legal Board of the State Bank ·in the then East 
Pakistan. He was an .active sponsor of the East Pakistan Lawyer's 
Association and served the Association as its Secretary, General 
Secretary and Vice President. He was enrolled as an Advocate of the 
then Federal Court of Pakistan in 1951 and as a Senior Advocate of 
the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 1959. He was a Member of the Bar 
Counc.il until his elevation to the High · Court Bench in July 1962. 

He was sworn in as the first Chief Justice of the High Court 
in Bangladesh on January 12, 1971, and on December 17, 1972 as the first 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh. He held the .latter 
office until he became President on. November 6, ·. 1975.· . 

Law Administrator 
of Home Affairs 

Chief of Arm Staff and De ut Martial 
char$e of pinistry of Finance arid Ministry 

. . . . .· . . .· 1/J /lJ 
MaJor-General Ziaur Rahman was born in Bogra in ~ e 

joined the army in 1953 and was commissioned in 1955. Aft~o years 
of service in the Punjab Regiment he was transferred to the East Bengal 
regiment in 1957. There he received training in intelligence and 
served in the army intelligence from 1959 to 1964. During the Indo-Pak 
war of 1965 he was a Company Commander of the first East Bengal Regiment. 
He was appointed instructor at the Pakistan Military Academy in 1966 and 
in the same year he joined the Staff College. In 1969, Ziaur Rahman wa~ 
appointed second in command of the second East Bengal Regiment atJoydebpur. · 
At the end of the same year he went to West Germany for training, and sub
sequently, stayed with the British Army for a few months. 

In October 1970, he was transferr~d · to the newly raised · 
eighth East Bengal Regiment at Chittagong. In M.:irch 1971 while serving 
in this regiment, he . joined the revolt against the J:>akistan Army. In 
August 1971 ·ziaur Rahman was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. 
He · formed the first Brigade . of the Bangladesh Army and then ·he served _ as 
Commander of the Comilla Brigade. In 1972 he was appointed Deputy 
Chief of Staff of the Army. In 1972, he was . promoted to the rank of 
Colonel, and ·in 1973, Brigadier and subsequently Major-General. On 
August .25, 1975 (the Mujib regime was overthrown on August 15, 1975), 
he was appointed Chief of Staff of the Army. 
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GenerC!l Rahman was p-l!.!_ under house arrest 
during the Novemb · 3~6, 1975 co 
guarding him and 

~ old. He 
ship . n 1949 and in 

1951 he joined· the Pakistan Navy in Karachi as a . Cadet. Later 
that year he proceeded to the United Kingdom for training with the 
Royal Navy at Dartmouth. He was commissioned in the Royal Navy in 
(954 and c~ntinued to serve in it, receiving further training through 
a course in the Royal Naval College, Greenwish near London. Admiral 
Khan then held various operational appointments includ:i..ng the command 
of destroyers and other vessels. He was withdraw from the Command 
of "P.N.S. KHAIBAR" on April 14, 1971 because he was a Bengalee, and 

· subsequently he was interned in Karachi • . On his return from . Pakistan 
he was appointed Chief of Naval Staff, Bangladesh Navy, in 1975. He . 
was appointed to his present position of ·Deputy Chief Martial Law 
Administ·rator in August 1975. Admiral Khan met you in ymir effie e,_ 
in Wa~hington .on July 31, 1916. 

Advisor i of Plannin and 

He received 
economics and was at one time professor · 

ersity. He was appointed Minister of Finance 
~,..........,L.d.iua..u.&e-....,L.l.'--11,...UJ~.a.:.Q.i2J::-.!P:.sa~k~i!::.:s~;t!:!:an Government in 1965 and was appointed 

East · Pakistan in March 196 • . He resigned from Government 
~--~~~~~~~~a~n~d~r~e~JL·o~i~n~e~d~ ca University, later becoming 

Chairman of · the Economics Department. In 1973 he was appointed Vice 
Chancellor of Chittagong University. He was appointed a Member of the 
Council of Advisors fo the President in Novemb~r 197 5. He is the 
Governor for the Bank. 
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l:'lannin 
Planning) 

~' Ail eminent physician, Dr. Mohammed Ibrahim was born in 
~ He has medical degrees from Calcutta and London. 

lie was attached to the Caicutta Medical College Hospital 
until August 1947. Between 1950 and 1964 Or. Ibrahim held the post 
of Civil Surgeon and Super in tend en t of · Chittagong General Hospi. tal . 
and also worked as a Clinical M~dicine Professor and Principal of 
Sir Salimullah Medical College, Dacca. From 1964 to 1971 he served 
as the Professor of Medicine and Director of the Post-Graduate 
Medical Center at Karachi. Dr. Ibrahim was the Chairman of the 
Medical Research Council and the National Science Council and a 
member of the Medical Reforms Commission in Pakistan. He was also 
a member of the Public Service Reorganization . Committee • 

. D~. Ibrahim established the Diabetic Association in 1956 
and Applied Nutrition Project in 1969. Both institutions are now 
functioning as nat1onal organizations. Dr. Ibrahim has travelled 
extensively: he has . visited the United States, USSR, Latin America, 
the Middle East, Japan, Europe and Far Eastern CC?Untries and has 
participated in many international conferences and presented research 
papers on medical problems. He is the President of the College of 
Physicians and .Surgeons and the Presid~nt - of Diabetic Association of 
Bangladesh~ Dr. Ibrahim was appointed Advisor - - first in charge of 
Health, Family Plann;i.~g and :population Control and subsequently of 
Family Plan~ing and Population Control only - _after the November 1975 
coup. 

Azizul Haque, Advisor in charge of Ministry of Agriculture 

Azizul Haque is i,ri his early fifties. In 1960 he obtained 
a masters degree · in public administration from Harvard University. 
Some of the posts he hel d 1n the immediate past were Chairman, East 
Pakistan Small Industries Corporation, Director of East Pakistan 
Development Corporation and Director of Bangladesh Academy for Rural · 
Development, Camilla. Mr. Haque did not hold Public posts during the 
Mujib period. At that time he was a special consultant to the UNICEF 
in Dacca. He was appointed Advisor in charge of the Ministry of 
Agriculture in 1976. 
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Kazi Anwarul ~aque 1 Advisor in charge of Ministry of Jute, and 
Ministry of Land Administration; Local Government, Rural Devel
opment and Cooperatives 

Mr. Haque was born in Dacca in 1909. He graduated from 
Dacca University in 1931, with Honours in Economics and Political 
Science. In 1932, he passed with distinction the entrance examinations 
for the Federal Public Service Commission. He joined the Police Service 
in 1933. He served as Superintendent of Police in different districts 
of Bengal under British ' India until 1947 when he opted for Pakistan. 
In 1958 ·he was appointed . Inspector General of Police of East Pakistan. 
He also held several important posts including those of Director, 
Bureau of National Reconstruction in 1959, Chief Secretary in the 
Government of East Pakistan and Chairman Civil Service Commission. 
·He retired from Government service in 1965. In 1969 he became 
Resident Director of the Eastern Federal Union insurance Company 
Limited in Dacca and in 1970 Chairman of the Equity Participation 
Fund and Director of PICIC. After theNovember 1975 coup, he was 
appointed Advisor in charge of the M;i.nistry of Local Government, 
i.ocal Government, Rural Development and Cooper.ative·s, and Ministry 
of Jute. 

Mr. Muhammad Syeduzzaman, Secretary, Ministry of Finance 

Mr. Syeduzzaman; in his early 40's, graduated from Dacca 
University in economics. He joined the civil service in 1956 and held 
variou~s~~~:=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Dm~~~~l~~~~ 

he ~a Joint Secretary of 
appointed y o as 
mainstay of the Planning Ministry, especially during the period when 
the Planning Commission was without members, until . he was appointed 
Secretary of the Ministry of Finance in January 1976. Mr. Syeduzzaman 
is nsidered to have close connection with Gener.al Rahman and it is 
·reported that he was as e y t e to tutor 1m weekly in economics 
f.ollowing General Rahman's coming Mr. Syeduzzaman is also 
the Governor for the Fund. 
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A. z. M. Obaidullah Khan, Additional Secretary, Agriculture Division. 
Previously he was a special consultant at the World Bank, preparing a report 
on "Poverty Oriented Rural Development" for the A.C.C. of U.N. (1975 -
March 1976); Secretary, Rural Development and Cooperatives Division, 
Government of Bangladesh (1972-74); and Economic Counsellor to the then 
Embassy of Pakistan in Peking (1970-72). He joined the civil service of 
Pakistan (CSP) in 1957 and during the period from 1965-1970 worked in The 
Pakistan Planning Commission, as Secretary in the Department of Local 
Government of the Government of East Pakistan; District Officer in two 
districts; and Additional Director, Pakistan Academy for Rural Development, 
Camilla. He received his M.A. in English Literature from Dacca University 
in 1954. Other training programs include studies at Cambridge Vniversity 
in Development Administration (1958-59) and at Haryard University where he 
was a Fellow at the Cen or International Affairs (1974-75). Other 
experience 1ncludes working in Chinese communes. e has written a book on 
the communes and articles on China in various journals including China 
Quarterly. He is 42 years old. 

Khorshed A1am, Additional Secretary-in-Charge, Local Government, Rural 
Development and Cooperatives Division. Mr. Alam is 41 years old. Previously 
he was Secretary, Ministry of Information and -Broadcasting (August 1972 to 
May 1974); Secretary, Basic Democracies and Local Government Department of 
the Government of East Pakistan (August 1969 to August 1970); District Officer 
in three districts (1966-1969). He joined the _civil service of Pakistan (CSP) 
in 1957 and worked for the Gov~rnment of Pakistan through 1966 in various 
capacities as sub-divisional officer and as deputy registrar and joint registrar 
of cooperative societies. He received an M.A. in Economics from Dacca University . 
in 1955; a diploma in Public Administration from Oxford Universit~ i~ 1959; 
and a Masters in Public Administration from Harvard Univ · 1971. He 
passed a Ph.D. comprehensive exam nat1on 1n conomics from Tufts University 
in 1972. He also studied cooperative institutions in Switzerland, West 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden and the UAR during July through October 1962 on an 
FAO Fellowship and studied Chinese . Communes as a member of Government delegation 
in July-August, 1965. He participated in the s~minar on Research Agenda for 
Rural Development at East-West Center, Hawaii in January 1975 and attended 
the seminar "Approaches to Rural Development in Asia" at Kuala Lumpur in May-:
June, 1975. He was leader of the team which negotiated the IDA credit for the 
agricultural and rural training project in August, 1975. 

S. A. Khair, Member, Planning Commission in Charge of Programming and 
Evaluation Division, Industries Division, Administrative Division and 
Agriculture Division. Mr. Khair is 54 years old. He had left the Government 
service in 1973 after having served the Bangladesh Government as Secretary, 
Ministry of Trade and Commerce and as Chairman, Bangladesh Industrial .Develop
ment Corporation (BIDC). He joined the civil service of Pakistan (CSP) in 
1952 and served the Government in various capacities including during the 
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period 1968-70 in the central Government as Additional Secretary in the 
Secretariat of the President; Additional Secretary, Ministry of Commerce; 
and Joint Secretary, Ministry of Industries and Natural Resources. He 
received an M.A. in Economics from Calcutta University in 1945. He ' 
received administrative training in Australia for 4 months in 1952 and was 
a Fellow of the EDI in 1956/57. He was on deputation to U.S.A. for 7 months 
in 1968 under an Eishenhower Exchange Program in Economic Developme·nt. 

Dr. A. Farouk, Member, Planning Commission in charge of General 
Economics Division and Manpower and Employment and Social Infrastructure 
Division. Dr. Farouk, age 48, was appointed to his present position in 
July of this year after serving as Director of the Bureau of Economic Research 
of the University of Dacca and as chairman of the Department of Commerce at 
Dacca University. He studied research methodology at the Institute of . Social 
Research at the U!Uvilr~.ity ef Mj chi.&rul; at London School of Economics; the 
Indian Statistical Institute at Calcutta; and Harvard Business School. He has 
worked in the Bureau of Economic Research since 1956 and his major · co~tribu
tions are in the field of agricultural marketing, rural credit, and moderniz
ing subsistence agriculture in Bangladesh. He is the author of at least three 
books known to us, namely, Irrigation in aMonsoon Land, Economics of Farm
ing in the Ganges-Kobadak and Economic History of Bangladesh. He has also 
edited "The Hard l~orking Poor" in collaboration with others. 

S. M. Al-Hussainy, Member, Planning Commission, in charge of Power and 
Natural Resources Division and Physical Infrastructure Division (Transport, 
Communications, Physical Planning, Inland \~ater and Tourism). Nr. Al-Hussainy 
is 48 years old. Previous positions include service in the Bangladesh Govern
ment as Secretary, Power Division under Ministry of Flood Control, Water 
Resources and Power; Secretary, Ministry of Natural Resources, Scientific and 
Technological Research and Atotr.ic Energy; and Secretary, Niilistry of Flood 
·control, Water Resources and Power. Mr. Al-Hussainy joined the 
Electricity Directorate of East Pakistan Government in 1951 as Executive 
Engineer and continued till 1966 as Chief Engineer. From 1966-71 he served 
in the East Pakistan Water and Power Development Authority in various 
managerial positions, rising to General Manager of the Power lving. 
Mr. Al-Hussainy graduated in Electrical Engineering (First Class) from 
Shibpur Engineering College in 1950 under Calcutta Univeriity and took ~orne 
post-graduate studies on practical aspects of electrical engineering. He 
also received administrative training at Lahore Staff College and at 
Newcastle University, U.K. He has been a member of various international 
professional bodies and has represented Bangladesh at a large number of 
international forums and seminars. · 

M. A. Sattar, Additional Secretary-in-Charge, Population Control and 
Family Planning Division. Mr. Sattar, age 40, was appointed to his current 
position in January 1976, after having served since 1974 as Secretary 
(Economic and Development Affairs) to the then Presidents and Prime ~linister 
(1974-1976). After fifteen months in prison in Pak~stan prison during 1972-73, 
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(including seven months solitary confinement) he was appointed secretary in 
the Ministry of Planning when he returned to Bangladesh in 197~. From 1963 
~o 1971 he had worked in the Pakistan Planning Commissi.on as Deputy Chief, 
General Economics Division and Foreign Trade Program; and Chief International 
Economic Section. He joined the civil service of Pakistan (CSP) in 1958 and 
served as district officer up to 1963. He received a B.A. (Honors) in 
Economics from Dacca University in 1956, a M.A. in Public Administration from . 
Karachi/Pennsylvania University in 1958, a Diploma in International Relations 
from the University of Cambridge, U.K. in 1959-60, a Masters ·in Development 
Economics from Williams College, U.S. and a Ph.D. in Economics from 
Harvard/Tufts in 1969. 

Lutfur Rahman Khan, Director-General, Integrated Rural Develo ment . 
Prograrnn.RD wit the rank and status of an Addi"tional Secretary to the · 
Government. Mr. Khan is 41 y.ears old. Previous _positions include service _ as 
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture (1973-74); Registrar of Cooperative 
Societies for the Government of East Pakistan and later for the Government . 
of Bangladesh (1969-73); Deputy Commissioner, Chittagong Hill Tracts (1966-69); 
and Deputy Director, Local Government Department, Government of East Pakistan 
(1960-64). He joined the civil ~ervice of Pakistan {CSP) in 1958. Mr. Khan 
received a B.A • . (Honors) in Political Science from Dacca Univ-ersity in 1955, 
an M.A. from Dacca University in 1956, and a Diploma in Public Administration 
from the University of Cambridge, U.K. in 1960. He attended the World 
Conference on Agricultural Education and Training sponsored by FAO, ILO and 
UNESCO in Denmark during July-August, 1970, represented Bangladesh in FAO 
Committee on Agriculture in April 1974, attended the World Food Conference 
convened by UN ·General Assembly as a member of the Bangladesh Delegation· in 
November 1974. He visited United States at the invitation -of the U.S. Govern
ment under International Visitors' Program during April-May 1975. Mr. Khan 
was Chairman of Project Preparation Committees for the Rural Development 
Projects which were financed by IDA and by the Asian Development Bank. 

Anwar Khan, Director (Trainin Extension and S ecial Pro·ects), 
IRDP. Mr. a , is 50 ye rs old, has been in his current position since 
November 1972. is also working as member-secretary of the IDA financed 
Rural Development I Project and is responsible for its implementation. 
Previously he has worked as Director, Agricultural Development Estates under 
BADC (1967-72); Instructor in Rural Economics, Rural Development Academy, 
Comilla (1959-67); and Instructor in the Dacca Agricultural School and in the 
Bangladesh Agricultural Institute, Dacca and National Development Training 
Institute . (1950-59). He received a B.Ag. degree from Agricultural Institute, 
Dacca in 1949; M.Ag.- (Agronomy) from Agricultural Institute, Dacca in 1954; 
and a M.Sc. {Ag. Econ) frQm A nd M College Texas, U.S.A. in 1957. He has 
written about 30 booklets, leaflets and pamphlets on improved methods of 
agriculture; a survey of winter crops in seventy cooperative villages of 
Comilla Kotwali Thana; the Agricultural Extension Chapters of ·the Annual 
Reports of BARD (Comilla Academy); a study of the introduction of tractors in 
a subsistence farm economy; various case studies of enlightened farmers and 
others in different publications of BARD. While serving in the_ Comilla 
Academy, he organized the extension activities of the Kotwali Thana and 

r" "' , 
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contributed to the "Comilla Approach" which was later accepted by the 
Government as IRDP. He is responsible for the introduction in Camilla of 
various - improved crops and practices including the first high-yielding 
varieties of Irri rice in Bangladesh, the deep tubewell irrigation, , 
and a number of improved winter vegetables and water .melon. 

M. Asafuddowlah, Chairman, Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB). 
Mr. Asafuddowlah, age 38, has been in his present position since 1975. 
Previously he has served as Joint Secretary, ~linistry of Flood Control, 
Water Resources and Power (1973-75); Secretary, Services and General Admini
stration and Home, Government of Baluchistan, Pakistan (1972); Chief 
Economist and additional Secretary (Planning and Development), Government of 
Baluchistan (1971-72); and various positions in the district administration 
of the Government of East Pakistan beginning in about 1961 when he joined 
civil service of Pakistan (CSP). He received a B.A. (Honors) 
in English Literature from Dacca University in 1957 and a ~l.A. in English 
Literature from Dacca University in 1958. He also received inservice train
ing in the field of Rural Development for three months at BARD, Camilla in 
1962. He is the author of a book of poems published in 1970 and of various 
poems and articles published from time to time in leading journals of 
Bangladesh. A novel is currently under publication. 

Secretar of the External Resources Division of 
the Ministr o Mr. Mahmood is the Government officer officially 
responsible for relations with the Bank. He is 48 and was educated at Dacca 

n vers y 1n pol1tica sc1en s career as a civil servant started in 
1950, making him one of the most senior civil servants in Bangladesh. He 
served in Pakistan days as Director of Village Aid, Secretary of the Depart
ments of Health and Finance, and Chairman of the Industrial Development 
Corporation. After independence, he became the Chairman of the National 
Board of Revenue and then, in 1973, Secretary of Finance. Mr. Mahmood was 
appointed to his current position in January 1976. 

Sultan-Uz-Zaman Khan, Secretary, Hinistry of Power, Flood Control and 
Water Resources. Mr. Khan is 44 years old. He had served previously as 
Ministry of Shipping and Aviation (1972-74); Chairman, Jute Marketing 
Corporation (1971-72); Administrator, Cyclone Reconstruction Board (1971); 
Commissioner, Khulna Division (1970-71); and Secretary, Department of Health 
(including Family Planning) and Social Welfare (1967-70). He joined the civil 
service of Pakistan (CS~ in 1955. He did graduate work at Harvard in 1964-65 
and studied at Oxford in. 1956/57. 

. I I 
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1 • . Outlines of P6ih~s for Discu~sion at Working Dinner 
with General Ziaur Rahman 

1. There are two broad subjects· on which we should focus: 
(a) · the Eastern Waters, · (b) economic policy. Since the econo
mic policy issues will have been iscusse with others and since 
General Rahman is the only one who can assure progress on the 
Eastern Waters we should spend as much time on this issue as 

1 necessary. Material on it is _in Section G of this Country 
Briefing. The economic policy issues are discussed below. 

2. Economic Policy. Since the present Government took 
power in Novembe 1975, man;y significant reforms have taken 
place ~ eluding eduction in subsidie~for food · and ag ' -ultural 
inputs, ntro tion of har es for irrigation service ~ . . 
t en to impr e the investment c imate or pr va nterprise, 
and efforts s1m ifications of administrativ 
Other promising indications of intent incl1,.1de, th olitia 

(-N ort iveri to opulation control . efforts, the adoption of 
~idelines for improving e ficiency of public sector~ enterprises 

through r~uctions in bureaucratic controls and decentralization 
of decision making., and requests for technical ass1stance in 
improving t e organization and administration of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and the Agricultural Development Corporation. 
While appreciatio~ should be expressed at these developments, it 
should be noted that further effort must be put into the implemen
tation of thes: olicies, _which in some cases still remain as CL---,_. --~ 
statements of 1ntent • . The Government so far has not develo d 
a clearly articulated developments or tackling · the 
difficult problems · ic Bangladesh The meditnn-term 
development · ol icy issues facio be the 
of' conversation with Major General Rahman. 

3. We think that in working out a meditnn-term strat.egy 
·Bangladesh sh.ould concentrate_ on the following · priority tasks: . . . ' ' . . . :z:::- . : 

· a. · develo in a coherent food rain oli_c , 
including production, pricing, procur~ment, 
and storage; 

b. identifying and 

c. . accelerating family ·· plan~ing programs; 

d. im ving the efficiency of industr ; and 
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4. At both the 1975 and 1976 Aid Group meetings, the 
Government made much of their . jettisoning of their unrealistic _ ~ 1""7 ~ 
First . Five Year Plan, in favor of a "Three Ye,ar Hard Care Plan" ~ .1,/ ~ ~ 
which emphasized quick-yielding investments anu which was to=--
be based on realistic assumptions about resource availabilities • . 
However, neither the Ba~tk uor other members; of the Bangladesh . 
Aid Group have seen the Plan, and some of the Government's ._, 
attitudes .... such as . the 'desire of ·at least one · metnber of the 
Advisory Council to build mainstream projects on the Ganges 
River - leads . us to that he P an ~ill not demonstrate 
clear commitment uick-yiel4ing investments·· which fa 
within Ba · o not know 
which. three years the Plan is ·meant to cov.er ·, but if, as stated .. 
in 1975, they are the· last three years (FY75-78) of the original 
First Five Year Plan, then the period is already almost half oveF·~ 
In any case,. we feel the Government's most ur ent task is to ~ 
d v lo its medium-term strategy, along the lines described above, . 
and then to adopt a new investment plan based upon the strategy • 
.,..,.~~~--~,.,..,a~:. l*"f;.,• ~ _,... .. ; a;.~ 

5. Over the last few months the IMF and the Government 
have been consulting on a possible new stand-by arrangement. 
The UfF is pressing hard for · a further devaluation and for 
increased domestic resource mobilizatio~. We do not think 
the former is a very useful tool just now, and Mr. Stern has 
said so to Tun Thin, but of course we do not comment publicly 
on these IMF .matters. 

6. ~.· agricultu~ther~ is o~ortunity for . obtaining . . 
increased yields . throu~~ 1 1n ex1stin low cos te hnolog1es 
(improved. see s, fertilizer, pesticides) together wit eve op-
.1n . a very large number of 1. . sive small-scale irri ation 
and dr 1na e The lar er scale polder, embankment an 
reservoir projects, which would be cos yand have a longgestation 
period, s . · ...2c~tJ?.oned until full advantage has been taken 
of the more quick-yielding opportunities for increased production. 
This means that the gover~ent should concentrate on improvements 
in the arrangements for distribution of fertilizer and J?esticides 
distribution and repair of low-lift pumps and shallow tubewells, , 
improving the extension service and . the agricultural credit 
institutions. Simultaneously, the Government must review its . / 
a ricultural pricing, procurement, and foodgrain distributiq~~ 
policies whic~ benefit the wrong people,_...;;;.~;.:;,;::.=..;:,.;;.;:;.;:.;:;;..---.:-.-~:..;;.:~ 
reduce Pr"oduction incentives, . and c st Governm 

.can ill affo d. · (The Government has made progress in reduciqg 
suhs1 ies but more is required in this field, combined wjth fQJ2£1-
grain priciog and procurement policies to ensure an adequate 
incentive t6 agricu~tural production. Th~ Bank is organ1z1ng a 
sector 'study to assist the Government in examining these policy 
issues.) · 

7. In the field of · indus'trl. the key emphasis mlis.t be oD. 
putting exist· to work and making it more efficieQJ; . 

ncreased freedom provtaea to private enterprise and the 
guidelines for public enterprise designed to allocate greater 
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decision making responsibility to corporation and enterprise 
management are steps in the right direction. · Further efforts 
must be made to try to allocate new investment to export
arjente.d industrj.~ and to industries serving the agrtciiltural 
sector. Incentives to overinvestment (such as import allocation 
policies geared -to one shift production capacity) need to be 
eliminated. 

8. Bangladesh depends extensively on external sourc~s to 
supplement its foreign exchange earnings an~ to generate domestic / 
revenues. Between FY73 and FY76 Bangladesh s resource gap amounted~ 
~ about 12% of its GDP. Allowance has to be made for the high 
lev-els of reconstruction expenditure that were necessary in the 
years following independence, but even the endence of 
Bang.lades · all heav • EXternal 
assistance still finances over s o domestic develop-

merit ex enditures and a substantial component of the annual foo 
subsidy. 

9. Bangladesh relies ex_tensively · ori a range of indirect 
taxes .(foreign trade and domestic sales) for its revenue. The 
scope for extending the tax base to. wards dir. ect taxes is limited, / . 
but some scope exists for increased t xat on of a ric lt in- e 

f is the reduction of bsidies ~ 
on agricultur np,uts. This requires an adequate price for grain 
output and appropriate price support, procurement and distribution 
polici~s. Some ·further reduction of the subsidy in . the food 
ration. system · is required both to reduce the burden on the treasury 
and to improve farmers incentives to increase production. The 
ration system should be confined to those ·portions of the po'pu-
1ation who are most needy. These changes are naturally politically 
sensitive. Some progress has been· made but more is required. 
Another major potential source of revenue, the nationalized 
en er . rfses · have. up to noW failed to contribute SU C1en y 
to domestic resource mobilization efforts: principally due to 
ineffic . ent mana and inappropriate pricing policies. The 
principal industry~ jute, hal! requ re arge annual 
subsidie5(1¥> . sustain itself. U ess the Goverrunen.t makes . serious l 
efforts t~roaden .the tax base im rove nationa savin s, and ~~ .~ 
m e nationalized enter rises m efficient, it will have to ~ 
depend on increasing levels of externalassistance which are un-

1 o ac 1eva T e level of assistance c an esh 
can expect to. receive will depend on the progress it demonstraes 
in improving its own efforts at mobilization of resources. 

10. The slow growth in the volume and value of exports per- . 
petuates Bangladesh's dependence on external assistance to meet / 
essential consumption and development needs: . exports now finance~- · 
only . one-third of annual tmpott requirements. Jute and jute 
manufactures· provide over 75% -of annual export earnings, . but due 
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to slow growth in international demand, import controls in major 
consumer countries in Europe, and deterioration in competitiveness 
of jute, Bangladesh's share of international trade in jute de-
clined in recent years. The deval1,.1atidn .of 58% ·in May .1976 

. restored some competitiveness ,of n ladesh •ute in inter-
c.-national markets ·· but Ion -t tm ros ects a rJL!lot 

promising. Bangladesh has few alternatives and-;ugt 
pursue -a ggressive policies Jo keep its jute prices . competitive . 
with synthetics, to . :improve marketing, and to increase ._ . . 
efficiency . of jute• production, collectio.n frotti . the farmers, . -~ .... -= ·~ 
and manufacture. Research to develop new uses and. improved ./ ~# 
overseas marketing also have priority. Simultaneously ~ 

ladesh needs to expand and diversify the ran e of exports: . 

tea. ---. 

11. 

y goo prospects exist for leath 

To sum up, Bangladesh should: 

i. 
I i: / 

Follow a development policy which emphasi . k' .. 
quick yielding investments in th~oodgrains 
a~xoort see -t-~ . . ._ 

Intensify its efforts to generate foreign exchange~ it. 
res.ources ·through ·· expansion of 

iv. Accelerate its family planning program. 

v. Strengthen its administrative ·and technical cadres 
through re~•ctian in red tape and ification of 
agministrative procedures~ orgaRizational rpfp~ 
application of incentives, and the provision of 
training, so as · to carry out the chosen development 
strategy. 
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2. Outline of Points for Discussion with Planning Ministry 

1. Size of Lending Program - We should inform Bangladesh offi-
cials· of news concerning· the IDA replenishment and its impltc,:1tions . 
for Bangladesh. 'You ·. should t!_lank ·Dr. Huda toi hj s remarks. · 
Annual Meeting in support of quick and full agreement on IDA We 
should stress · that the .amount of assistance which Bangladesh 

2. Effective Proj~ct Implementation and Project Preparation -
The Government instituted various administrative reforms in January 
1976 designed to remove bottlenecks to project implementation iden
tified by us and other donors. More recently, the Project Implemen-

. tation Bureau of the Ministry of Plannin has been reactivated, as 
the staff arm of a new o y, t e Interministerial Coordinating Com
mittee, which · has held meetings with. every implementing agency to 
identify bottlenecks. The Project Implementation Bureau has asked 
each ministry; or agency to submit a mont-y-mont schedule . o 
implementation for each project currently in operation and to submit 
monthly reports .on ro ress of im lementation. 

3. We should taken to improve 
that in spite 

principle, to consider financing for a Project Preparation Advisory . 
Cell in the Planning Commission and a mission visited Bangladesh in · 
October to assist the Government in developing terms of reference ~ 
and staffing requirements for this cell. Nonetheless, the .admini-~ . 
. strative m c · .er remains verx weak and the ~ro_.blem is not recog-
nized ade uatel b the Government. It has not yet actea o 
long standing offer from the U.K. to support an Administrative 
Staff College; · its frequent reshuffling of senior staff is · counter
productive and, perhaps most important, the limits on the role 
that Government can play with this limited capacity must be re-
cognized in expanding the tole .of the private sector and de~ 
centralizing the Government· decision making · process. 
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Need for a Medium-Term Policy 

4. The medium-term 
~~~~~~~~-e~n~c~o~u~r~a~g~i~n~-~o~~- Given .existing 
policies, overall growth is projected at no mo---___ 

6 
nuall)(: the · agricultural sector may expand _ 
i ndustrial an'a serv1ce sectors may grow by 4. 5% ·and 5%, respect
iveli. The implicationsof these .rates of growth for per capita 
income .are rather ·bleak; an envisaged annual increase of 1.0% will 
not do much to improve living standards for the masses, let alone 
provide a cushion of resources for improved income distribution or 
expansion in investment .for future growth. Sustaining a er ca rua 

o;w.tll of even 1.0% will not be possible without substantial 
inflows: · the annual resource a is estimated to Qe 

~~~~~~~~a~n~g~adesh's GDP and will necessitate annual disburse-
from $1.0 billion in FY77 to $1.5 billion in FY81. 

5. The unfavorable rate . of growth and ·the large resource gap 
from ina equa~e per ormance in a riculture (es ec1a y oo -

g_ra;lns an ~port.s~ Substantial improvements in these sectors could 
raise the rate of growth of the economy. It is 
vital, therefore, that medium-term policy focus on measures to 
improve performance in the foodgrains sector . as well as exports. 
Increasing the output of foodgrains requires an integrated food
grain policy, while improved export performance requires expedit1ous 
reforms in the jute manufacturing sector, combined with measures to 
stimulate production of n·on-traditional exports through appropriate 
investments a~d incentive measures. 

6. A medium-term strategy which at impro~ing the 
~xternal resources base· will 

-iliiiooii ....... 

to ex pd th of 
s.avin .c 

~~~~~~~nificantl 
state enterpris~ an 
rently a schedule of investments 
nation's priorities ~ill need to be devised and speedily imple
mented. The focus must remain, for some time, on quick yielding 
programs. ·ln recent months, Bangladesh has demonstrated its com
mitment to the goal of accelerating economic development. As a 
first step, it implemented an economic stabilization program and 
has supplemented . it by improving the institutional framework for 
project preparation, . approval and implementation and int"ensifying 
its population planning programs. More work has to be accomplished 
on all these fronts. It is vital that· a medium-term Development 
Plan reflect required priorities and a determination to implement 
required measures. 

7. Development of a Foodgratn Strategy - Bangladesh produces 
about 11-13 million tons of ·foodgrain annually. Until last year the 
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Government had not procured more than 137,000 tons domestically re
lying on im orts of 1.5 to 2.0 million tons annually to meet its · 
food deficit. Last year the Governmen procured about 400,000 
tons, and for this year the Government aims at procuring 500,000 to 
600,000 tons d~estically to be supplemented by imports of 1.0-1.5 
million tons of foodgrains (mainly wheat), to meet obligations 
under the foodgrains ration system. The offtake of foodgrains from 
the ration system varies, depending on the size of domestic food
grain harvests and open market prices. In years of scarcity and 
high prices, there is heavy pressure on the ration system (which . 
sells foodgrains at subsidized prices). However, when harvests are 
good (as has been . the case in FY76), the demand for subsidized 
foodgrain sold. through ration shops declines considerably, leading 
to the accumulation of stocks and straining the Government's storage 
capacity (estimated at 800,000 tons of usable capacity). However, 
a substantiai portion (about 75%) of imported food r aid-
financed from ich the Government erives counterpart .funds which 
are used partly to meet losses incurre 1n connection with the 
foodgrains subsidy and partly for financing development expenditures. 
This de endence stic weaken 
the Government's efforts to accelerate 
initiate a dynamic procurement program that 
tive price for their output. 

8. The · nt needs to articulate a food rains strateg 
very early if it is to make a serious attempt to solve its food
grains imbalance. · This involves important deC:isions with respect 
to such matters as foodgrains .procurement, . ric.es th volume to 
be urchased annually and the mechanism for acoieving it, the s-

bution of this rain (primarily through open market operations 
to stabilize grain prices or through ration shops as at present), 
the proportion of the population which should receive su,bsidized 
rations o gra1n, e appropr ate s t or u red and 
conting~ncy n~ed~, and the . the bu 

ence on food rain i k nee ot 
c<:Wa..t~ s to meet budgetary needs. 
dicated that it is thinking out a foodgrain 
be encouraged to complete this very early. propose to 

ar 1977 to assist the .Government ---
____ ......to......,..,__... _ _....._. ...... -.~ ... -Eo.l . cy op 
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3. Outline Points for Discussion on Health, Popu
latiori Control and Family Planriing 

1. , Population. growth fs BangladeshjO s overriding problem. · . ~ 
While its current leaders are commi.tted ·and a program exists, the . <(.~ 

1 commitment and ro it is far below ~ 
what it should be. At the present growth rate of close 
Bangladesh's population - now 81 million - wili double in 23 

· years. The current Government has stated its political support to 
t he population program and has ou ambitious targets in line 
with the seriousness of the problem. The aim of the Government is 
to reduce the present population growth rate to 1. 3% in the next 1\ --f .;J)'r. 
25 years and to reach zero population growth late i~the first ~ .j.W 

half of the next century. The immediate targets are to bring the 
population growth rate ~wn to 2.4% in 1978 and 2% i 8 (by 
then Bangladesh's population would be ~8 million). l/ To meet 
these targets, the Government estimates that 12% of couples (2.2 
millio ractice family planning continuously by ~ ~ 
1978 a 20% (3.8 .million) 1980 - this compares with current ... J ~ ,. 

of 4 .• 7%_ £co-uples (0.8 million) now prac- {).Yfl'l.AJ' . 
tieing 

2. What is needed is an overall effort, involving all seg-
ments of the administration andmobilizing the whole population. 
Population control must be granted the priority status it requires 
·and ca.nnot. be treated as just another Government program. Although 
progress has been achieved in the last · ye.ar, the administration in 
charge of Population must continue to be strengthened. Bangladesh~s 
·general deficiencies in hlDilan and material resources and weaknesses 
in Government administration are certainly constraints af ect1ng 

. the proper irnplementat on o popu ation programs, as they do in the 
case of any other sector. Given the seriousness of the population 
problem, special effort must be made to overcome the constraints 
affecting the population program • . Consonant with the importance 
granted to Population Control, sufficient local resources must be 
mobili · the nts of the program, in 
particular its current expenditure requirements, which should be ~ 
increasing as the program expands itself. To some degree, il · g 

vacancies . has been im ed _ fficient local · 
ions. There is no doubt. that substantial amounts 

over and above what is already available from foreign 
sources, will be forthcoming if Batiglad~sh' -s . capacity to 

l/ The o ulation growth rate results from a crude birth rate 
47/1~00 and a crtide death rate of 17/1,000. A population 

rate of 1.3% is based on a crude birth rate of about 
,000 and a crude death rate of about 7.5/1,000. 
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implement is strengthened and if Bangladesh commits the required 
staff and local currency resources to the program. The existing 
population program, of which the IDA su orted roject finances 
~dW~~e~~a~r~·~t (this project is also financed by six ot er ono s), 
has started to be implemented after . some initial delays. 

3. The Population Control and Family Planning Division 
(PCFPD), in the Ministry of Health, Population Control and Family 
Planning (MOHPCFP) is the main organization responsible for the 
. implementation and coordination of a mul t1.;.;,ministry prog.ram. Be
sides the PCFPD, a National Population Council, responsible for 
overall policy matters~ has been set lip and Interininisterial Coor-- · 
dination Committees, in charge of looking after day to day program 
implementation matters at all levels of administration are being· 
established. The Health Division of the MOHPCFP and five other 
ministries (Rural Development, Labor and Social Welfare, -Agricul- · 
ture, Education and _ Information and Broadcasting) are involved· in 
the .population control effort. These five ministries support family 
planning motivation and education elements in schemes dealing with 
raising the economic and social status of women and training vil
lage leaders in charge of rural development programs in population 

_matters. For ·instance, model farmers, cooperative society managers 
and agriculture extension workers are used as agents for family 
planning; Mother's Clubs and producer's cooperatives for rural 
women are used as vehicles to convey the family planning message. 
In addition, the program also calls for the involvement of t _he 
media, especially through an extensiveuse of films and radio, in 
the family planning effort. Many of .these innovative schemes, par-

- ~icularly those geared toward the improvement of the living .con
ditions and status of rural women and those ·involving the media are 
at rather adyanced stages of implementation. 

4. . A first batch of family planning field workers (about 
i, 300 males and . 2, 000 females) were trained and posted in Apr.il/May 
1976; a second batch is expected shortly (about 9,000). These 
workers are responsible for delivering basic maternal and child 
health services and family planning services (e.g. distribution of 
contraceptives), family planning motivation, follow-up of acceptors 
artd gathering of service statistics. A number of sterilization 
camps have been o'rganized . and additional ones are being planned for 
the immediate future. 

5~ One of the causes for the delays in the implementation of 
the program has been the "t.,I,equent cbapieS ip poljc j es aDd organiza
tional arrangements and it is imperative that the present policy and 
organizational arrangements .be given a chance to _prove themselves. 
The relationshipt especially at the field ievel, of the Health Divi
sion with the PCFPD~ must be worked out with more· precision; we under
stand that the Government is currently reviewing the details of such a 
relationship. 
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6. · Although the.· PCFPD .appears to be staffed with sufficient 
people at headquarters, the field structure is still being estab
lished. · It is imP.ort nt that the PCFPD field ositions be filled 
with · properly trained staff as soon as possible. · Paral e with 
this effort, it is essential that implementation of the program, 
especially th~ tasks of the field workers, be supervised and moni
tored regularly. The Government has to com lete arran ements for 
the ·evaluation of program activities and establish a solid data 
hase t oug care u ly worked-out service-statistics system) for ---~proper feedback. · 

7. While the multi-ministry approach to Population Control 
has started to generate an increased demand for family planning 
services, the supply of services has not improved as rapidly as it 
would have been tequ. re and it remain ver weak. Government 
should focus on a better utilization of existing capacity. The 
Health Division must be in a position to offer the clinical services · 
to perform the sterilizations, abortions and the necessary follow-up 
of cases. More family __ planning clinics, arid other medical facili
ties; -in particular sterilization camps, . have · to be established and 
sufficient contraceptive supplies have to be accessible to the rural 
population_ • . · 

8~ We are re ared to start formulatin a second Project -
possibly for FY79 ~ which would be based on the inst1tu ons an 
programs that the first Project helped develop and which would 
emphasize the service delivery side of the program. We have indi
ca ted to the Government that our f u ..... :~oYo,......w.aillaiili!Wilo~~~~M.,...._...w'-r.i~~.U~::o-~~~ 
will be dependent on im 

9. The areas now requiring special attention are therefore 
as follows: 

i. statements of political support must be matched by 
providing adequate priority to population in the 
allocation of staff and budgeting resources; 

ii. concentrate on the implementation of the ongoing 
program; 

iii. improve the capacity to implement and strengthen 
the coordination among all the agencies involved 
in the Population ef.fort (in particular · work out 
a better definition of the relationship between 
Health Division and PCFPD); 

iv. strengthen the delivery of services; 

v. complete training and posting of field staff; and 

vi. .establish a sound system of program . supervision and 
of data collection ~nd analysis. 
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4. Outline ·of Points for Discussion on Agriculture 
and Rural Development 

General Background 

1. 

ence. 

Cf an 
with 
1971. 
most im

ih recent years · with 
for the last three years 

2. In the last year there was a reversal of this trend with un~ 
usually favorable weather leading to a record foodgrain crop that was 
15 percent above the 1974/75 level. However, this high production level 
led to a precipitous drop in prices, which fell as low as one-third of ~ 
the previous year's level. The ent tried to su ort the paddy ~ 
~ · e at d but a lack of funds, storage capacity 
organizational ability rna e t i ff~ctiv . ices were 
generally Tk. 45-50 per maund. This level of prices is too low. t act 

1ve to the rapidly expanding production that . 

Current Problems 

3. The Government plays · a major role in agriculture with the · 
publ~c ~ector havi~g a moqp(>oly ~n the~ supply ~f f~~t~lizer~ seed·s . 
and 1rr1gation equ1pment. L,!..Jln nc1es and 1nequ1t1es in the 
d · f roduc in ut 7 n ive su orting services 

ck of cooperation among the multiplicity of agencies ·and ' 
ministries involved .in agriculture have been major causes of . the 

p'ilr~grnan CJl... of the agrictil tural sector. With yiftually all_of 
le land already under cultivatio strate for increased 

-.oi6W.IW+J.""-A..WJ~O~ YV seeds an rn n ut packages an · creas ng crop-
ping intensity through flood control an irr gafion. e vernment 

· plans to deliver credit and inputs to the farmers through the 
two-tiered cooperative system developed at the Bangladesh Academy 
for Rural Development · at Comilla.. Approximately l of the 420 
thanas in the . coun·try are now under ·the Comilla system and more 
a re expected to be organize t 1S ye r. s· 1n general agreement 
with the strategy and our recently signed and effective Rural 
Devel.opment Project is designed to strengthen the. Integrated Rural 
Development Program (IRDP), the agency responsible for implementing 
the new cooperative system. 
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4. A second Rural Development ·Project is now being identified, 
and we are. discussing with the Government proposals for coordinating 
aid for rural development, following their request that we do so. 
The inability -of the -Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation 
(BADC) to deliver fertilizer, quality seeds and irrigation equipment 
efficiently has been a major bottleneck. Only 10% of the total ric~ 

acres is ·under HYV cultivation; and fertilizer 
usa e at 25 lbs./acre is we 1 e o recomme e evels. n:K as 

· recently agree ·to a Government request to finance consultants to 
assist in improving the administration . and organization of BADC and 
its parent, the Ministry of Agriculture. The initial consultants 
began work in August. They have made some preliminary recommendations 
on some consolidation in the_ Ministry of Ag.riculture and inventory 
control financial management of BADC. Terms of reference for 
consultants to formulate more complete recommendations for streamlin-
ing the organization and functions have been written. The Government 
is also considering increasing the role of the private sector in the 
distribution of agricultural inputs. IDA is also financing a Cereal 
Seeds Proj.ect to improve the quantity and quality of HYV seeds 
available and a Fertilizer Marketing and Distribution Study. 

5. Expansion of irrigated. land has been mostly through the 
use of low-lift pumps arid available sur~ace water, ·but _there remains~ 
little scope fo~ further expansion of this program. There is great · 
potential for developtnent of ground wate.r and IDA has a deep tubewell 
project and is appraising a shallow tubewell project. We also have 
three irrigation projects and a fourth has been appraised. IDA has 
been following the strategy outlined in the Land and Water Sector 
Survey, a major Bank Report issued in 1972, calling for small-sca~e A 
irrigation and drainage projects away from the. major rivers. ~ 
fortunately, the Bangladesh Water Development Board still favors 
larae-scale flood control projects, despite the grave difficultTes · 
the BWDB has had in implementing its on-going schemes of this type. 
Their huge costs and long gestation period make their further 
expansion inappropriate for Bangladesh at this time. Both low-lift 
pumps and tubewells are not used efficiently because of limited 
coverage due to the difficulties of organizing farmer groups, 
poor management and maintenance, and political pressure leading to 
improper siting. There is a need to strengthen BADC's management 
and .maintenance programs and also to involve the private sector. 

~ricultural extension and research are weak~ Extension 
w rainin , have no housing or transportation, are. 
poorly supervised.. and are often diverted to other bureaucratictasks 

"'Tilstead of · extension work. ·· Research institutes are often lacking in 
equipment or trained manpower' and there is a lack of communication 
between the researchers and the extension agents. · _This prevents the 
rese·arch results from reaching the farmers and also prevents the 
research~rs froni appreciating the problems they should be addressing. 
IDA is working to strengthen. the service through a Rural .and Agri
cultural training Project and will be appraising a Minimum Package 
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Project that · will strengthen the extension and research services 
along the 1 ines already successfully introduced with Bank help 

· in India. The Government has already begun to reorganize its 
extens.ion service along the lines of the "Benor System," but 
until proper teaching materials and extension packages .are avail
able through the proposed Minimum Package IDA project, caution 
must be used to be sure that extension workers do not become 
discouraged and farmers skepticai. 

7. The weakness of .the a ricultural credit system is another 
handicap. The principal Government institutions t e Bangladesh 
krishi Bank (BKB) . and the Bangladesh Jutiya Samabaya Bank (BJSB)) 
have ·weak financial structures, little capital, few deposits and 
are heavily dependent on. advances at concessional rates from the 
Government. Their equity position has been greatly weakened by 
borrowers' defaults. Significant improvement in agricultural cre
dit will be a long-term task. The Government is following an 
interim strategy of getting greater commercial bank involvement 
in agricultural credit. We had earlier reached agreement with 
the Government to finance under the technical assistance credit 
consultants serviees to improve policies and strengthen institu
tions in this field. However, this program was delayed by the 
discovery of an overlap between our proposed study and part of a 
study being financed by the ADB. The ADB has now informed the . 
Government that it prefers for us to _finance the overall -study 
and the Government has indicated at · the Annual Meeting that it 
intends to request us to do so~ We consider such a study to 
have high priority. 

···-~ 8. The Government's implementation difficubfi~s are well _ 
known. . IDA and other . .s have suffe; ed \!Iack of ke.r . 
personnel~':" ailure to release Government funds isputes bet\t/een 

.:Agencie:L~or management..Lo etc.. All of this has to slow 
~isbursements and has kept Bangladesh from utilizing the funds 

that ate available. It fs doubtful that the resources available 
to agriculture are adequate and certainly as long as the available 
resources are not utilized the sector cannot hope to fulfill its 
potential. The Government has taken some steps to improve project 
implementation, such as establishing a Project Implemen~tion 
Bureau (PIB), revising its Project Evaluation Proforma (PEP) (the docu
ment for the approval of development projects) and instituting 
new procedures for release of funds. Project Planning Cells are 
to be established in the ministries and the Planning Commission. 
The PJ B, eighteen months after its creation, still does not have 
a , clearly defined role and powers. Only~t:;,;e:;.n~~o~f~t;.:.h~e.....,.~~~~~~ 
{!ons have been fill!;d and o one of the three in the agricul-
tural sect25. Indeed, lack of key personnel at all leve s o 
government seems to ·be a persistent problem in Bangladesh, and 
frequent changes at senior levels exacerbate the problem. 
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Issues for Discussion 

9. Against the backgro.und noted above, we suggest that 
you emphasize our interest tn the Government's rural develop
ment and our willingness to assist the .Government in this sector. 
Before. we can help coordinate donor activities in the rural de
velopment field we need a firm policy statement from the Govern-

. menton their intentions in this sector as well as the prepar--
. ation of . a development pian for the . next three to five ears for 
tbe sectQr. e 1n t1.ate scussions on this at the annual meet-

! e we welcome the decision to reorganize the extension 
service, you might caution against . too rapid implementation be
fore proper preparation of suitable teaching materials and ex
tension packages and training of staff. 

10. Secondly you may wish to stress the need to improv~ 
· the distri ultural inputs, the maintenance of urn s 
and other equipment, and the area o coverage of existing pumps 
an tu ewe ~re is also a reat need to improve the debt 
collection of coo eratives and you might inquire as to the pro
gress of the drive to collect or reschedule past due debts. You 

. could indicat.e our pleasure at learning that- the Government in- · 
tends to request our assistance in its efforts to strengthen the 
agricultural credit system. · . 

11. Thirdly you might emphasize the importance we are _pla<;.:-
ing on 'the Rural Develo ment Pro·ect~ If it can be successfully 
imp emented in the current seven thanas, both IDA and other· donors 
would be willing to help replicate it over a much wider area. How
ever, this project will still affect only mar inally the landless 
~s and near~landless farmers an t ere is a nee to a 
the profilems of this group through expanded rural works, rural 
industries, development of market towns, etc. We hope to include 
some of these components in our Second Rural Development Project. 

12. Basic policy decisions must be reach~d in such areas as 
foodgrain procurement and _distribution, pricing and subsidies, and 
resource mobilization in the rural sector. 

13·. Finally, despite the positive st~ps . taken by ·this Govern-
ment there is still a need to greatly improve project preparation 
and implementation. There is a need for a clearly defined rural 
development strategy and a plan to implement that strategy. Indeed 
the whole Government needs a much stronger orientation towards de
velopment. There must be much more coordination and cooperation 
among the implementing ministires and agencies rather than the 

. bickering that goes on now. There is a need for delegation of 
authority, better training and evaluation of staff, and the niany 
vacant positions should be filled. Only when the planning and 
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administration of the concernedministries and agencies have 
been greatly strengthened can the agricultural sector hope to 
begin to fulfill its potential role in the Bangladesh economy. 
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5. Outline of Points for Discussion with Ministry 
of Flood Control and Water Resources 

.1. . . A separate brief is included which covers the Farakka 
Barrage and the development of the Ganges ·Basin (Section G. of 
this Country Briefing)~ 

· 2. Apart from these . issues, we suggest .that you note cur-
rent progress in expediting project implementation but . ex·press 
concern . at continuing problems, · including the long tjme r~ired 
to ne . otiate view consultants' contracts. and ·to evaluate 
~ · w t wards. One example is the long delays 1n 
initiating the urgently equired Southwestern Region Water De
velopment study, intended . to develop remedial measures to assist 
Bangladesh in mitigating the effects of the lower flows in the 
Ganges. While the latest delays reflects the inability of the 
initially selected consultant to provide the promised Project 
Director for contract negotiations, many of the preceding delays 
are clearly a reflection of the slow workings of the Water De
velopment Board (WDB). A chronology of events concerning this 
study is attached. Further efforts by the Government are needed 
to strengthen WDB's management and ·implementation capacity. 

3~ In addition to the difficulties resulting from defi-
ciencies in WOB's implementation capacity, deve o ment in the 
irri ation and draina e ro·ects is impeded ~ the WDB's pre-
erence for large scale wo'-k~, and its reluctance to coop ate 

with other agencies (e.g. Ministries of Agriculture and Rural 
Development) unless WDB remains clearly in control . of other 

staff and W do not consider large scale 
~~";,~~.~~111! • h investment cos ong 

~ ....... "".-e_.r.;;iods to be appropr~at~ at this t me o es s 
needs for meeting the demand of a rap dly increasing 
population. Quicker · at1on 
0 ortunities thro ow ~hewall~ and minor 
irrigation wor~s (such as . the ongoing Barisal and. Karna u i · 
rr1gation ' projec~s) and minor flood embankments with drainage 

sluices for protec.ting less deeply flooded areas have hi h r 
riorit · the over~bitious and outdated IECO Master Pian for 

water development needs to be reviewed in a more realistic con
text. Greater efforts. are also required to develop cooperative 
working relationships with the Ministries of Agriculture and 
Rural Development so that ·WDB projects remain more than mere 
engineering exercises• 



Chronology 

February 27, 1976 

March 1976 

April 2, 1976 

April 9, 1976 

April 15, 1976 

May 5, 1976 

May 11, 1976 

June ·4, 1976 

June 18, 1976 

June 29, 1976 

July 13, 1976 

September 1976 

Attachment 

SOUTHWEST REGION STUDY 

B.M. Abbas visits Bank - offer of assist
ance in data collection and development 
of an investment plan for S.W. Region, 
the area affected by Farakka diversions. 

Blobel, Picciotto and Dunn visit Dacca -
offer use of technical assistance credit 
for study of adverse effects of low flows 
and possible remedial measures - precludes 
assessment of damages. 

Suggested TORs cabled to GOB. 

Suggested _short-list of consulting 
firms cabled to GOB. 

Directorate of Special Studies set up. 

GOB requests individual consultants 
rather than firm. 

Water levels rise. GOB proposes October 
commencement· of studies. 

GOB proposal, based on our TORs, issued 
to ten consulting firms. 

GOB requests $1.4 million plus $2.2 
million allocation under Te~hnical Assist
ance Credit to finance two-phased study. 

Bank agrees to $500,000 allocation for con
sulting services and $100,000 for equip
ment for Phase I · of study covering data: 

·collection, development of short-term re- . 
medial measures and development of terms 
of reference for Phase II feasibility study 

. for longer-term measures and related 
priority investments. 

Admiral Khan visits Bank -
requests financial assitance for mainstream 
project, i.e., . Ganges Barrage •. 

GOB invites NEDECO for negotiations. Latter 
f"inds difficulty in providing Project Director 
to negotiate. GOB advised to invite second 
firm. 
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6. Outline of Points for Discussion at Courtesy Call 
to President Sayem 

We suggest that you indicate appreciation -of progress 
made_ by Government since November in improving economic condi
tions and efforts to improve e~oAomi~man~~ement. and Covernment 
eificiellCY.. . Since Bangladesh basic resource is its peo}>.Le, 
it must make the most effective possible use of them. You should 

watched carefully by those prD
and that their attitudes is 



Resident Mission Presentation on 
The Economic Situation in Bangladesh in the 
Meeting of the Local Consultations Group on 

October 1 5,1976. 

It is about a year since we first met here to review the economic 
situation of Bangladesh. Since then, the process of stabilisation of 
the economy has been continuing successfully. During the year 1975/76, 
Gross Domestic Product grew by about 10 percent, though a part of this 
excellent growth was due to good weather. In terms of fundamental growth 
strategy, policy changes have been in the right direction (and this is 
an important achievement) though the actual pace of improvement has not 
been as rapid as one would have liked. 

Availability of Foodgrains 

On the food front, the situation looks comfortable by the standards 
hitherto applied in calculating food requirements in Bangladesh. The per 
capita availability of food in 1975/76 was the highest since Independence. 
The problem now is not so much the availability of food but the low prices 
farmers are getting for their products. It is apprehended that these low 
prices will discourage adoption of high-yielding varieties and adversely 
affect longer term food prospects. 

However, so far in this year, crop prospects look encouraging. The 
sale of fertiliser for aus 1976 was 34% higher than for aus 1975. As a 
result, in spite of some switch of land from aus to jute, the production 
of aus in 1976/77 is expected to be about the same as last year. For aman, 
fertiliser distribution during July-September is about 94 thousand tons 
as against 96 thousand tons in the same period last year. However, it is 
reported that after poor sales in August, sales are picking up and for the 
aman crop as a whole, fertiliser offtake may not be lower than last year's. 
Our field reports suggest that prospects for aman are also good. At present 
it appears that the foodgrain production in 1976/77 should be approximately 
13.3 million tons, about the same as last year. The outlook on food imports 
is not clear; neither the Government nor vWP 11 has of late produced figures 
on import estimates. If 1 million tons of imports come this year, the per 
capita availability of foodgrains in 1976/77 should be above the norm used 
in calculation of food requirements in Bangladesh. 

The falling prices of foodgrains are causing concern to the 
Government. Since there is considerable amount of undernourishment in 
Bangladesh, it seems desirable to improve prices by increasing effective 
demand (e.g. through rural works) rather than by decreasing supply. The 
Government is envisaging a higher level of public procurement than last 
year. It is also considering ways of extending credit to the private 
sector for foodgrains trade so as to stimulate procurement and storage by 
private sector. 

11 "WFP" stands for "World Food Program". 
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Foodgrain Distribution 

As a result of improved availability and lower prices of foodgrains 
in the open market, offtake from the Government distribution system has 
declined considerably. At present the monthly rate of offtake is more than 
70 thousand tons below the rate for this time last year. If these trends 
continue, the annual offtake for 1976/77 (including the food-for-work 
program) may be only about 1.2 million tons as against the Government 
target of 2 million tons. 

The Government has set a target of 500,000 tons for procurement 
of foodgrains in 1976/77. If this target materialises and imports and 
offtake are as discussed above, foodgrains stocks at the end of the year 
1976/77 should be around 1 million tons. 

In this connection, it may be useful to note the implications of 
this foodgrain :; outlook on the GOB budget. It is sometimes noted that 
counterpart funds from food account provide the bulk of the finance for 
development expenditure. Actually, if one considers the foodgrain account 
as a whole, it was a drain on the public treasur,y in 1975/76 to the 
extent of Tk.2060 million. In other words, the budget expenditures 
incurred in cash purchases of foodgrains, freight charges and other 
incidental expenses more than balanced the budget revenue obtained from 
sale of food, including food received on foreign aid. In 1976/77, the 
situation is expected by the GOB to be better. The budget expects about 
Tk.850 million of net recei pts from food account. However, considering 
the present low offtake rate, it will not be surprising if the net receipts 
from food account in 1976/77 turn out to be nil or even negative. 

As a result of improvement in the jute/rice price ratio=-,. the jute 
acreage in 1976 is estimated to be 1.7 million acres (as against 1.45 
million in 1975) and production between 5.3 to 5.5 million bales. The 
increase in raw jute production, the increase in private sector 
participation, and the improvement in the economy in the western world 
have led to a large increase in raw jute exports. In 1975/76 export 
shipments were 2.35 million bales, 52 percent higher than in 1974/75. For 
1976/77 the season has just started and so far sales and shipments are 
higher than in 1975/76. The quality of jute this year is reported to be 
inferior and is likely to affect exports adversely. 

For jute goods, the situation continues to be difficult. In spite 
of some 1 ~mprovement in efficiency of jute goods production, the losses 
of BJMC.!.in 1976/77 are expected to be around Tk. 370 million. This is 
partly because of the higher cost of raw jute but the main problem is 
the decline in jute goods prices. With the continuing economic recovery 
in the industrialised countries, one would have expected improved demand 
for jute goods, However, the amount demanded for jute goods exports has 
remained more or less stagnant and prices have declinedo Bangladesh's 
share of the market has improved but export receipts declined. 

1/ "BJMC" stands for ttBangladesh Jute Mil s Corporation". 
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Industries 

On the industrial front, the situation with respect to the supply 
of raw materials and spare parts is improved, However, demand continues 
to be sluggish. The industrial production has shown only some slight 
improvemnt. StoCk levels of many commodities, e.g. textiles and edible 
oil, continue to be high and the Government Budget for 1976/77 does not 
expect any increase in contribution to the public exchequer from the 
nationalised industries sector as compared with last year. 

Regarding the private sector, the Government is pursuing with 
increased vigour its policy of disinvestment. Terms and conditions of 
disinvestment have been liberalised. An Investment Corporation has been 
set up to encourage investment and mobilise savings. The stock exchange 
has been reactivated. The investment schedule for the private sector is 
also more liberal. 

There are as yet no figures available as to the extent of private 
investment taking place. However, the general atmosphere is more conducive 
to private sector investment, (both domestic and foreign) than before. 
It will take time, however, before investor confidence is well-established 
and much investment actually takes place. One interesting indicator of the 
buoyancy of demand for investment is that the $25 million IDA credit to the 
Bangladesh Shilpa Bank, which was signed a few months ago, is reported to 
be nearly fully committed even though it is not yet effective. 

Money, Credit and Prices 

Monetary stabilisation policies have been continuing successfully. 
The deficit financing by the Government in 1975/76 amounted to about 
Tk.1170 million as against the revised budget target of Tk.1000 million. 
However, in terms of monetary effects, the credit expansion was neutralised 
to some extent by the net deficit in the balance of payments. The actual 
development expenditure was also considerably lower than the Tk.8500 
million estimated to have been released by the Government for development 
expenditure. For the first two months of 1976/77 for which figures are 
available, the pace of credit expansion is quite moderate; in fact, it is 
below the GOB targets for credit expansion. 

The rate of monetary expansion (15 percent) was higher than the 
growth in GDP in 1975/76. However, prices declined by a considerable 
amount. The country average of cost of living indices showed a decline 
of 20 percent in June 1976 over June 1975. In the first two months of 
1976/77, there has been some seasonal increase in prices but the overall 
rate of inflation for the year looks like it will be moderate. 

The level of prices of agricultural goods is now too low and is 
likely to have disincentive effects for future agricultural production. 
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The money and price trends indicate that the velocity of 
circulation of money which rose to abnormal level in 1974/75 (as a 
result of inflationary psychology, "black money", etc.) is now . 
declining to a normal level. The real cash balances in the economy 
now are considerably less than what they were in 1969/70. The economy 
is now moving from the situation of negative savings towards positive 
savings and as a result, demand is now sluggiSh. 

Budget 

The GOB budget for this year was discussed in this Group a few 
months ago. As mentioned above, the receipts from food account may be 
less than budgeted by about Tk.850 million but overall the budgetary 
situation does not seem to be out of control. In the first quarter of 
1976/77, the revenue collection was 22 percent higher than collections 
in the first quarter of 1975/76. This increase was higher than the 12 
percent rise expected in the Budget of 1976/77 over the revised estimate 
for 1975/76. The pace of development expenditure is, however, reported 
to be very slow. In 1975/76, the project aid disbursement was $129 
million as against $145 million in 1974/75. The Government, however, is 
fully aware of the problem of slow disbursement on development 
expenditures and is addressing itself to it. 

Balance of Payments. 

The balance of payments situation appears to be under control. The 
foreign exchange reserves end September 1976 were $254 million as against 
$159 million end September 1975. The pace of utilisation of import 
licenses has been slow and in the January-June 1976 shipping period the 
value of licenses utilised was considerably lower than funds allocated. 
During the first two months of 1976/77 for which data are available, the 
pace of utilisation of import licenses has also been slow. 

As a result of lower food imports, sluggish industrial demand 
resulting in lower commodity imports and slow project implementation, 
the level of imports in 1 976/77 may be significantly lovmr than the 
$1350 million estimated by the Government (mqy be about 1.1 billion). 
For the same reasons, foreign aid disbursement may be only about $750 
million. Given the outlook on exports, aid availability, debt servicing 
bu~den,etc., there does not seem to be any serious problem on the 
balance of payments side; in fact gross foreign exchange reserve may 
increase in 1976/77. The main problem now is sluggish demand and low level 
of development expenditure. In view of the urgent development needs of 
the country, efforts at improvement in the pace of developmental expenditure 
continue to deserve the highest priority. 



WORLD BANK I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. R. s. McNamara 

Mr. Eo Stern 
FROM : Leonard Weiss~ 

SUBJECT: Political Notes 

DATE: November 1, 197, 

1. The internal political situation has steadily improved over 
the past year. Law and order has been increasingly restored and the 
country is presently enjoying a substantial measure of stability. One 
cannot, however, rule out the possibility of deterioration in this 
volatile country so beset by problems. There are still reports of 
incursions of Bangladesh dissidents from Indian territory across the 
border into Bangladesh. The Government alleges that these incursions 
are supported by the GOI and that even Indian border troops have at times 
participated in them. Despite the incursions the Government appears in 
control of the situation. A midnight to 5 a.m. curfew is still in effect. 

2. Major General Ziaur Rahman has consolidated his position. The 
JSD (Jatiya Samajtantrik Dal) party and its leaders, who originally 
restored General Zia to power but then proved to be a disruptive influence, 
has been rendered ineffective. The young Army officers who engineered the 
original coup overthrowing the Sheikh on August 15, 1975, are out of the 
country and have been debarred from returning. Air Vice Marshal Tawab, 
who had originally been part of the present Government and had come to 
differences with General Zia, has also been forced out. There does not 
appear to be any other person on the scene to threaten General Zia's 
position, and the General remains personally popular in the country. 

3. The main political question of the day is whether the elections 
scheduled for next February will, or should, take place. The Government 
pledged that there would be elections at that time and is currently 
proceeding on that basis. While the Government is thus taking the 
position of wanting to put itself out of business, a very large, probably 
predominant, part of the electorate, seems to want to retain ito Economic 
conditions have improved along with political conditions and the people 
feel the Government has done a good job. One commonly hears that the 
people are sick and tired of the corruption and lawlessness of the past 
and are less interested in democracy than in meeting their basic human 
requirements • food, clothing and shelter and personal safety • and 
welcome the progress this Government has made in these respects. 

4. Considerable apprehension exists of the possible instability 
which may result from elections. Under the procedures established by 
the Government some 55 political groupings have applied for approval as 
parties eligible to contest the elections. The Government has approved 
16 of them. The approved parties include all of the previous important 
political groups with one exception, the original Awami League founded 
by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. With at least 16 parties in the field there 
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is concern whether there would be sufficient political cohesion to 
provide a new stable government with an effective governing mandate. 
No new leaders have appeared on the scene and there is thus also 
concern that the people who might get back into power are those who 
proved ineffective and corrupt in the past 0 

s. The predominant view of the diplomatic community in Dacca 
and the view of many other observers is that the country is not ready 
for elections, that elections at this stage would result in political 
fragmentation and instability and that it would be better to defer them . 
for a year or so to consolidate and strengthen the present stability and 
constructive efforts of the existing regime and build a better institutional 
framework and political base for an elective, democratic government •. 

'• Most people feel, perhaps wishfully, that elections, at least 
at the national level, will not take place, or that some other type of 
election, such as a referendum as to whether there should be elections, 
may be held. Another possibility is holding elections at the local level; 
a recent newspaper report stated that the Government has definitely decided 
to hold elections at the union level (a union is a collection of villages). 

1. General Zia's intentions are unclear. He has been holding his 
own views very closely and has not interfered with the present electoral 
process. 

s. Rumours are currently circulating around Dacca of some major 
political developments in the next week or so. It is rumoured that on 
November 7, the anniversary date of the coup which put the present 
Government into power, General Zia, who is now only Chief of Staff of 
the Army, will be elevated to the post of Commander in Chief of all 
Bangladesh Armed Forces. This would be a new position in Bangladesh. 
It is the position which Ayub Khan assumed when he came to power in 
Pakistan. President Sayem is reported planning to leave shortly on a 
religious pilgrinmage ("haj") to Jeddah. When he leaves for Jeddah, 
General Zia will presumably be designated Acting President. There is 
some speculation that he may stay on in that post indefinitely. 

LWeiss:lhw 
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1. Economic and Political Situation 

General Situation 

1. This past year has been the first year since independ
ence that Bangladesh has not had to contend with serious natural 
disasters ot financial crises. Food supplies have been adequate to . 
feed the population, the foreign exchange positio11-- has been 
comfortable with import levels' ·not severely constrained, and 
inflation has been contained. As a consequence of these develop
ments and of Government policy statements providing for a great.er 
role for private enterprise the investment climate has . improved 
Bangladesh has just become a member of IFC and a first fact-finding 
mission visited Bangladesh a few weeks ago. The Government has 
basically adhered to the financial · ro ram a reed between the IMF 
and the Mujib Gover e t in Ma 1975 at the time that the Taka 
was eva ued. Overall, prices have decreased by about 10% ori 
average and subsidies on foodgrain and fertilizer have been re
duced. The Government has also initiated a program for improving 
the efficiency of the public corporations through reduction of 
bureaucratic controls arid decentralization of decision making 
authority. The Aid Groue...:has recognized the thrust of the Govern-
ment's attempts so far and aintained a level of aid commit-
ments to Ban ladesh which we con . ade uate, 

overnment has pressed for additional commodity 
lists the main economic measures adopted by the Government during 
1975 and 1976.) · 

2. In January 1976 .the Government in traduced measures to 
streamline administrative procedures, in an attempt to improve 
implementation of development proJects. .we have seen some progress 
in project implementation in particular cases, resulting from a 
combination of intens~ve Bank Group supervision, the development 
by . the Bank Group of detailed improvement programs, and increased 
Government readiness to adopt such programs. In addition the 
Government has begun to resuscitate the Proj ec.t Implementation 
B~reau to monitor project performance and to elimiria.te bottlenecks . 
(see paragraph 2 of brief for discussion with Planning Minister (Tab E.2)). Un
fortunately, the net result of all of these efforts was a small ~~~--
dro in project disbursements in FY76 compare o e an 
only hope t at t e removal of bottlenecks will lead to faster 
disbursements in the future. While we do not yet have an analysis 
as to why disbursements have not reflected the apparent improve
ment in project performance, this may be a result of delays in 
submitting withdrawal applications for completed civil works 
and other eligible local expenditures. 

3. When evaluating progress since November 1975 ~hen the 
current Government took power, the change in attitudes is more 
significant than actual achlev~ments. The Government still has 

oug tfie weak administrative machinery it has 
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inherited and there is often a serious lag between a decision 
in ._ principle and working out the details of implementation. 
Requests to IDA to provide technical assistance in the re
organization of the Ministry of Agriculture and BADC, 
establishing a Planaing Commission Project Preparation 
Advisory Cell and the adoption by the Government of our proposals 
for the reform of the agricultural extension system are indications 
of Government awareness of areas of weakness and an-
eagerness for advice in solving some of their problems. The 
atmosphere for IDA to influence policy decisions in Bangladesh · 
appears to be better than it has been at any time, but · 
the speed of implementation must still be expected to be slow, 
and we should e ls for bel re-

4. 
the 

The direction of future policies is made more uncertain by~ ~ 
· · eduled for Februar 1977. While there is · <t"'-."-----

speculation that many of the people in current positions of leader
ship will manage to maintain their positions following elections; 
there is as yet no _ublic announcement that currently influential 
fi ures - in ar ic Rahman - intend to 
run for o_ffice. The pa·rty alignments for the election are a o 
very· unclear at this time. In any case the prospect of e~cti s 
places some limits on the freedom of a,cti n of the Governmen.t 1n 
d . ilizer ~]Jbsidies and 

There has been speculaton tat tne · 
Government may postpone elections "to give the political 
parties more time to organize" or to develop a new constitution. 
One 90 year old political leader has advocated such a postpone..;. 
ment. There has also been talk of a referendum to decide whether 
elections should be held. However to date we have little inform
ation to back up such speculation. 

5. At the time of last year's Annual Meetings there were 
some grounds for · belleving · tha:t, despite. an unsettled political 
situation, some progress could be made in placing the country's 
economy on a sound footing. These- hopes, as they apply to the ~ 
short-term, have been · partially fulfilled. However, looking beyond _ 
the immediate situation it is difficult to ~ustain this optimi~ 
Basic imbalances remain - im orts are roughly double exports, 
and forei n aid finances rou three · t - . 

expen iture. The most important issues 
p with Bangladesh are discussed below. These points 

for discussion are not new, but · rather extenSions of our ongoing 
dialogue with the Government. 

Economic Management · 

The Government does not have a clearly articulated 
1on E lt ·paragraph 2 6f brief for discussion 

Much needs to be done to increase the 
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Government's contribution to the country's investments. This 
year's budget was a disappointment. While lip service is paid to 
needed improvements, such as attempting for the first time since 
independence to collect very modest agricultural income tax, the 
bud et · fi ures sho · in additional 

Re~~~~~~~~~~am-t~~a~ricu tural 
continuing dis-

ionalized enterpr ses 
in significant additions to resources. ditional 

~teps to improve economic performance, outlined below,. are needed: 

i. The full range of subsidies on agricultural inputs 
must be further rev iewed With an eye to their . 
elimination, in accordance with the Government's 
stated intention, while delivery systems should be 
simultaneously improved. 

ii~ must develo olicies for 
:..w.a~,_"""""'....._~r~i::,::c::..:i::.:n!a:; this encompasses issues of 

. procurement, stocks, sales and imports. 

iii.. Existing po ulation ro rams need to be accelerated 
·and the requisite staff hired and tra ne . qu c y. 
(After an initial slow start, progress of our 
populaton ·project over the last six months has 
been reasonably good.) 

iv. A comprehensive Qlan must be devised for increasing 
the volume of export earnin s. 

Project Exe~ution 

7. During the past year the Government took action to stream-
line its decision-making process with regard to project preparation 
and implementation. In consultation with the Bank Group it revised 
its Project Evaluation Proforma to make it more simple and easier for 
the relevant project-sponsoring .. ministry and agency to complete. In 
addition we are currently reviewing with the · Government the approval 
procedures Which will govern the . sanctioning· of development projects. 
In March 1976 the Government set u an Ini lementation Coordination 
Committee, to be serviced b j.e.c.. .em..~ ation Bureau, with 
the power to ta e decisions on .required actions and to se · 
dates for . their completion, all of which are binding on the concerned 
ministries and ag.encies. Appropriate . project monitoring arrangements 
are also under review and IDA might be asked tofinance the requisite 
technical assistance..:..: e.g., establishing and operating a central 
monitoring unit~ Reforms were also instituted designed to reduce 
delays in procurement decisions, release of local funds, and appoint
ment of project staff. 
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8. All these measures will take time to produce 
and we should not expect an immediate impact on our projects 
which, for the most part, . still suffer from serious delays. 
Nevertheless the demonst e a more o en attitude of the 
Go:e~nment in recognizing the problems and either moving or 
sn~ as · resolvin them. Further progress 1s 
required in s~ch fields as the strengthening of the Project 
Implementation Bureau, the implementation of the decision to 
establish project preparation cells in the relevant ministries, 
and the reduction of the time required for negotiation and · 
approval of consultants contracts and for evaluation of tenders 
and approval of the selection. 

South-~est Region Water Development 

9. We have. included a separate brief (Section G of this 
· Count;ry Briefing) on the Ganges · waters question, which affects 
India, Bangladesh and .Nepal. Pending a solution of both the 
long-term problem of development of the Ganges Basin, and the 
short-term problem. of sharing the low flow in 
Bangladesh should examine serious! ossib r 

ielding remedial measures such as tubewells estuary 
enclosures to reduce the roblems resulting rawals 
1b~~If.n~d~1r·a~~r~om=·~t~e~F~a~r~a~k~ka~.~B~a~r:r=a:g:=e·.--~Th~e~i~e~n~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~h 
remedial measures is inten e to be the main focus of the 
South-West region water development studies being financed 
under our Second · Technical Assistance Credit. Initiation 
of this study has not yet started due to delays by the Govern
ment in initiating the consultant selection process and to the 
inability of the ·selected consultant to provide the team leader 
specified in their proposal. A second consultant firm has now 
been invited to negotiations. 
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LIST OF ~~IN ECONOMIC MEASURES ADOPTED BY GOB DURING 
1975 AND 1976 (TO DATE): 

MAIN ECONOMIC MEASURES IN 1975 

1. Credit Restraints (throughout year) · 

2. Demone.tisation (April 1.975) · · 

3. Devaluation of the Taka (May 1975) 

4. Agreement with IMF in letter of intent on money supply 
ceilings, expansion of development budget, public 
sector reform, reduction in foodgrain and other 
subsidies, increased domestic resource mobilization, 
etc. (May 1975) 

5. Balanced Budget for 1975.;..76 (June 1975) 

6. 25 percent real increase in annual development plan, 
1975-76 (June 1975) 

7 ~ Liberalization of Import Policy (June 1975) 
. . 

8. lncreae in Autonomy of Bangladesh Wetter Development 
Board through appointment of full-time Executive 
Chairman (August 1975) 

9·. Emphasis on Rural Dev~lopment and Self-help Campaign 
(+SWANIRVAR+)(September 1975) 

10. Fip.alization of arrangements for Management Assistance 
to Adarnjee Jute Mills (representing about 29 percent 
of jute industry (September 197 5) 

11. Partial Liberalization of Jute Trade (September 1975) 

12. Initiation of Study for Simplication and Liberalization 
of Improt Control System (October 1975) 

13. Adoption of Rice .Procurement/Price Support Program 
(November 1975) 

14. Reduction in Foodgrain Subsidy (December 1975) 

15. Liberalization of Private Investment Policy (December 1975) 
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16. Payment of Compensation for Nationalized Industries 
(December 1975) 

17. Liberalization of Distribution . System, including. 
greater role .. for ' private trade and relaxation of . price 
controls (December 1975 and earlier) 

18. Intensified Efforts in the Population Planning Field 
(December 1975) 

· 19. ·Reorganization of ·National Economic Council (December 1975) 

20. ·Streamlining of Administrative Procedures for Execution . 
of Development Projects (December 197 5) 

Main Economic Measures in 1976 (to Date) 

1. Tight Monetary Policy (continued from 1975) 

2. Continued Efforts to Strengthen Population Planning 
Program 

3. Further Liberalization of Jute Trade (January) 

4·. Further Reduction in · Food . Subsidy (February) 

5. Announcement of Minimum Price for Jute (February) 

6. Announcement of Minimum Price of Wheat (February) 

7. Strengthening of Project Implementation Machinery, 
including reorganization of PIB . and establishment 
of Implementation Coordination Committee (April-July) 

8. Agreement with IDA on Technical Assistance for 
Agriculture Ministry and BADC (April-May) . 

9. Issue of Guidelines Governing · Relationships 
between Ministries/Corporations and Corporations/ 
Enterpr is.es (May) 

10. Announcement of Balanced Budget for 1976-77, including 
Measures to Increase Domestic Resource Mobilization 
(such as agricultural income tax and reduction of 
subsidy on agricultural inputs) and further increase . 
ih Annual Development Program (June) 
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11. Announcement of a Liberal Import Policy for the Shipping 
Period, July-December 1976 . (July) . 

12. Announcement of Export Policy with Liberal Incentives . 
to Promote Exports (July) 

13. Increase. in Interest Rates on Deposit Accounts in 
Banks and Post Offices (July) 

14. Reactivation of Dacca Stock Exchange (August) 

15. Setting up of Investment Corporation of Bangladesh 
(September) 

16. Relaxation of Terms and Conditions. for Disinvestment 
of Industries by the Government (September) 

17. Announcement ·of Tea Policy Incorporating an Intensive 
Tea Cultivation Scheme and Disinvestment of Some Tea 
Estates (September) · 

18. Announcement of Wheat Policy Incorporating Large 
Increase in Target Acreage and an Attractive Pro
curement Price (September) 





Educational Institutions 

(i) 
( .. ) 

(i~~) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 

Primary schools 
Junior high schools 
High schools (Boys) 
High schools (Girls) 
College 
Senior Madrasha 

Community centre 
Hospital 
Dispensary 
Tahshil Office 
TTDC 

Godowns (Agril./Non Agril.) 

2 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii ) 

<(~~ 

Fertilizer godown (BADC) 
Food storage at Mirzapur 
Irrigation workshops 
Union Seeds storage 
Thana godown for 
agril. crops 

(vi) TCCA Godown 

15. Organisation of farmers: 

(i) 
(ii) 

KSS (TCCA) 
Total cooperative 
members 

16. Fisheries: 

(i) Derelict tanks 
(i~) Area of Ponds 

17. Livestock: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 

Cattle 
Goat 
Sheep 
Duck 
Poultry 

No. of 
Inst's. 

76 
2 

12 
2 
1 
1 

9 
2 
3 
4 
1 

1 
1 
2 
9 

1 
1 

146 

3902 

69 
- 199.46 acres. 

- 82,737 
- 18,718 
- 12,429 

3,242 
- 78,256 
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17. At_Ticu.l -!:;ure .: 
A. Classificat ion of l and (1000 acre) 

( i) Hi~ land 

(ii) Medi um l and 

(iii) Lo1r Land 

. 20 

40 

13 

B. .Acr ea{-:e under dif f e rent crops (1000 acre) 

( i) A us 
fota l HYV 

21 

( ii) Aman 36 

(iii) Boro 6.5 

( iv) ~heat Oo4 
.,. 

18o Rural Social Service: 

( i) Ho ther' s . club 1 2 
( ii) Youth Club 13 

(iii) Childrens club 1 3 
(iv) Landless anc day-

labour or~nisation '~ ~ 5 
( v) I,1ul tipu~'"'pose Community 

Centre 1 

19. Irrigation facilities: 

f 

( i) Po1·1er pump ~· 

( ii) Shallou 'l'ubcuells 

(iii) H and Tube1vells 

( i v) Qo"Lultry Nethod 

Number 

166 

69 

543 

20o Fertilizer Use (1000 tons) 

( i) 

( ii) 

{iii) 

Urea 

TSP 

NP 

-/ Do 63 
0.19 

Oo04 

4e0o 

2.5 

Area 
( 1000 acre) 

•· 
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3. ...Sub]e.ct Briefs on Special Issues 

3 (a). Field Visit to Sherpur Thana ( Bogra District) 

Rural Development Proje~t 

Cr. No. 631 Rural Development Project; US$16.0 Million 
of May 20, 1976; Effective Date: August 3, 
1976; Closing Date: Decemb.er 31, 1981 

1. Sherpur the seven thanas covered the 
First Rura eve .o ment Pro· ect see . a The Rural 
Tieve opment roject is the first project of this type assisted by 
IDA . in Bangladesh. The project adopts the integrated approach 
conceived in the early 1960's at the Camilla Academy for . Rural 
Development. The Camilla approach, now administered by the Inte
grated Rural Development P·rogram (IRDP, an agency of the Ministry 
of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives), includes 
labor intensive rural · works, minor irrigation, promotion of HYV 

~technology and the two-tiere oo eratives - -vi f lage cooperati;;es 
grouped under Tharia Central Cooperatives Associations (the TCCA
KSS system). Farm inputs and rural credit are channeled through 
such cooperatives. Cqoperative officers are trained. by thana 
officers. · 

. . 

2. In the limited area cov~red, the project encompasses the 
activities of a large number of agencies invoiv~d in rural develop
ment. The project consists of a rural works program (rural roads, 
drains, rural markets, fish ponds), minor irrigation (low lift 

_pumps, shallow tubewells, hand pumps), thana facilities (office 
and living quarters of thana officers, cooperative godowns), and 
strengthening of rural institutions and services (Camilla-type 
cooperatives, as well as extension, animal health services, 
fisheries and credit facilities). Total project cost is estimated 
at US$24.7 million equivalent. 

3. The project is designed to sti~ngthen ~xisting rural 
institutions~ which .are vital to improving the conditions of the 
rural people • . the traditional cooperatives and irrigation pump 
groups will be reorganized into Camilla-type cooperatives, through 
which medi~m and .short-term credit will be char{neled. Special 
measures and · procedures, carefullyworked out in detail jointly 
by the· Government and IDA, were· introduced to · improve the basic 
Camilla model. These supplenmental measures are d·esigned: ( i) 
to ensure that each ~hana level officer does his share of village 
work on time and in coordination with officers of other agencies; 
(ii) to make joining TCCA-KSS cooperatives highly attractive to 
small farmers; (iii) to tighten cooperative _discipline, particularly 
with regard to repayment of loans; (iv) to ensure full participation 
of coopetat1ve· members, large or -small, in processing applications 
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for equipment, inputs and credit and receipt of same equitably; 
and (v) to ensure that funds spent for rural w6rks and thana · 
facilities provide ·employment to landless families. These .· 
special measures and procedur·es represent an attempt to . prevent 
big farmers from dominating therural institutions supported 
under the project. In addition, the project is expected to 
hel the landless rural workers and marginal farmers throu h 
increased emp oyment opportun t es, 1n~ens1 1e agr1cultural 
and fishery _act v 1es speer-a. ishery cooperatives will be 
organized for rural landless. people), rural works programs and 
secondary activities such as transportationt marketing and 
processing. · 

4. · The project by "\\lOr king within the system" does not 
require the creation of special project entities, or the 
appointment of project implementation personnel. The only 
requirement is that special coordination committees be created, 
which will include officers at all level of administration 
involved in the area: · the maiti emphasis is on: improved working 
procedures (with emphasis on interagency cooperation and . co- . 
ordination, and clear .terms of reference for officers involved 
in project implementation) • This project is designed, so as -to 
provide the basis for similar thana development projects over 
wide areas of Bangladesh • . Therefor~, the project attempts to 
minimize capital investment, concentrating instead- on improve
ments ·1n the funtioningof on~going rural programs. In order 
to assist in the design of future projects, the project has an 
im rtant evaluation component· this evaluation will be based 
on ~urveys ic have been carried . out in the project . area, 
financed under ·the Technical Assistance Credit. 

Population Project 

cr. No. 533 Population Project: US$15 Million C:redit of 
February 11, 1975; Effect.ive Date: September 25, 
197 5; Closing Dat:e: December 31, · 1982 

5. It is also important to note that the IDA Population Project 
covers as important number of act~vittes in the Rural Development 
Project thanas_ in the Bogra District~ Sher ur Thana is . a Population 
P_roj ect "concentrated Thana" in which seven pilot sc emes c 
otherwise are tried-out separately throughout the country) are 
implemented together. These schemes include activities in the fields 
of rural development, agricultural extension, e ucation, in rmatiort 
and social development ro rams or rural women. The aim is not 
on y to motivate rural people toward small fami ies, but to assist 
development programs contributing to the socio-economic devel,opment 
of the area . (which by itself should be conducive to fertility 
reduction). A Family Welfare Visitor Training School is ·also to 
be located in another Rural Development Project Thana, Bogra, which 
is adjacent to · Sherpur. 
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3 (b) Field Visit to Adamjee Jute Mill 

1. The jute industry contributes more than on~e=--h~~~.:::: 
Bangladesh's ex ort earnings . and about one third of the value 
added in the manufacturing sector, and provides about 200,000 
workers with employm~t• Since independenc.e, the Gove~ 
nationalized . all j_ute mills and the Bangladesh Jute Mills 
Corporation (BJMC) was created as a holding company under the 
Ministryof Jute to run the mills. Following the exEansion 
of jute goods ex orts at a rate of 9% per annum during the 
sixt1es, t e exports of jute goods in the years since in epend
ence f e l l behind the peak level achieved during 1969/70 by 
12-25%. Major factors adversely affecting the export perform
ance by the jute industry were high export prices of jute goods 
vis-a-vis synthetic substitutes, 1 o ve mar eting, 
low ro uction e ficienc ·on in the world economy. 

e May 1975 devaluation was intended inter alia 
to improve the competitive ·position of Bangladesh jute in 
international markets and to help the jute industry solve serious 
financial difficulties resulting from huge operating losses 
incurred since independence. The devaluation has resulted 
sharp declines in export prices of jute goo s an 
a - -Y1S S 

substitutes. Benefitting from this improve~ price_ competitive
ness as well as a receQt economic recovery in world markets, 
the performance of the jute industry has improved significantly; 
the export sales of ·ute oo s durin 1975/76 amounted to 

ns, an increase of 40% over the prev --s l ·evel. 
ota exports shipment) reached about 440,000 tons during 

1975/76, recording the highest level in terms of volume since 
in epen ence but still remaining at a lower level than the 
peak reach~~ in l9~9L 0. Inspite of the ~arge decline .1n . 
export prices, the financial situation for the jute industry 
seems to have ·shown a marked improvement although the financial 

· accounts for the full FY76 are not · yet available • . However, the 
jute industry is requesting · a subsidy from the Government to 
meet its proj~ctions of expected losses in 1976/77. 

2. Considering the importance of the jute sector for 
Bangladesh, IDA undertook. detailed sector studies in 1973 l/ 
and 1975. 1/ t1uch can be o im . rove the efficiency of 

A number of critical areas for improvement 
were identifi_ed and the action program, · encompassing a series 

l/ The World Jute Economy (Report No. 114a-BD; July 12, 1973). 

ll Bangladesh: · .Survey of the Jute and Cotton T~xtile Industries 
(Report No. 883-BD; September 25, 1975). 
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of specific measures designed to deal with the critical problems 
identified, was formulated and agreed with the Government for 
implementation in connection with the Fourth Imports Program 
Credit. The first phase of the action program consisted of the 
creation of a Production Planning Directorate, the compilation 
of the inventory of installed and available capacity, the 

· formulation of the FY77 production plan based on a detailed study 
o expor mar e s, t e preparat1on o 1nanc1 s atements an 
proJ eC 1tl"h"S -equired for · sound financial management, and the 
organization of four task forces to improve maintenance programs 
in the selected mills. ·· While the first phase of the action 
program has been . implemented satisfactorily, the second phase 
has been developed and is expected to be agreed upon in connection 
with the negotiation of the Fifth Imports Program Credit. Ex
ternal assist~nce to ~he jute industry is also being provided by 
UNDP/UNIDO, CIDA and UK. 

3. the Adamjee Jute Mill; which began production in the 
early fifties, is the second oldest in Bangladesh and the lar est 
j\lte mill in the world with 2,192 hessian, 826 sacking . and 225 

76 production by the Adamjee Jute Mill 
was 58,000 tons, constituting about 12% of .total production of 
the jute industry. Largely due to its size, the Adamjee Jute 
Mill has been given substantial autonomy in operations and UK 
has provided technical assistance in the fields of management, 
marketing, production and financial .reporting. The Adamjee 
Jute Mill . incurred sizable losses in the years following 
independence but · showed a sign of significant improvement in 
1975/76 when it r orted rofits at a rate of 9% of its sales 
during the period ~f July-December 1975. 
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3. (c) Roads and Highways Department Building 

1. We have been warned that you or your wife may encounter 
protests from a group of Dacca women ·opposed to the proposed 
location of an IDA financed Roads arid Highways Department (RHD) 
headquarters . building on land owned by RHD which is !-!sed as a 
nursery for plants and shrubs originally intended to decorate 
roadsides • .. The . land is used as a park by Dacca citizens; and 
contains old trees and rare shrubs. 

2. The proposed RHD headquarters building w~s included in 
the Highway Project (Credit 408-BD) since the location of RHD 
personnel in various buildings scattered around Dacca is a major 
impediment to the Department's efficiency. The site was proposed 
by the Bangladesh Government and we engaged a consultant to 
ass1st t he local architects in the design of a functional build-
ing appropriate to Bangladesh's conditions rather than a sixteen 
story hotel type building which the Government originally wished. 
We have been aware of the · impo'rtance the Governm.ent had placed 
on keeping the old trees ·on site undisturbed as far as possible. 
In reviewing the design and draft tender documents for the buiid
ing we have endeavored to save as. many trees and plants as possible, 
and the tender documents inc~ude requirements concerning protection 
and replanting of those trees and shrubs ~ich can be moved. 

3. In July 1976, 
tender, the -Government reacted 
posing that IDA instead f 

We . did not agree to this proposal, due in par 
. higher cost (e.g. elevators and foundation) of a fifteen 
story building, the diffic.ul ties in segregating expenditure on 
five floors from other expenditure on the proposed building, and 
the delays substantially beyond the Closing , Date which t«>uld 
result from the need to redesign: the structure. Construction 
of · the building is already two years behind appraisal estimates. 
Even without this delay it is expected that we will have to 
postpone the Closing Date by one year from December 31, 1977 to 
December 31 ~ · 197 8 · to complete the building and other key project 
works. We expressed our willin . . e the roposed basic 
four stor desi n agreed for the headquarters building at n · 

-o~oo~ooo~lo.Q,,.....:Ii...: 2s1i!o.· J;;t~· -:suggested by the Goverriment. We ·also offered . t~t 
i f the Government preferred we -would delete the building from 
t he pro ect and try · to find other suitable components c could 

e financed urider the project description. The _~ rnment then 
decided to kee the buil e but to move it 

acK toward the edge of the feet. 
stated t fiat t is sfiift . the rare 

to trees 
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